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 Introduction to the Ph.D. dissertation 
In this thesis the outcome of a Medicinal Chemistry Ph.D. course ranging from Physical to 
Bio-Organic Chemistry, is reported. A multidisciplinary approach allowed the development of 
several fruitful research projects and led to many innovative results in different fields. The 
present dissertation focuses on the description of a newly developed computational method. 
The most important feature of this method, founded on well tested models and theories and on 
accurately verified approximations, is its reliability and the capability of handling very 
different problems. This thesis mainly deals with the original and unpublished aspects of the 
work carried out during the Ph.D. period and only short notes and comments (essential to 
understand the present work) concerning the models developed by others researchers are 
given. An exhaustive list of references is provided where more detailed descriptions of these 
previous work can be easily found) Commercially available packages for molecular 
computations have been used to study a number of chemically relevant problems and to 
achieve a better understanding of the inborn approximations of models and theories.  
The thesis is composed by three main sections. In the first section a brief overview on 
molecular modelling is given (Chapter 1). Also, some hints concerning the most common 
computational methods are provided (Chapter 2). Then, the new computational approach 
developed by the author is described in details (Chapter 3) and some test examples are 
presented (Chapter 4) to illustrate the capabilities of the new method and show its fields of 
applicability. In the second section are presented the results obtained by applying the 
developed method in the study of the reaction mechanism of two interesting enzymes, the 
proline racemase (Chapter 5) and the diaminopimelate epimerase (Chapter 6). The 
mechanistic details of the enzymatic catalysis of both these enzymes are presented and the 
role of some key-residues is stressed. The third section (Chapter 7-10) contains the results of 
some combined experimental-computational studies, where a satisfactory rationalisation of 
chemical processes is given by a skilful combination of experimental data and accurate 
computational models. In the same section is reported (Chapter 11) a full QM mechanicistic 
study on the reaction mechanism of the enzyme Human Carbonic Anhydrase (HCAII). 
Dr. Piero Altoè must be acknowledged for the time and the knowledge invested in the 
common research project aimed at the development and testing phase of this computational 
method. Dr. M. Calvaresi also participated to the study of enzymes with a precious contribute 
to the set-up phase and to the construction of physically reliable model systems of these 
amazingly overcomplicated macro-molecules. Dr G. Miscione must be acknowledged for his 
essential contribution the QM study of the HCA II enzyme.  
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1 An Overview on Molecular Modelling 
 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
“Molecular Modelling used to be restricted to a small number of scientists who had access to 
the necessary computer hardware and software”. From its beginnings, as described by A. 
Leach in the preface of his book,1 the discipline evolved with unpredictable velocity. The 
reliability of the obtained results strongly improved throughout the last decades. During this 
period Theoretical Chemists developed new strategies to describe the reality and 
Computational Chemists were able to implement and test their models. Nowadays many 
Experimental Chemists, working either in organic or physical chemistry, can easily take 
advantage of modern commercial software for both research and teaching purposes. Many 
books have been published “to provide an introduction to some of the techniques used in 
molecular modelling and computational chemistry, and to illustrate how these technique can 
be used to study physical, chemical and biological phenomena” (A. Leach).1  
1.2 Modelling a molecular system 
The systems that can be considered in molecular modelling1-3 range from small isolated 
molecules to biological macromolecules (like proteins and DNA) and solids. Most molecular 
modelling studies involves three stages. The first one requires the choice of the theoretical 
approach suitable to describe the system under examination. This choice reflects the nature of 
the system as well as its dimension because sometimes one needs to sacrifice some accuracy 
to study a larger system or to obtain the results faster. The two most common computational 
approaches are quantum mechanics (QM) and molecular mechanics (MM), the first being 
based on an approximate solution of the Schrödinger equations and the second on a classical 
description of the atoms (Newton’s laws). Both computational approaches provide the total 
energy for a given atomic configuration. Thus it is possible to determine the energy change as 
a function of atomic and molecular motions (Potential Energy Surface: PES). The QM and 
MM approaches have been implemented here using different levels of theory and different 
algorithms and in Chapter 2 a short discussion on the most common ones will be given. The 
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second stage of a molecular modelling study is the calculation itself, namely the 
computational procedure chosen to obtain the best geometrical arrangement (the one with the 
lowest energy), the reaction pathway, the behaviour of systems as a function of time, or the 
value of various observables useful to rationalize, or even predict, experimental data. A 
description of these computational procedures (i.e. geometry optimisation, scan of potential 
energy surfaces, molecular dynamics, spectra prediction, etc…) are described in the following 
sections of this chapter. The third stage in a molecular modelling investigation can be the 
accurate analysis of the results and the construction of a semi-quantitative or qualitative 
interpretative model. This stage is not obvious and not always accomplished.  
1.3 The potential energy surface (PES) 
A common assumption for both quantum mechanics (QM) and molecular mechanics (MM) 
methods is the Born-Oppenheimer (B.O.) approximation.3,4 This basic approximation enables 
electronic and nuclear motions to be separated. Being the ratio electron-mass/proton-mass 
about 1/1836, the electronic motion is much faster than the nuclear motion. Consequently, the 
electrons of a molecule can rapidly adjust to any change of the nuclear positions and the 
energy of a molecule in its ground state can be considered as function of the nuclear 
coordinates only. The form of this function (and its accuracy) is determined by the particular 
method (QM and MM) used (see Chapter 2). In particular in QM calculations1 the energy of 
electrons is computed for a fixed nuclear configuration and the nuclear term is treated as an 
additive factor to the electronic energy. On the contrary, in MM calculations3 one considers 
explicitly  the motions of the nuclei and the electronic contribution is indirectly taken into 
account by the potential describing the nuclear interactions (See Chapter 2). In both cases, it is 
possible to obtain an energy value for each nuclear configuration and one can build a diagram 
of the energy as a function of the nuclear coordinates. These diagrams (Figure 1.1-a), often 
referred to as Potential Energy Surfaces (PES), are of paramount importance in describing 
molecular structure and reactivity.  
The first step in drawing a PES is the choice of an appropriate coordinate system to describe 
the configurations of the nuclei. Even if the choice is, in principle, arbitrary only in a few 
cases it can be useful to adopt a coordinate system different from the Cartesian or Internal 
ones (two other coordinate systems rarely used are Spherical and Cylindrical coordinates). In 
the Cartesian coordinate system each atom is described by 3 coordinates that specify its 
position with respect to an arbitrary point (origin of the coordinate system). Thus, a molecular 
system of N nuclei is described by a set of 3N coordinates. Since 3 coordinates must describe 
the translational motions and 3 the rotational motion of the whole system, the relative 
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positions of N nuclei can be determined by 3N-6 internal coordinates (or 3N-5 if the system, 
being linear lacks a rotational degree of freedom). The Internal coordinate system can be 
obtained by choosing 3N-6 linearly independent coordinates that coincide with bond lengths, 
angles (plane angles) and dihedral angles (solid angles) between atoms.1,3 Except for diatomic 
molecules, possessing only one ([3*2]–5=1) internal coordinates, the PES of the most 
common systems are rather complicated and correspond to many-dimensional surfaces 
(hypersurfaces). Carbonic dioxide (CO2), a triatomic linear molecule, can be described by 
four ([3*3]–5=4) internal coordinates, and the related PES can not be visualised as in an 
unique graphical representation. When the number of internal coordinates is higher than 2, the 
PES can not be represented in a single three-dimensional graphic. It is possible to have partial 
representations of the PES constituted by bi- or three-dimensional (the energy plus one or two 
coordinates) sections (cross-sections) of the whole surface (in Figure 1.1-a and Figure 1.1-b a 
three- and a bi-dimensional cross-section of a multi-dimensional surface are represented). 
Ozone (O3), a triatomic non linear molecule, can be described by three ([3*3]–6=3) internal 
coordinates. To visualize the corresponding PES the energy can be considered as a function, 
for instance, of the OOO angle or, alternatively, of the O-O bond distance etc. 
 
Figure 1.1 a) Graphical representation of a three-dimensional energy surface; b) bi-dimensional cross-section. 
The MEP (Minimum Energy Path) connecting the two critical points M1 and M2 is showed. 
1.3.1 PES description 
The PES (or a cross-section) can be represented as a diagram where each point corresponds to 
an unique arrangement of coordinates and, thus, to a particular geometrical structure of the 
system. Only a few between these structures are interesting and to determine the position of 
the corresponding points on the PES is usually a challenging task. The PES can be used to 
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study either the structural features of a molecular system or its reactivity. If we consider the 
energy of the system as a function (Equation 1.1) of n variables (for example the 3N-6 
internal coordinates), the interesting points (called critical points) are characterized by a null 
first derivative of the energy with respect to all the n variables. Only a few of these points 
have a chemical significance. In particular the points with null first derivatives and all positive 
second derivatives can be either one of the many local minima or the unique global minimum 
of the PES. It can correspond to one meta-stable nuclear configuration or to the most stable 
configuration, respectively. Points with null first derivatives and negative second derivatives 
with respect to k variables are denoted as saddle point of index k. They have a chemical sense 
only if k=1 and in this case they correspond to transition structures. An elementary reaction 
step is described as a transition from one equilibrium state (minimum) to a neighbouring one 
via a single transition state. The reaction mechanism is given by the sequence of steps 
involved in a chemical process and corresponds on the PES, to the Minimum Energy Path 
(MEP) connecting the two minima that represent reactants and products, respectively (see 
Figure 1.1). 
 
Equation 1.1  )(xEE =
 
The localization of the critical points is the main target in exploring the PES in both structural 
and reactivity studies. Should the exact (analytical) shape of the PES be known, the stationary 
points would be (rather) easily obtained by applying the rules of mathematical analysis. 
However, the analytical expression of the PES is usually unknown and is rather different for 
each system. Thus, to locate a point on the unknown PES it is necessary to use an 
approximate representation of the surface itself. If we consider a bi-dimensional surface 
where the energy is a function of one variable x (Equation 1.2), we can represent this function 
as a Taylor series around a critical point x0 according to Equation 1.3. This expression 
contains an infinite number of terms which can be reduced to the first two, by truncating the 
series after the quadratic term (quadratic approximation). Moreover the first term must be 
zero because the first derivative at the critical point x0 is null; so, by putting Δx=x-x0 we 
obtain Equation 1.4. If we generalize Equation 1.3 to a system of n coordinates (Equation 1.5) 
we obtain the general Taylor expansion (Equation 1.6), which can be simplified to  
Equation 1.7. A most compact representation (Equation 1.8) can be obtained by means of 
matrix formalism where G and Δx are used to denote the second derivative (or Hessian) 
matrix and the displacement vector, respectively (Equation 1.9). 
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The Hessian matrix provides both chemical and topological information. It provides an 
estimate of the coupling between the coordinates adopted to describe the system. The Hessian 
matrix G can also give information concerning the nature of the various critical points of a 
surface. However, to obtain this type of information we must carry out a diagonalization of 
the matrix G, that is to transform it into a new different matrix where only diagonal elements 
are different from zero (diagonal matrix H). A matrix U, satisfying Equation 1.10, is needed 
to diagonalize G, which is a real symmetric matrix. U is the matrix of eigenvectors and U-1 its 
inverse (which coincides in this case with its transpose UT). This transformation, which is 
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equivalent to a change of the basis set used to represent the matrix, does not determine any 
loss of information. The set of coordinates that makes diagonal the Hessian matrix is usually 
referred to as “normal coordinates” The matrix H (Equation 1.11) is a diagonal n*n matrix 
formed by n eigenvalues. If all eigenvalues of the Hessian, computed in a given critical point 
on the PES, are positive, then the point is a minimum of the surface and the corresponding 
structure describes a chemical species (reactants, products or intermediate).  If only one 
eigenvalue is negative, the point is a saddle point of index 1 and corresponds to a transition 
state. When k (k > 1) negative eigenvalues are detected the point is a saddle point of index  k 
and, as stated above, the corresponding structure is not of chemical interest. 
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1.3.2 PES exploration: geometry optimisation 
Since the PES  complexity rapidly increases with the increasing number of coordinates, a 
crucial point is the search and location of  the various critical points. Efficient algorithms for 
locating equilibrium and transition structures are now available in modern molecular 
software. These algorithms are based on the calculation of the first (gradient) and second 
derivatives (Hessian matrix) and allow to perform a simultaneous optimisation of the whole 
set of coordinates. The problem consists in finding a critical points (and the corresponding 
geometry), given a structure represented by a point on the PES potentially far away from the 
goal. In general the search algorithm is iterative and the geometry is gradually modified till 
the wanted critical point is obtained. The fundamental equations to compute the coordinate 
variations at each step of the search procedure can be derived assuming a quadratic shape of 
the PES. This can be done after development of a Taylor expansion (see Equation 1.1) on a 
generic point of the surface x0 up to second order. For the one-dimensional case E = E(x) 
(Equation 1.12) can be used to locate a critical point on the surface. 
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Δx = x – x0 is a displacement coordinate and E0 is the energy value at the point x0. Since in a 
critical point the first energy derivative must be zero, so we can use Equation 1.13 (where the 
first and second derivative are indicated, respectively with g and G) to determine the critical 
point x. Thus we obtain Equation 1.14 and Equation 1.15 (Newton-Raphson equations) for 
one variable case. The extension to a n variable problem can be easily given using a matrix 
formulation (Equation 1.16). Should the surface a real quadratic surface, the wanted critical 
point would be obtained in a single step. However, since in most cases the surface is far from 
being quadratic, a sequence of motions (sometimes several) on the surface (optimization step) 
is usually required to locate the critical point. Thus, the most correct and general form of the 
Newton-Raphson equations is represented by Equation 1.17, where x(i+1) is the new position 
on the surface as computed from the previous one at the ith displacement. 
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Being the calculation of the Hessian matrix computationally expensive, approximate forms of 
the Newton-Raphson equations (involving approximate Hessian matrices) are usually 
employed. These methods are often referred to as “quasi-Newton” methods. An example is 
given in Equation 1.18, where the Hessian is approximated by a unitary matrix and λi is an 
appropriate scale factor used to modulate the amount of the ith displacements on the surface, 
which always follows the opposite direction of the gradient. In this particular case, where the 
Hessian is a unit matrix, the method is known as a “steepest descent” method) 
 
Equation 1.18  gxx i
ii λ−=+ )1(
 
The “steepest descent” method is far from being accurate but is very fast. It can be efficiently 
used to decide the first moves on a non quadratic region of the PES, far away from the critical 
point. Then, in the vicinity of the critical point, the search algorithm can be switched to the 
Newton-Raphson method or to a more accurate quasi-Newton scheme. Examples of quasi-
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Newton methods are the widely used BSGF5-8 scheme (Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno), 
the L-BFGS9,10 scheme (Limited memory-BFGS) and the PSB11 scheme (Powell-symmetric-
Broyden). 
1.3.3 PES exploration: the NEB approach 
An alternative technique that can be used for transition structure geometry optimization is 
represented by the NEB12-14 (Nudged-Elastic-Band) approach. This method can be used with 
good results when the structures of two minima are known  and we need to locate the 
transition state15 that connects them. The modern implementations of the NEB method allow 
to find the MEP (Minimum Energy Path) relating two stable structures, even if separated by 
more than one transition state.16 The method requires the optimization of a number of 
intermediate images (Figure 1.2) along the reaction path. The images are obtained by 
interpolation from the geometries of the two given minima. Each image finds the lowest 
energy possible while maintaining equal spacing to neighbouring images. This constrained 
optimization is done by adding spring forces along the band between images and by 
projecting out the component of the force due to the potential perpendicular to the band. 
 
Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of the NEB approach 
 
1.3.4 Molecular vibrations  
The vibrational states17 of a molecule are experimentally observed by means of IR (Infra-Red) 
and Raman spectroscopy18 and give precious information about molecular structure and 
environment. However, to achieve this information is often an hard work because it can be 
difficult to assign each observed peak to a defined molecular motion. The calculation of 
vibrational frequencies can be of great help in the peak assignment and also in the 
computation of some important thermodynamical parameters (molecular enthalpy, entropy 
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and free energy), using some results of statistical mechanics.19 The simplest description of a 
vibration is an harmonic oscillator20 defined by a quadratic (harmonic) potential energy 
function (Eharm) where the energy is a function of  the square of the displacement with respect 
to an equilibrium position (x0), as indicated in Equation 1.19. 
Equation 1.19  220 )( xkxxkEharm Δ=−=
 
 
Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of a harmonic potential energy function and first vibrational levels (v0 to 
v2). The Zero Point Energy (ZPE) is indicated. 
 
Better results can be achieved by using a more sophisticated potential like the one given using 
the Morse functional form.  
Vibrational frequencies and vibrational energy levels for a molecular system can be directly 
obtained from the Hessian matrix, which can be computed either analytically (for the most 
part of the methods used in molecular investigation) or numerically by means of a finite 
difference procedure applied to analytical first derivatives (a practical task to compute 
Cartesian numerical frequencies on a given point consists in displacing each atom in the 6 
directions of the Cartesian space; this requires a total of 6N+1 energy and gradient 
evaluations, N being the number of atoms of the system).  
A different technique to obtain the vibrational frequencies is bound to the molecular dynamics 
(MD) (see the next section). The vibrational motions observed in a MD simulation is a 
superposition of all the normal modes of vibration, so, to obtain the frequencies, it is 
necessary to apply the Fourier transform to all the motions of the MD motions; the motion 
corresponding to each peak of the so obtained spectrum is obtained by applying to it an 
inverse Fourier transform.  
The energy value obtained by means of geometry optimization of a stable species coincides 
with the minimum of the PES. Actually, the system can never reach this energy value because 
it always maintains some vibrational motion. It is possible to evaluate the energy associated 
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with the lowest vibrational level (Zero-Point energy or ZPE, see Figure 1.3) and sum it to the 
potential energy to obtain a more accurate value. This is of particular importance when 
comparing the energy of different critical points of the surface (different conformers or in the 
investigation of a chemical reaction). 
1.4 Molecular dynamics  
Molecular dynamics (MD)1-3,21 is one of the main tools22 available for the theoretical study of 
both large biological molecules and smaller organic system. This computational method 
calculates the time dependent behaviour of a molecular system as a function of time. MD 
simulations can provide detailed information on the fluctuations and conformational changes 
of proteins23 and nucleic acids,24 and on the properties25 (and their dependence on temperature 
and pressure) of condensed matter systems, like fluids26,27 or solids. MD methods are now 
routinely used to investigate the structure, dynamics and thermodynamics of many molecular 
and supra-molecular systems. They are also used in the structural determination from X-ray 
crystallography and from NMR experiments. During a MD simulation atoms and molecules 
are allowed to interact for a period of time under known laws of physics, giving a view of the 
motion of the atoms. Because molecular systems generally consist of a vast number of 
particles, it is impossible to find the properties of such complex systems analytically; MD 
simulation circumvents this problem by using numerical methods. Given an initial 
configuration of the system, the subsequent ones are generated by integrating Newton’s laws 
of motion. The results is a trajectory that indicates how the positions and the velocities of the 
particles vary with time.1 MD simulations can be based either on a MM (classical MD) or a 
QM potential28 (AI-MD, ab initio-MD), or, alternatively, an hybrid method29,30 (QM/MM-
MD). Given the second Newton law (Equation 1.20), it is possible to generate a differential 
equation (Equation 1.21), which describes the motion of a particle on mass mi along the 
coordinate xi, Fxi being the force acting on the particle along that direction.  
 
Equation 1.20  maF =
 
Equation 1.21 
i
xi
m
F
dt
dx i=2  
 
A trivial case is  that of a moving particle with no forces acting in the time between collisions: 
the position changes by viδt (vi is the constant velocity, and δt is the time between collisions); 
A different situation is that of a particle that experiences a constant force between collision: 
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for instance, a charged particle moving in an uniform electric field. A third case is that where 
the force acting on the particle depends on its position with respect to the position of other 
particles. The latter type of motion is very difficult to handle and often impossible do describe 
analytically, due to the coupled nature of the particle’s motion. Under this circumstance, to 
overcome the may-body problem, the equations are integrated using the finite difference 
method.1 The trajectories are generated under the assumption of a continuous potential and the 
approximation of breaking the integration into small stages, each separated by a small and 
fixed amount of time δt. In all algorithms based on the finite difference method both position 
(r) and dynamical properties (velocities, accelerations, etc.) are approximated by a Taylor 
series expansion. See Equation 1.22 where v is the velocity (first derivative of position with 
respect to the time), a is the acceleration (second derivative), c is the third derivative and so 
on. 
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One of the most common implementations is given by the Verlet algorithm,31 which uses the 
positions and accelerations at time t, and the positions from the previous step, r(t-δt), to 
calculate the new positions r(t+δt) at the time t+δt. The key-equation is Equation 1.25, 
obtained by summing Equation 1.24 to Equation 1.23. To compute the velocities it is possible 
to use Equation 1.26 or Equation 1.27, thus obtaining an estimate of the velocity for a double 
step or for half a step, respectively.1 
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After its first appearance, the Verlet algorithm has been highly improved and new versions 
have been developed to increase its reliability and enhance its performances. An explicitly 
inclusion of velocities, without making differences on large numbers, was accomplished by 
the leap frog algorithm,32 and further developments lead to the velocity Verlet33 and Beeman34 
procedures. 
The time step integration δt is a key-parameter for MD simulations. A too small time step 
would result in a short trajectory unsuitable for statistical analysis (it would provide a poor 
sampling of the phase space).1 On the other hand, a too large time step can cause algorithm 
instabilities, due to unrealistic sampling of high energy regions of the phase space.1 Even if a 
rigorous rule is not available, the experience suggests to choose, in the case of fluid systems, a 
δt value which is small compared to the mean time between collisions; in the case of flexible 
molecules (proteins, DNA, etc.) the time step should be approximately one-tenth of the 
shorter period of motion. The highest frequency motions are often associated with bond 
stretching. The C-H stretching motions, for instance, have the shortest period (about 10 fs); 
thus, in this case the optimum time step is about 1 fs and can be increased up to 2 or 3 fs by 
freezing the C-H bond stretching to the initial (equilibrium) value. Constrained dynamics1 
enables individual internal coordinates (or combinations of specific coordinates) to be fixed 
during the simulation. According to a different scheme, i.e. restrained dynamics1, a further 
potential contribution is added for a given coordinate to reduce its variation without keeping it 
frozen. The SHAKE procedure35,36 is the most common tool for applying constraints in MD 
simulations. Some modern and complex algorithms are able to handle multiple step37-41 with 
no loss of accuracy; they allow longer trajectories as well as more complete sampling of the 
phase space. 
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2  Computing the Energy of a Molecular System 
 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
As stated in the previous section, the first step to accomplish in the study of a molecular 
system is the choice of the method (level of theory) to compute the energy associated with a 
given nuclear configuration (B.O. approximation).4 Many computational approaches are 
available for this purpose. They can be either quantum mechanical (QM) or molecular 
mechanics (MM) methods. The MM methods, also referred to as “classical methods”, are 
based on the Newton’s laws of physics, while the QM ones provide, in general, approximate 
solutions of the wave equation (Schrödinger equation). The MM methods are much faster 
than the QM ones and can be used to handle systems composed by thousands of atoms. The 
QM methods, because of their higher computational cost, are rarely used for systems 
composed by more than one hundred atoms. The performance and reliability of MM methods 
strongly depend on their parameterisation, i.e. the assignment of fixed values to some 
parameters that enter the functional form of the MM energy equations. These parameters vary 
from system to system and are strongly affected by the atom type and its valence state. Even 
if a number of valid parameter sets have been developed and are available in the literature, the 
MM methods must be used with caution, after a careful analysis of the class of molecules 
under investigation. On the other hand QM methods can, in principle, be applied to any type 
of molecular systems. In particular, ab initio QM methods are fully general and do not need 
any parameterisation.  
2.2 Molecular mechanics approach 
The MM approaches allow to compute energy and properties of large molecular system using 
very simple models. The atoms are handled as charged sphere interacting under the Newton’s 
laws of motion. These spheres are connected by elastic springs along the direction of the 
chemical bond. The functional form1-3 of the MM energy is composed by various terms, each 
ones taking into account the contribution arising from various bonding (stretching, bending 
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and torsional) and non-bonding interactions (van der Waals, Coulombic). In Equation 2.1 and 
Scheme 2.1 the functional form of the widely used Amber Force Field (AFF) is reported.42 
Here both stretching and bending contributions (first and second terms, respectively) are 
expressed by simple harmonic potentials. The torsional contribution is described by a more 
complex form (third term) to account for multiple conformational minima. The classical 6-12 
Lennard-Jones potential and the Coulombic function with a defined permittivity constant ε  
have been used. for non-bonding interactions. i.e. van der Waals and Coulombic (fourth and 
fifth terms) terms, respectively. In the MM equations the equilibrium bond lengths and angles 
( eqeqr ϑ, ) and the spring constants ( ) are parameterised to reproduce experimental 
frequencies of some sets of molecules.  is fitted to reproduce ab initio energies, and 
are obtained from Monte Carlo1-3 simulations, the atomic point charges ( ) are 
derived from ab initio calculation and subsequent RESP43 fitting.44 
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Scheme 2.1 
 
A specific set of parameters is assigned to each couple (or triplet and quartet, for bending and 
torsions) of atoms. The definition of atoms within MM methods is more complicated than in 
QM approaches. More precisely to obtain reliable values for MM calculations a new atom 
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definition has been adopted: all atoms in a molecule are classified as different Atom Types 
not only on the base of the atomic number, but also according to their immediate 
environment. This lead to the development of different parameters, for instance, for aliphatic 
and aromatic Carbon atoms, for carbonylic or alcoholic Oxygen atoms, and so on. A 
particular MM Force Field is defined on the basis of the adopted functional form for the 
energy expression, of the specific values of the chosen parameters and of the available Atom 
Types. As stated above, a commonly used Force Field is the AFF, firstly implemented in the 
AMBER simulation package45 but now available in many others. AFF gives extremely 
reliable results when used to study proteic46,47 or nucleic acid48 systems, because of its 
accurate parameterisation focused on bio-molecules. An extension of the application field was 
obtained by increasing the size of the Atom Type library (with the related parameters. This 
lead to the development of the Generalised Amber Force Field (GAFF).49 Other common 
Force field are the Gromacs50 and the Charmm51,52 ones, implemented in the homonymous 
packages. 
2.3 Quantum mechanics approach 
Of the three, ab initio (first-principles) methods are the most accurate and consistent because 
they provide the best mathematical approximation to the actual system. The term ab initio 
implies that these methods, based on the laws of quantum mechanics, only require the 
knowledge of a few fundamental constants: the electron mass, the electron and nuclear 
charges and the values of fundamental physical constants, such as the speed of light and the 
Planck’s constant. The time-independent Schrödinger equation is reported in Equation 2.2, 
where is the wavefunction describing the system, Ψ E is the energy if the system and Hˆ  is 
the Hamiltonian operator. For a system of charged particles (electrons and nuclei), Hˆ can be 
written as in Equation 2.3, where T in the kinetic energy operator, V is the potential energy 
operator,  is the mass of the particle a,  is the Laplacian operator for particle a,  and 
are the charges of a and b ,and 
ˆ ˆ
am
2
a∇ aq
bq ar
r  and br
r the positions of a and b. According to the B.O. 
approximation the total Hamiltonian can be split in the nuclear and electronic term to give 
Equation 2.4 and Equation 2.5, where the indices υμ , and ji,  indicate the coordinates of 
nuclei and electrons, respectively. Thus, the total Hamiltonian is written in term of one-, two- 
and zero-electrons operators. 
 
Equation 2.2 Ψ=Ψ EHˆ  
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According to the Molecular Orbital (MO) approach the wavefunction can be written in terms 
of one-electron functions (spin-orbitals) )( jiψ  defined as a product of a spatial part )( jiφ  and 
a spin function )( jiα  or )( jiβ . The i and j indices are running on the spatial functions and 
the electrons, respectively. The anti-symmetric electronic wave-function can be approximated 
as a product of spin-orbitals, in the form of a Slater Determinant (Equation 2.6).53 
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Each molecular orbital iφ of a system can be expanded in terms of a set of N pre-defined one-
electron functions iμχ  denoted as basis functions (basis set) according to the Equation 2.7, 
where the  are the molecular orbital expansion coefficients. When atomic orbitals (AO) are 
used as basis functions this approach is often referred to as Linear Combination of Atomic 
Orbital (LCAO) approximation. 
icμ
Equation 2.7  μ
μ
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2.3.1 Hartree-Fock (HF) 
The Hartree-Fock54 method is one of the most widely used computational approach for the 
determination of the wave-function within the molecular orbital model. The wave function is 
written in the form of a  Slater Determinant and the related energy is obtained by 
minimization of its expression with respect to the molecular orbitals iφ . This procedure leads 
to the Hartree-Fock eigenvalue equations (Equation 2.8) where the Fock operator acts on 
the orbitals 
Fˆ
iφ  to give the same orbital function multiplied by a constant iε , which represents 
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the energy of the orbital. The LCAO approximation can be applied to obtain Equation 2.9 
and, after rearrangement, Equation 2.10. If both terms of  Equation 2.10 are multiplied by νχ , 
summed to ν  and then integrated over all the configuration space we obtain the Roothaan-
Hall formulation55 of Hartree-Fock equations (Equation 2.11and Equation 2.12). Roothaan-
Hall formulation is given in the μχ  basis.  and  are the elements of the Fock and 
overlap matrix in the atomic representation, respectively. 
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To obtain a more compact form (Equation 2.14), the matrix notation (Equation 2.13) can be 
used, by considering  and  as the elements of two N*N matrices and  as the 
elements of a vector.  
νμF νμS icμ
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Equation 2.14 iii ScεFc =  
 
The latter equation refers to a specific ith orbital. If we consider all N molecular orbitals that 
can be obtained as linear combinations of the basis functions, we have a more general form 
(Equation 2.15), where  is a square matrix containing all vectors corresponding to the N 
molecular orbitals and ε  is a diagonal matrix containing the orbital energies (
c
Equation 2.16 
and Equation 2.17). 
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Scheme 2.2 HF-SCF approach 
 
The solution of the Hartree-Fock equations, even in the Roothaan-Hall formulation, is not 
trivial, being the Fock operator a function of the molecular orbitals themselves corresponding 
to the solutions of the eigenvalues equations. The algorithm used to solve the Roothaan 
equations is an iterative approach (Scheme 2.2) known as Self Consistent Field (SCF) 
procedure. According to this algorithm an initial guess for the Fock matrix is built using the 
molecular orbitals obtained at a lower level of theory (for instance Extended Huckel1 or 
semiempirical methods,1 not discussed here). Then, the Roothaan-Hall equations are solved to 
give atomic coefficients for each orbital and the relative energies and, consequently, the total 
energy. The procedure is repeated using the new coefficients to build a new Fock matrix and a 
new value of energy is obtained. The new total energy value is compared to the previous one. 
The procedure stops when this energy difference is smaller than a chosen value. 
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We can summarise the main approximations used in the HF-SCF approach: 
1) The Born-Oppenheimer approximation is inherently assumed. The true wavefunction 
should also be a function of the coordinates of each of the nuclei. 
2) Typically, relativistic effects are completely neglected. The momentum operator is 
assumed to be completely classical. 
3) The representation of molecular orbitals is composed of a finite number of orthogonal 
one-electron wave-functions (molecular orbitals). The true wavefunction would need a 
complete (infinite) representation. 
4) The energy eigenfunctions (wave-functions) are assumed to be products of one-
electron functions (Slater determinants). The effects of electron correlation, beyond 
that of exchange energy resulting from the anti-symmetry of the wavefunction, are 
neglected. 
The missing electronic correlation effects of the HF-SCF method, lead to large deviations 
with respect to experimental results. A number of approaches, usually denoted as post-
Hartree-Fock methods, have been devised to include electron correlation in the multi-electron 
wave function. One of these approaches, Møller-Plesset perturbation theory,54,56 treats 
correlation as a perturbation of the Fock operator. Others methods expand the multi-electron 
wave-function in terms of a linear combination of Slater determinants, such as Multi-
Configurational Self Consistent Field (MC-SCF),2,3 Configuration Interaction (CI),54 
Complete active space SCF (CAS-SCF).2,3 Other approaches (less popular) modify the 
Hartree-Fock wave-function by multiplying it by a correlation function ("Jastrow" factor), a 
term which is explicitly a function of inter-electron coordinates and cannot be decomposed 
into independent single-particle functions. 
2.3.2 Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP) 
Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP) is one of the most popular quantum chemistry post-
Hartree-Fock ab-initio method (the main idea was published in 193456). Rayleigh-
Schrödinger perturbation theory (RS-PT) is used to improve the Hartree-Fock energy. MP2, 
MP3, MP4 and so on acronyms are used to denote a truncation of the perturbation series up to 
second, third, fourth order, respectively. The MP2 method, even if more computationally 
expensive than HF, is often used to treat systems where electronic correlation effects play a 
key role. For instance, weak interactions like dispersion (London) forces or π-stacking 
interactions between aromatic compounds can be properly described at MP2 level. 
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2.3.3 DFT 
Density Functional Method (DFT) is somewhere between the ab initio and the semiempirical 
approaches. According to its formalism the basic quantity is not a many-body wavefunction 
(which depends on 3N spatial variables), but the molecular electron density (dependent on 
three variables only). The most common implementation of density functional theory is the 
Kohn-Sham57 approach (KS-DFT), where the intractable many-body problem of interacting 
electrons in a static external potential is reduced to a tractable problem of non-interacting 
electrons moving in an effective potential. This is composed by the external potential and the 
effects of the Coulomb interactions between the electrons, namely exchange and correlation 
interactions. In Equation 2.18 the first term represents the electromagnetic interaction of the 
electron density with the external potential (it often corresponds to the Coulombic interaction 
between electrons and nuclei), the second represents the repulsion between the electron 
density and itself (Coulomb energy), the third term approximates the electronic kinetic energy 
(by expanding the density in a set of orbitals and computing the kinetic energy for the 
hypothetical system of not interacting electrons) and the latter the exchange-correlation 
functional which corrects the former ones. The major problem within KS-DFT is the 
modelling of exchange and correlation interactions. The older and simplest approximation, 
called Local Density Approximation (LDA), was based on the Thomas-Fermi model of an 
uniform electron gas. In local exchange–correlation functionals, correlation and exchange 
interactions are functions which depend only on the scalar value of the electron density at a 
given point in space (Equation 2.19). A simple exchange functional (Slater)58 is reported in 
Equation 2.20: it accounts for stabilisation of high electron density correcting the electron-
electron energy, which is overestimated by the Coulomb term. Combination of this exchange 
functional with that proposed by Vosko, Wilk and Nusair leads to the SVWN functional 
(which is synonymous of LDA). 
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A second generation of exchange–correlation functionals include not only functions of the 
scalar density in the integrand, but also functions of the gradient of the density. They are also 
referred to as “non-local” as the gradient introduces a certain degree of non locality in the 
energy expression. They should be more properly referred as “gradient-corrected” (adopting 
the Generalised Gradient Approximation or GGA) because the exchange correlation term is 
still an integral relating a defined energy contribution with the electron density of an 
infinitesimal volume. Since Becke proposal59 of a gradient-corrected exchange functional 
many attempts have been made to improve the reliability of t of GGA DFT by developing 
correlation functionals with parameters obtained by fitting experimental data or generated to 
reproduce well-known physical principles. A popular GGA functional combines the Becke 
exchange expression with the Lee, Yang Parr correlation formulation,60 giving the commonly 
used BLYP functional. Other functional forms for both exchange and correlation expression 
have been proposed and all their possible combinations constitute he large family of GGA 
DFT functionals. The next GGA functional generation, called meta-GGA, like the Tao, 
Perdew, Staroverov and Scuseria (TPSS),61 include two more functions of the density, the 
Laplacian of the total density (or of the densities of spin-up and -down electrons) and the sum 
of the kinetic energy densities of the Kohn–Sham orbitals. 
The observation that atomisation energy are underestimated by HF method and overestimated 
by both LDA and GGA methods suggested some combined treatment to improve the results. 
Many and sophisticated hybrid functional have been developed. An early formulation62 
adopted a three-parameter functional where the exchange–correlation energy was expressed 
as a combination of the local exchange–correlation energy, the HF exchange energy, and the 
gradient corrections to the exchange and correlation energies as shown in Equation 2.22, 
where Becke exchange59 and Perdew et al. correlation63 are used. The substitution of the 
Perdew correlation with the LYP60 one lead to the well known B3LYP functional. 
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Despite the continuous development of new functionals some problems still affect DFT 
accuracy. Due to deficiencies in the treatment of exchange–correlation the pure dispersion 
interactions between unbound chemical species are not well reproduced by common 
functionals. This problem can be treated by adding an empirical correction to the functional, 
as proposed by Grimme,64,65 enhancing the results with no added computational cost. The 
second problem relates to the poor cancellation between the electron self-interaction present 
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in the Coulomb term of Equation 2.18 and the exchange energy. The third problem is that 
even the best current exchange–correlation functionals still lead to unacceptably large energy 
errors for a significant number of “outliers” species,66 even when dispersion and self-
interaction do not appear to be involved and normal bonding is expected to occur. 
A very new family of functionals has been developed in 2006 by Grimme67 to deal somehow 
with these problems and, despite the lack of a very large benchmark, they are believed to 
improve the performance of DFT particularly for weak interactions. They consist of a semi-
empirical mixture of DFT components and the MP2 correlation energy calculated with the 
DFT orbitals. Grimme referred to his functional as B2PLYP68-71 (B88 exchange, 2 fitted 
parameters and perturbative mixture of MP2 and LYP); a version with improved performance 
(in particular for weak interactions) is mPW2PLYP.72 From the extensive calibration work, 
the new functionals appear to give better energetics and a narrower error distribution (in 
relation to the third error mentioned above) than B3LYP. Thus, the additional cost of the 
calculation of the MP2 energy may be well invested. The use of the DFT method has become 
very popular in the last two decades, also between experimental chemists, due to its good 
cost/efficiency ratio. A large number of publication review the main application fields of the 
various functional.66,73-75 
2.3.4 DFTB 
The density functional tight binding (DFTB) method is an alternative approach to the 
quantum chemical semi-empirical1 methods. It corresponds to an approximate DFT scheme 
and is characterized by a computational speed similar to that of traditional semi-empirical 
quantum chemical methods (like MNDO, AM1, and PM3) but without having a large number 
of empirical parameters. The approximate DFTB method is derived from DFT by a second-
order expansion of the DFT Kohn-Sham total energy with respect to charge density 
fluctuations. The zero-order approach is equivalent to a common standard non-self-consistent 
(Tight-Binding: TB) scheme, while at the second order a transparent, parameter-free and 
readily calculable expression for generalized Hamiltonian matrix elements may be derived. 
DFTB can be seen as a tight binding method, parametrised from DFT. DFTB was augmented 
by a self-consistency treatment based on atomic charges in the so-called self-consistent charge 
density-functional tight-binding (SCC-DFTB) method.76-79 he DFTB method has been applied 
for a large variety of problems in chemistry,80-82 physics,83,84 materials science,76,85 and 
biochemistry.86-92 During the past decade it has been continually further developed to improve 
its accuracy and the applicability. 
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2.3.5 The Resolution of Identity approximation 
The Resolution of Identity (RI) approximation93-95 was developed to speed-up Hartree-Fock,96 
MP297-99 and DFT100-102 calculations. According to the LCAO approach the molecular orbitals 
are approximated as linear combinations of a finite number of atomic orbital (basis se). 
Products of basis function )()( rr μν  are approximated by linear expansion of so-called 
auxiliary basis function  ()(rPi Equation 2.23), leading to an approximation of two-electron 
integrals. 
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A further level of approximation is the Multipole Accelerated Resolution of Identity 
(MARI),103 developed to increase the speed of RI-DFT computations. The use of RI and 
RI+MARI in conjunction with MP2 and DFT methods allows the treatment of large systems 
with an high level of accuracy. A practical example is the possibility to study with the 
perturbative approach (MP2) systems or processes where the electronic correlation is not 
correctly accounted for by DFT methods: the RI-MP2 provides results of MP2 comparable 
accuracy at the computational cost of a non-RI GGA DFT method. 
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3 COBRAMM 
 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
In the last decade combined quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods 
have been applied to a large variety of chemical problems. This section describes a new 
QM/MM implementation that operates as a flexible computational environment. In particular, 
geometry optimizations, frequency calculations and molecular dynamics can be performed on 
a given molecular system, that can be divided in two or three layers corresponding to different 
levels of computational accuracy. Here we report a detailed description of the method and its 
implementation. In the following sections examples of applications of our QM/MM method 
are presented, to demonstrate its capability in treating very different chemical problems, (from 
ground to excited states topics). Flexibility, general applicability and accuracy of the new 
hybrid approach are also pointed out. Finally, it will be shown that the current implementation 
(called COBRAMM: Computations at Bologna Relating Ab-initio and Molecular Mechanics 
Methods)104 is more than a simple QM/MM method, but a more general hybrid approach with 
a modular structure that is able to integrate some specialized programs, which may increase 
the flexibility/efficiency of QM, MM and QM/MM calculations.  
The COBRAMM package is developed at the Università degli Studi di Bologna (University 
of Bologna) by Marco Stenta (the Ph.D. candidate) and by Dr. Piero Altoè under the 
supervision of Professor Andrea Bottoni and Dr. Marco Garavelli. This suite of programs 
contains a main interface (to perform QM, MM and QM/MM calculation) as well as some 
tools used to prepare inputs, to check their consistency, and to analyse the results. The Ph.D 
course of the candidate focused on the development and testing phase of the COBRAMM 
package. 
The study of large molecular systems takes advantage of the use of computational methods 
based on Molecular Mechanics (MM).1,3 These methods simulate atoms as rigid charged 
spheres. The interactions between atoms are modelled on the basis of chemical connectivity, 
using simple harmonic potentials (or sometimes more complex functions) to describe bonds, 
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bending and torsions. Non-bonded electrostatic and Van der Waals interactions are taken into 
account on the basis of the charge (or dipole) assigned to atoms using a simple Coulombic 
potential and a Lennard-Jones potential (or similar), respectively. The analytic functional 
form of the equations used to compute energies and forces make the MM calculation fast even 
for large molecules. However, the drawback of these methods is their inability in describing 
processes involving a change in the “nature” of atoms. Thus, chemical reactions (where bonds 
are broken and formed, and where connectivity and atom-types are not preserved) cannot be 
described by MM methods. On the other hand, computational methods based on Quantum 
Mechanics (QM)3 have proved to be successful in dealing with such problems because they 
explicitly treat the electrons (and their couplings) by computing the associated wave function. 
Unfortunately, the QM methods are much more expensive (in terms of computational time) 
than the MM ones and cannot be used to study very large systems. Thus, a problem arises 
when studying the chemical reactivity involving large molecules. To overcome this problem 
several theoretical studies for the development of new computational methods have been 
carried out during the last three decades. A promising technique is the partitioning of the 
whole system (called real in the following discussion) in two regions (see Figure 3.1): a small 
part, containing the atoms involved in the chemical process, which is described at the QM 
level and a large region containing all the remaining atoms that are treated at the MM level. 
This approach allows to speed-up the calculation and simulate (although at a lower level) the 
influence of the environment on the reactive core. This hybrid approach is usually denoted as 
“QM/MM” approach105-109. However, when using this method a difficult technical problem, 
which is often a source of significant errors and approximations, must be overcome i.e. the 
correct description of the boundary region. Consequently, great care is addressed to this 
problem when developing QM/MM methods,108-110 because it strongly influences the 
capability of reproducing the effects of the surrounding regions on the investigated process. 
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of the hybrid QM/MM approach. 
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The wide literature105-113 on hybrid methods gave us a complete landscape on past attempts to 
develop a solid and general QM/MM approach. We took advantage of this experience for 
developing a new versatile QM/MM algorithm and in this work we describe the details of our 
implementation, focusing into its advantages as well as its limitations. More generally, our 
algorithm (called COBRAMM hereafter) is a hybrid approach that acts as an interface 
between different programs. These programs execute the single phases of the whole 
calculation and can communicate through the interface, whilst the partial data are gathered 
and manipulated to give the final result. Modular structure is the main feature of this 
approach, allowing the user to tailor the computational level by selecting (and combining 
together) specific programs according to the specific requirements of the investigation. The 
final purpose is to perform the computational task with the more appropriate (and efficient) 
computational tools available. A similar approach was used by P. Sherwood and co-workers 
for ChemShell.114 
3.2 The QM/MM partitioning scheme 
In order to construct a versatile QM/MM scheme COBRAMM adopts a modular approach, 
combining different available codes to exploit their recognized ability in dealing with a 
specific aspect of the whole problem. Such an approach allows a great flexibility in the 
partitioning of the system, because the computation of E (energy) and F (forces) (see section 
2.1) on one hand, and the projection of the new geometry on the other, are performed 
separately at different points of the whole calculation (see Figure 3.2). More specifically, E 
and F are calculated according to a two-region partitioning of the system, where a QM and an 
MM calculation are independently performed on the two aforementioned sub-regions. This 
information is then processed (see Scheme 3.1 for the details) to obtain the total energy and 
the complete set of forces. These data are then used to generate the new geometry; during this 
step the system is also partitioned into two independent regions, which do not necessarily 
coincide with the first ones: the external (and often larger) one (Opt1) is handled by means of 
a fast and rough algorithm, like the Steepest Descents, while the smaller region (Opt2/MD) 
(including the QM sub-region) is treated with a more sophisticated optimisation algorithm, 
like BFGS115, or with a molecular dynamics code based on the Beeman or the Velocity-Verlet 
algorithms1. 
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Figure 3.2 Graphical representation of the tree-layer scheme adopted in our code. 
 
In our approach the QM region is a subset of the Opt2/MD region. When QM and Opt2/MD 
do coincide, then the system is divided in two layers called respectively high, treated at QM 
level and optimised with the accurate algorithm, and low, treated at the MM level and 
optimised independently using the fast algorithm. When QM and Opt2/MD do not coincide 
(i.e. Opt2/MD is larger than QM), then some MM atoms are involved, together with the QM 
atoms, in the accurate geometry optimisation or MD (i.e. these MM and QM atoms are 
coupled together). This buffer (intermediate) region of MM atoms, called medium, represents 
a significant improvement and makes the difference in respect to the three layers 
ONIOM(MO1:MO2:MM) approach from Morokuma,112,113 where the system is divided in 
three layers: the inner one (MO1, which is treated at high QM level), the outer (MM, which is 
treated at MM level) and the intermediate layer (MO2, which is treated at a low QM level, 
often semi-empirical). This scheme is intended to improve the simulation of the electrostatic 
interaction between QM and the MM regions by interposing a buffer layer treated at a low 
QM level. In our experience we found that a simpler scheme, like our one, is efficient if an 
appropriate MM force field is used and if an Electrostatic Embedding106,109 scheme is 
adopted. In our approach the intermediate region has a different function in respect to 
Morokuma’s approach and it is used to improve the reliability and efficiency in the 
optimisation (or molecular dynamic) phase. The capability of handling coupled together the 
high-medium region (Opt2/MD) allows the description and the study of large molecular 
motions around the reactive region without increase of the computational cost; indeed E and F 
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of the non-reacting (MM) atoms included in the Opt2/MD region are computed at the MM 
level. 
As mentioned above, our scheme uses the Electrostatic Embedding106,109 approach to account 
for the electrostatic influence of the surrounding MM region on the QM layer. Analogously, 
the effect of the charge variations occurring during the chemical process in the high (QM) 
layer is accounted for by using in the MM calculations the QM atomic point charges coming 
from QM computations. Furthermore, our approach also allows a full independent 
optimisation of the low layer (using the fast algorithm) per each optimisation step of the high-
medium layer; this feature nearly resembles the so called “micro-iteration”116-118 technique 
(also used in the ONIOM116 approach) that, for example, can be useful in the study of a QM 
solute in a MM solvent. Some authors119 pointed out the need of taking into account, when 
studying complex systems like enzymes, the contribution from the protein reorganization 
energy. We developed the aforementioned optimisation scheme to deal with “the linear 
response of the protein to the movement along the reaction coordinate”, in the aim of 
improving the description of this phenomenon. 
The algorithm we developed is intended to deal with all the possible combinations of layers in 
order to customize calculations according to the specific problem under investigation. The full 
set of possible combinations actually supported is reported in Table 3.1; the calculation level 
is indicated using up to three figures, which are the first figures of the name of the layers 
used. This notation will be used all through the paper. 
 
Table 3.1 Calculation types. 
Layer used Calculation 
type high medium low 
HML X X X 
HM X X  
HL X  X 
ML  X X 
H X   
M  X  
 
For example, HML refers to a three layers system: this can be useful, for instance, to study the 
reaction mechanism of an enzymatic process when including a small part of the active site and 
the substrate in the high layer, assigning the remaining part of the active site to the medium 
layer and leaving all the other residues of the enzyme in the low layer. An HM calculation can 
be employed for the accurate optimisation, or for the molecular dynamics, of the whole 
molecular system and allows a great saving in computational resources by treating at the QM 
level (high layer) only the reactive sub-region, while the remaining part of the system is 
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treated at the MM level (medium layer). As mentioned above, the HL scheme can give good 
results for the study of a solute (high layer) in a solvent (low layer) composed by a large 
number of explicit molecules. The ML calculation is fully performed at the MM level; it can 
be used, for example, to obtain a preliminary guess for a critical point on the Potential Energy 
Surface (PES) associated to the reaction under study. In the H (full QM) calculation the 
energy and forces evaluation from a code is combined with the optimisation (or MD) 
algorithm of a different code to study, for example, photoinduced ultra-fast processes with 
QM-MD simulations. The M (fully MM) calculation can be used to get a guess geometry for 
an H calculation. ML and M calculations can be used only for minima or conformational 
transition states (with no change in the chemical connectivity); they also give the opportunity 
to use the force field from an MM code and the optimisation or MD algorithm from a 
different one. 
3.3 The boundary region 
As stated in the introduction, handling the boundary between the QM and MM regions need 
extreme caution, because wrong assumptions can easily lead to unphysical results. In some 
cases the boundary does not go through a covalent bond: this is the case of a solute (QM 
level) immersed in a large number of explicit solvent molecules (MM level); this case is very 
easy to handle and do not need special assumptions. However, in many cases, one cannot 
avoid passing the QM-MM boundary crosswise one (or more) covalent bond(s), like it is for 
enzymatic systems. Two strategies have been developed to overcome this problem: a) the 
atom-link approach109,120-122 and b) the modified orbital methods.107,123-125 We will focus on 
the former approach because we adopted it to handle boundary regions in our QM/MM 
method. 
When the QM-MM boundary cuts a covalent bond, then the valence of the frontier QM atom 
(Q1 in Figure 3.3) remains unfilled; we call model this dangling QM structure and we can 
observe that it coincides with the high layer, as mentioned above. To perform the QM 
calculation we need to saturate the dangling bond with a “frontier atom”. This link atom is 
usually a hydrogen atom, in which case from model we obtain model-H (Figure 3.4). The 
atom-link approach has, like each boundary treatment, strong advantages as well as 
weaknesses,109 it is widely used and proved to give good results, it is straightforward to 
understand and it is easy to implement. However, the introduction of artificial atoms that are 
not present in the original system, can give problems in obtaining the total QM/MM energy 
value and in geometry optimisations. 
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Figure 3.3 Boundary region crossing a covalent bond. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 The atom-link approach implies a change in the original charges (pod) of the MM region to be 
introduced in the QM calculation, according to the Electrostatic Embedding scheme. The procedure to obtain the 
new set of charges (emb) is described in the text. 
 
3.4 The atom-link position 
Obtaining the correct QM/MM energy can be difficult because model-H, used for QM 
calculation, do not coincide with the high layer, due to the presence of additional hydrogen 
link atoms and because the MM atomic point charge at the boundary have to be modified.109 
We adopted a subtractive approach, similar to the ONIOM scheme,112,113 but not identical to 
it, because of a different partitioning scheme. 
To improve the geometry optimisation procedure and avoid the artifacts arising from the 
presence of foreign H atoms, we tried to eliminate their extra degrees of freedom by making 
their position depending by the position of the Q1 (QM) and M1 (MM) atoms (see Figure 
3.3). Thus, during a geometry optimisation or a molecular dynamics the position of the 
hydrogen link atom is reassigned at each step and is chosen to be on the line connecting Q1 an 
M1 atoms, removing two degrees of freedom. The last degree of freedom can be eliminated in 
several ways, but the simplest way is to keep fixed the Q1-H distance. Herein, we impose a 
fixed distance of 1.09 Å, which is a standard value for a C(sp3)-H bond. To reduce the error 
associated with this technique, this choice implies the boundary bond type to be only C(sp3)-
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C(sp3). It is worth noting that the bond itself between Q1 and M1 is calculated molecular 
mechanically. 
3.5 Handling QM/MM non-bonding cross-terms 
In the presented algorithm, all the energy components of the high layer (QM region) are given 
by a QM calculation on model-H; the bonded (stretching, bending, torsions) and non bonded 
(electrostatic and Van der Waals) interactions within the medium and low layers (MM region) 
are handled at the MM level. Managing the cross terms is more difficult and can be done with 
different approaches. In our scheme, all the bonding and the Van der Waals terms are treated 
at the MM level, while electrostatic interactions between the QM and the MM region are 
computed at the high QM level. For this purpose, an Electrostatic Embedding109 scheme was 
adopted: QM computation are performed on model-H surrounded by the atomic point charges 
of the MM layers (i.e. the emb charges). In our notation pod and emb are two subset of atomic 
point charges of the MM regions. The pod set contains the unmodified atomic point charges 
from the MM force field, while the emb set of charges do differ form the pod one (see Figure 
3.4) only at the boundary region. Indeed, it has been shown that pod charges, when coupled to 
the atom-link method, lead to an unrealistic hyperpolarisation of the wave function at the Q1-
H bond. This unphysical effect is mainly due to the presence of the atomic point charge on the 
M1 atom near the hydrogen atom link (see Figure 3.3). To avoid this problem, the charge on 
M1 is redistributed (i.e. it is spread) on the neighbouring MM atoms (M2) while it is set to 
zero on M1, so that the total charge of the system is preserved. It is worth to specify that the 
charge is not equally redistributed on the M2 atoms, but the added fractional charge is 
proportional to the module of the original MM charge hosted on that atom (see Appendix A 
for a detailed description of the adopted charge redistribution scheme). We realized that this 
charge redistribution scheme gives better results if compared to other strategies, like the 
zeroing of all the charges on the M2 atoms. Anyway, basing on what suggested recently in 
publications,106,109 some attempts have been made to improve this redistribution scheme in 
order to preserve the polarity of the original Q1-M1 bond as well as the one of the M1-M2 
bonds. This will be particularly important for the study of systems in which the frontier does 
cut bonds other than the standard (substantially non-polar) C(sp3)-C(sp3) ones. 
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3.6 QM/MM formalism. 
The QM/MM total energy follows a subtractive scheme106 and can be written as: 
 
Equation 3.1  E tot = EQMmodel− H + EMMreal + EQMel.model − H/emb − EMMel.model/pod − EMMmodel− H
 
Where the first and third terms are calculated at the QM level. is the QM energy of 
model-H in vacuo, while is the electrostatic interaction between model-H and the 
charge embedding (emb). In this way the wave function is perturbed by the surrounding 
charges, ensuring the polarization of the QM part by the MM environment. This method is 
usually referred to as Electrostatic Embedding.109,126 In our scheme the two and 
terms are computed together via a single QM computation on model-H in the bath 
of emb charges. 
Hmodel
QME
−
EQM
el.model− H/emb
Hmodel
QME
−
H/embmodelel.
QME −
The second, forth and fifth terms of Equation 3.1 ( EMM
real , ,model/podel.MME EMM
model − H ) are MM energies. 
In particular, they can be divided into the following single contributions: 
 
Equation 3.2 
EMM = EMMreal − EMMel.model/pod − EMMmodel− H =
= EMMpod + EMMVdWmodel/pod + EMMbond,bend.,tors.model/pod
 
 
Where the MM contribution to the total energy has been split into three terms: the first ( ) 
involves only MM atoms, the second (
pod
MME
EMM
VdWmodel/pod ) and the third ( EMM
bond,bend.,tors.model/pod ) are cross 
contributions between the QM and MM atoms (Van der Waals and frontier covalent bond 
terms, respectively). 
Two approximations are implied in this description: a) the atom-link scheme (i.e. the atom 
added to saturate the QM part) is a hydrogen link atom, b) the charges on M1 atoms (i.e. the 
frontier MM atoms covalently bonded to the QM region) are redistributed to their nearest-
neighbours (M2). 
Analytical derivatives of E tot  lead to the forces used for the QM part, while the MM region is 
optimised on the basis of a pure MM calculation. During this later (classical MM) step, the 
electrostatic interaction between the QM and MM part is computed using point charges 
derived from the QM wave function, according to the CHELPG127 or ESP128,129 schemes. The 
charge of the H atom-link is redistributed over all the QM atoms in order to preserve the total 
charge (see Appendix A for technical details about the adopted charge redistribution 
schemes). 
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3.7 Implementation 
A series of standard commercial packages such as MOLCAS,130 Gaussian 03,131 
Turbomole,132 ORCA133,134 (for QM calculations), Amber45 and Tinker47 (for the MM part) 
may be plugged to our software. In particular, an efficient strategy resulted when using 
Gaussian 03 and Tinker algorithms to perform, respectively, geometry optimisations or 
molecular dynamics on the high-medium region, while Amber for MM calculations (i.e. 
optimisation of the low layer and evaluation of MM energy and forces), since it allows the 
treatment of systems whose parameters are not included in many force fields: indeed, the 
standard Amber force field (ff03)42 is fully compatible with the Generalized Amber Force 
Field (GAFF)49 developed to describe almost every organic molecule. More generally we 
found the use of the optimisation  drive contained in the Gaussian 03 package to be fairly 
robust and performing to be used in both QM/MM and pure QM or MM optimisation, when 
coupled (via COBRAMM interface) to different packages. This allows the user to exploit 
some features, in the wave function calculation, for example, which are not included in the 
Gaussian 03 package. 
To explore the Potential Energy Surface associated to a chemical problem some approaches 
different from geometry optimisation of the critical points are available. To perform NEB and 
D-NEB we interfaced to COBRAMM two of the most performing programs available, 
namely GMAN12 and OPTIM.135 
The COBRAMM suite of programs have been coded using the Python scripting language.136 
The flowchart of COBRAMM is presented in Scheme 3.1: in particular, points 2, 3, 4, 5 do 
need external MM programs to calculate energies and forces, while point 6 uses a QM 
software to get the electrostatically embedded wave function and its energy and first 
derivatives. Point 7 merges all these results to give the total energy and gradient. Finally, in 
the 9th section, an external program for geometry optimisation or molecular dynamics is used 
to generate the new geometry to restart the cycle. 
The calculation terminates when the convergence criteria are satisfied or when the time for a 
MD run is over. 
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Read input files
Layers present Do you optimize low?
Low 
optimizationLayers present
Single point MM real 
With model charges
Layers present
Single point MM real 
without model charges
Single point MM model-H
without charges
Single point QM model-H
With ext. point charges
Calculation of total 
energy and forces
New geometry using
OPT or MD algorithms
Convergency 
or MD end End of calculation
Layers present
HML/ML/
HL
HM/M
H
Yes
No
HML/
ML
HL
HML/
HM
ML/
M
Yes
No
H
HML/HM/
HL/ML
M
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
 
Scheme 3.1 QM/MM implementation flowchart. 
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3.8 Frequency calculation with a general QM/MM hybrid potential 
To ascertain the nature of a critical point, which can be a minimum (reactants, products, 
intermediate) or a saddle points of index 1 (transition state) or higher, it is mandatory to 
compute vibrational frequencies. 
Numerical frequency calculations can be carried out  at the QM/MM level on the whole 
system (for instance the whole enzyme). In our approach only the high-medium region is 
moved in the presence of the MM potential determined by the frozen low region. A complete 
numerical frequency run (we call it “fullfreq” calculation) would require a total of 1+6Nhm 
QM/MM energy evaluations, Nhm being the number of atoms of the high-medium region. A 
further level of approximation, denoted here as “freq” calculation, has been tested in the 
computation of frequencies. Within this approximation we hypothesize that the small 
movement of an MM atom can have only a tiny effect on the wave-function. Thus, it is 
possible to save 6Nm QM computation (NM being the number of MM atoms) by a simple sum 
of the current MM energy value to the reference (initial) QM value when an MM atom is 
moved. The QM computation is then made only when an atom belonging to the high layer is 
moved. In this way only 1+6Nh wave-function evaluations are required. 
3.9 The fingerprint analysis 
According to the adopted QM/MM approach, the bonding and non-bonding terms within the 
H region (QM region, high layer) can be computed by means of a single point calculation on 
a system (called model-H) composed by the model region with the hydrogen atoms properly 
placed to saturate the dangling bonds at the QM-MM boundary (according to the H-atom link 
approach described above). Bonding and non bonding terms of M and L layers are computed 
at the MM level. Some care is needed to take into account the QM-MM cross terms and many 
solutions are available to overcome the arising problems. We followed a general and widely 
applied strategy consisting in treating all cross terms (van der Waals, bonding, bending, 
torsions) at the MM level, except for the electrostatic ones. We adopted the Electrostatic 
Embedding Scheme (EES), consisting in computing the QM wave-function in the presence of 
the atomic point charges of M and L layers. The polarization of the wave function is believed 
to account for the electrostatic cross-term interaction. Under these approximations it is easy to 
derive a procedure able to split the cross-terms of the energy into single-residue contributions. 
We briefly describe here two general procedures, called Direct and Reverse Finger Print 
(DFP and RFP), to rank the electrostatic effects of single residues, and one (vdWFP) to 
evaluate the van der Waals contributions. 
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All analysis performed here give semi-quantitative information about the ability of a certain 
residue (or group of residues) to stabilize/destabilize one critical point with respect to another 
one. If, for instance, a TS is compared to the nearest minimum we can rank the effects of each 
residue on the barrier height for the process. 
Let us consider two critical points A and B located on the QM/MM Potential Energy Surface.  
The overall electrostatic contribution can be easily computed as follows. QM calculations in 
vacuo on the QM region (i.e. model-H) alone gives the energy values and . From QM 
calculations in the presence of all atomic point charges we obtain the two energy values  
and  (see 
AE0
BE0
A
tE
B
tE Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4). From these values, after subtraction of the 
corresponding “self energy of the charges” values ( and ), we obtain the two terms 
and . These represent, for A and B, respectively, the sum of pure QM and 
electrostatic cross terms, as included in our QM/MM potential. 
A
te
B
te
A
QME
B
QME
Equation 3.3  At
A
t
A
QM eEE −=
Equation 3.4  Bt
B
t
B
QM eEE −=
The electrostatic effect of the MM regions on the QM wave-function can be estimated by 
and  (ApolE
B
polE Equation 3.5 and Equation 3.6). It is worth to notice that the lower they are, the 
greater is the stabilization effect played by the charges. If these quantities are lesser than zero, 
the polarization contribution from charges is stabilizing, while, when they are greater than 
zero, they represent a destabilizing contribution arising from charge interaction. 
Equation 3.5  AAQM
A
pol EEE 0−=
Equation 3.6  BBQM
B
pol EEE 0−=
From the obtained energy values we can operate a first comparison between A and B. 
 and  (),(0 BAEΔ ),( BAEQMΔ Equation 3.7 and Equation 3.8) are the (QM) energy difference 
between A and B, in the absence and in the presence of the MM atomic point charges, 
respectively. Equation 3.9 stresses the connection between the differential stabilization effect 
of charges on A and B with the energetic contribution that characterizes the  A to B transition. 
The stability factor  (),( BAStot Equation 3.9) represents the magnitude of the point charge’s 
effect in promoting (Equation 3.10 and Equation 3.12) or discouraging (Equation 3.11and 
Equation 3.13) the passage from A to B. 
Equation 3.7  AB EEBAE 000 ),( −=Δ
Equation 3.8  
A
QM
B
QMQM EEBAE −=Δ ),(
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Equation 3.9  
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Equation 3.10  0),( >⇒> BASEE totApolBpol
Equation 3.11  0),( >⇒< BASEE totApolBpol
Equation 3.12  0),(),(),( 0 >⇒Δ>Δ BASBAEBAE totQM
Equation 3.13 0),(),(),( 0 <⇒Δ<Δ BASBAEBAE totQM  
This gives a precious information about the influence of the surrounding enzyme, treated at 
the MM level, on the reaction process occurring within the small QM region. This data can be 
useful if one is able to estimate, even if qualitatively, the contribution coming from the single 
residues. In this way, if A and B are a minimum and the near transition state, it is possible to 
emphasize the residues playing the main catalytic effect,. 
To handle this problem we adopted two different decomposition strategies, both able to rank 
the influence of the enzyme residues on a reaction step (for instance, the transformation from 
A to B). 
The first method, called Direct Finger Print (DFP) analysis, is performed by means of a series 
of single point QM calculations (SPc) on the QM region (i.e. model-H) for A and B (using the 
optimized QM/MM geometry). 
 
Figure 3.5 Schematic representation of the N (total number of residues) SP calculations performed in a) DFP 
and b) RFP analysis 
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After evaluation of the terms needed to compute  (),( BAStot Equation 3.3 to Equation 3.13), 
we perform N SP calculations (where N is the total number of residues to be analyzed). In this 
calculations model-H is surrounded by the atomic point charges of the ith residue only (see 
Figure 3.5-a). The charges are placed according to the coordinates of the atoms of the ith 
residues. This gives N  and N  energy values, as well as the corresponding “self energy 
of the charges” values  and  (which represents the pure electrostatic contribution among 
the point charges of the ith residue only). As showed above (
A
iE
B
iE
A
ie
B
ie
Equation 3.5 and Equation 3.6) 
for the total electrostatic effects, we compute the electrostatic (i.e. Coulombic) influence 
( and ) of the ith residue on the QM region (A ipolE ,
B
ipolE , Equation 3.14 and Equation 3.15), 
which is stabilizing or destabilizing if the value is lesser or greater than zero, respectively. 
Equation 3.14 ( ) AAiAiA ipol EeEE 0, −−=  
Equation 3.15 ( ) BBiBiB ipol EeEE 0, −−=  
If we compare for each ith residue the values of and , we obtain the stability 
parameter Si (
A
ipolE ,
B
ipolE ,
Equation 3.16) for the ith residue. If 0<iS  ( 
Equation 3.18) then the ith residue favours the transition from A to B, vice versa, if  
(
0>iS
Equation 3.17), it disfavours the transition. 
Equation 3.16  A ipol
B
ipoli EES ,, −=
Equation 3.17  0,, >⇒> iA ipolB ipol SEE
Equation 3.18  0,, <⇒< iA ipolB ipol SEE
To stress the accuracy of the method in the decomposition of the total electrostatic effects into 
smaller components, a further passage has mandatory importance. For an ideal decomposition 
scheme we should have the perfect equivalence between the total electrostatic effect ( and 
) and the summation values ( ,  in 
A
polE
B
polE
A
polsummE
B
polsummE Equation 3.19 and Equation 3.20) over 
the single contributions , namely and ). A ipolE .
B
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Equation 3.19  ∑
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It is easy to see that, under the adopted approximations, , are not equal to 
and , being the summation of all single-residue contributions not perfectly additive. 
A
polsummE
B
polsummE
A
polE
B
polE
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To estimate the entity of the error we introduce by means of Equation 3.21, Equation 3.22 and 
Equation 3.23 three error parameters. 
Equation 3.21  ∑
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−=
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1
,,
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Equation 3.23  B Sadd
B
SaddSadd XXBAX ,,, ),( −=
The Xadd,S(A,B) term plays an important role in estimating the reliability of our decomposition 
procedure. Since the errors made on A and B (Xadd,SA and Xadd,SB) do differ, an evaluation of 
the error associated with the comparison between A and B (Xadd,S(A,B)) is important to check 
the whole calculation. 
The plotting of the Si values against the corresponding residue number gives an immediate 
outlook of the whole enzyme influence on the A - B transformation. A further analysis based 
on the magnitude of the so called stabilization parameters can help in ranking the residues 
according to their importance in the process under examination.  
The results obtained by the DFP approach can be affected by the adopted approximation. We 
must remember that the Si factor is estimated by comparing the unperturbed in vacuo system 
(to obtain and ) and the single-residue perturbed system (to obtain and ). 
To improve this description we can choose a different approach, based on an opposite 
scheme. This alternative approach will be referred as Reverse Finger Print (RFP) analysis. 
A
polE
B
polE
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B
ipolE ,
As showed for DFP we compute the , , , and values, by means of single point 
calculation on the model-H system in the presence and in the absence of the whole set of 
atomic point charges, respectively. Here we take as reference energy values  and  
(
A
QME
B
QME
AE0
BE0
A
destE
B
destE
Equation 3.24 and Equation 3.25). 
 
Equation 3.24  AQM
AA
pol
A
dest EEEE −=−= 0
Equation 3.25  BQM
BB
pol
B
dest EEEE −=−= 0
 
Then, we perform N SP calculations (where N is the total number of residues to be analyzed). 
In these calculations model-H is surrounded by all the atomic point charges of the system 
except for the ones of the ith residue (see Figure 3.5-b). The charges are placed according to 
the QM/MM optimized geometries. This gives N and N energy values, as well as the 
corresponding “self-energy of the charges” values  and  (which represents the pure 
A
ihE ,
B
ihE ,
A
ihe ,
B
ihe ,
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electrostatic contribution among the point charges except for the “hole” coming from the 
missed ith residue). As showed above (Equation 3.24 and Equation 3.25) for the total 
electrostatic effects, we compute the electrostatic (i.e. coulombian) influence (Epol,iA and 
Epol,iB) due to the absence of ith residue on the QM region (Equation 3.26 and  
Equation 3.27), which is destabilizing or stabilizing if the value is lesser or greater than zero, 
respectively. 
 
Equation 3.26 ( ) AQMAiAihA idest EeEE −−= ,,  
 
Equation 3.27 ( ) BQMBiBihB idest EeEE −−= ,,  
 
If we compare the values of  and , we obtain the destabilization parameter Di 
(
A
idestE ,
B
idestE ,
Equation 3.28) for the ith residue. If Di < 0 (Equation 3.30), then the ith residue disfavours the 
transition from A to B. On the contrary, if Si < 0 (Equation 3.29), it favours the conversion 
itself. 
Equation 3.28  A idest
B
idesti EED ,, −=
 
Equation 3.29  0,, >⇒> iA idestB idest DEE
 
Equation 3.30  0,, <⇒< iA idestB idest DEE
 
For RFP also, in an ideal decomposition procedure we should have the perfect equivalence 
between the total electrostatic effect ( and ) and the sum over the single contributions 
(the and  values), as stated in 
A
destE
B
destE
A
idestE ,
B
idestE , Equation 3.31and Equation 3.32. 
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For the same reasons above discussed for DFP, in our approach the and  are 
not equivalent to and , because the contributions of the  single-residues are not 
perfectly additive. To estimate the error we introduce three error parameters, as stated by 
A
destsummE
B
destsummE
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Equation 3.33, Equation 3.34 and Equation 3.35. 
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Equation 3.35  A Dadd
B
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As showed before errors made on A and B ( and ) do differ. Thus, a more 
meaningful evaluation of the error associated with the comparison between A and B is 
provided by . 
A
DaddX ,
B
DaddX ,
),(, BAX Dadd
The plotting of Di values against the residue number shows the same information as the plot 
of Si, i.e. a ranked influence of each residue in favouring/discouraging the transition from A to 
B. The two graphs look different, because, as previously explained, the favouring residues 
have a negative S-factor but a positive D-factor (the reverse for the disfavouring residues). 
Another significant difference is the different magnitude of the Si and Di single residue 
contribution because of the different method adopted in their computation. 
Another useful tool to analyze the influence of the enzyme over the transition from A to B is 
the estimation of the van der Waals contribution. This analysis (called vdWFP) is quite 
straightforward, being this contribution included in the QM/MM potential at the MM level. 
Moreover, the single-residue contributions are additive for the MM force-field definition. To 
gather for two QM/MM optimized geometries (A and B) the information about the role 
played by the van der Waals interactions of each residue, we use a procedure similar to DFP 
and RFP. We computed separately the van der Waals interaction energy between each residue 
and the high layer (note that the system here is not model-H as in previous cases). We obtain 
N (the total number of residues) energy values ( and ) for both A and B. The lower 
each contribution is, the greater is its stabilization. It is easy to compare the values obtained 
for the two structures in order to derive a stabilization factor Wi (
A
ivdWE ,
B
ivdWE ,
Equation 3.36). In this case 
the contributions of each component are perfectly additive (this is due to the definition of the 
adopted MM force field). Thus, there is no need to stress on the accuracy. 
 
Equation 3.36  A ivdW
B
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Equation 3.37  0,, >⇒> iA ivdWB ivdW WEE
 
Equation 3.38  0,, <⇒< iA ivdWB ivdW WEE
 
As previously demonstrated, also for DFP and RFP the results of vdWFP can be easily 
represented using a plot of Wi versus the number of residues. 
All tree method here described are performed by means of automatic tools integrated in the 
COBRAMM software package. Suggestion from previous works of Karplus137 and others138-
141 have been taken to develop DFP and RFP procedures. The vdWFP analysis was 
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performed by means of multiple calculation using the software “anal” from the Amber8 
package. Our computational tools were used in the present paper to derive a “per-residue” 
analysis, but they be can easily exploited to explore the effects arising (for a generic 
transformation A => B) from different groups of atoms or even to have a “per-atom analysis”. 
This can be useful to understand the role played in the catalysis by secondary structures (α-
Helices or β-sheets or combinations of them) present in the enzyme under examination. 
3.10 The “set-up” problem: a short discussion 
As seen above, a QM/MM code is generally based on many assumptions and approximations 
and not all the molecular system can be successfully studied under these limitations. For 
example, extreme caution is needed in choosing the QM-MM boundary because most 
programs (like our own) may give unphysical results if the broken bond is not a C(sp3)-C(sp3) 
one. Thus, cutting a bond more polar than an aliphatic one gives problems in the charge 
redistribution and choosing a Q1 atom that is different from a carbon atom may affect the 
validity of the hydrogen atom link approach. Some technical features can be adopted to 
partially solve these problems, but a good idea is to find the best compromise between the 
right boundary choice and the size of the QM sub-region. This decision can be taken on the 
basis of simple considerations: a) we can extend the QM frontier until the boundary satisfies 
the conditions above, but one has to remember the proportionality between the size of the QM 
region and the cost of its calculation; b) the better system should have a small localized 
reactive region and some aliphatic QM-MM boundary bonds near (but not in contact with) the 
reactive core. 
Another important issue concerns the availability of MM parameters for the system under 
investigation, including the QM part. In fact, given the subtractive approach used for energy 
computation (see Equation 3.1), all QM-MM bonded and non-bonded cross interaction terms 
(except for the electrostatic effects for which the electrostatic embedding procedure is 
adopted) are computed at the MM level. Thus, in order to properly describe these QM-MM 
cross interaction terms, it is important to assign good MM parameters also to the QM atoms, 
even if the energy and force contributions of the high layer are computed by mean of a QM 
calculation. For example, it is of fundamental importance to have the correct Lennard-Jones 
parameters for all the (QM) atoms so that the Van der Waals terms are correctly accounted 
for. Anyway, bonded cross terms (i.e. stretching, bending and torsional contributions) for a 
bond placed at the frontier involve only up to one, two and three atoms of the high (QM) 
layer, respectively. Thus, only the frontier atoms, and adjacent neighbours (one or two bonds 
distant) are important in the calculation of bonded cross interactions and MM parameters of 
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bonded terms are not necessary for the other QM atoms. This is important since, while the 
intimate nature of the atoms of the reactive core may change during the reactive process, 
frontier atoms are not expected (hopefully) to change, which allows the use of the same MM 
parameters for these atoms all throughout the reactive process. 
On the basis of all these considerations, in order to get meaningful results, it would be 
preferable to put the frontier at least four bonds from the reacting region, if possible. 
Unfortunately, this is often hard to do, due to the overwhelming size of the corresponding QM 
region and one has to make a compromise.  
Charges represent another delicate point in system set-up. Since the electrostatic QM-MM 
cross interactions are calculated at the QM level (in the Electrostatic Embedding scheme), the 
results may be very sensitive to the charge distribution, even away from the reactive region. 
Many residues in an enzyme have an acidic or basic character and, according to their 
protonation state (which is strongly influenced by the close environment), they can carry a net 
negative or positive charge. This may lead to a system with a net (non zero) charge. Two main 
questions arise: it is possible to systematically assign the protonation state of the residues? 
And how is the best way to deal with a net charge in the system? The answers are not unique 
and strongly depend on the system under study. In general, the easiest procedure it to 
manually assign the protonation state of the residues that are part of the active site (by means 
of some available experimental data, for example), which are the most important ones, while 
some more general procedures may be used to assign the protonation state of all other 
residues (e.g. based on the pH of the surrounding media or of the local environment, such as 
using the H++ algorithm142): they are easy to use but care is needed for the active site region 
and a supervision of the final result is highly encouraged to correct for some incompetence of 
the software. Often, after this protonation phase, a net (non zero) charge exists in the system. 
To avoid problems in QM/MM calculations some authors have proposed to scale the charges 
on titratable groups in order to avoid the presence of a net charge on the system. We think this 
can be a good procedure if these residues do not play an interesting electrostatic effect on the 
reactive process under study; but it is not a general method. Another procedure, widely used 
in MM Molecular Dynamics, is to assign a right number of counter-ions (usually Na+ or Cl-) 
at the surface of the protein, in order to correct for the charge imbalance and have an electro-
neutral system. 
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4 Test Examples 
 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
To confirm the effectiveness of this implementation, comparative tests are mandatory. The 
first is a comparison of computed and experimental geometrical parameters for a complex 
molecular architecture such as that of a rotaxane, whose structure and functionality depends 
on weak (hydrogen bonds) interactions. Then, it will be shown that the optical properties of 
two well known and widely studied biological chromophores (i.e. the rhodopsin and green 
fluorescent protein chromophores) are nicely reproduced both in solution and in the protein. 
The flexibility and potentiality of our code (namely its capability to perform optimizations as 
well as molecular dynamics at both QM, MM and QM/MM level) will be exploited for the 
investigation of the delicate equilibrium in water of the two (α and β) anomers of D-
glucopyranose. Then, the QM energy profile of the reaction mechanism of HIV1-Protease 
will be compared to the QM/MM one, analyzing and discussing the differences obtained and 
the reliability of the results; we will show how inclusion of the enzymatic environment is 
essential for the correct description of the enzymatic process. Finally the capability of 
different potentials in describing medium-sized (c.a. 70 atoms) organo-metallic complexes 
will be tested.  
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4.2 Optimisation of a complex molecular structure: a fumaramide 
based rotaxane 
The supra/super molecules are often characterized by a very high flexibility; in fact, the weak 
interaction between subunits leave the system free to move in a quite flat potential energy 
surface. The investigation of this class of molecules can be very hard in particular using a 
QM/MM approach where the forces (which drive the research of the minima) are calculated 
using different methods in different regions of the molecule. 
This section has no other purpose than showing the accuracy of the current QM/MM 
implementation in the description of a structural problem for a delicate supermolecular 
system, i.e. a rotaxane based on a fumaramidic group143. Here, the thread and the ring interact 
by hydrogen bonds (which is where the QM-MM boundary is passing through) and π stacking 
(see Figure 4.1).  
Only the central dimethyl-fumaride has been treated at the QM level (this is the photo-
reactive part whose activity must be accounted for by QM methods) using HF/6-31G*, while 
the rest of the thread and the ring are computed using a classical (MM) force field (GAFF49). 
The main part of the interactions between the thread and the ring comes from QM and MM 
cross terms. 
Fully unconstrained optimisations have been done according to a two layers high and medium 
(HM) partitioning scheme. 
 
Figure 4.1 Rotaxane ground state structure. a) The dimethyl-fumaramide (ball&stick) is treated at the QM level 
while the rest (tube) is calculated at the MM level. b) Hydrogen bonds (dashed lines) linking the ring to the 
thread: QM/MM (red, up), mm3 (blue, centre) and experimental X-ray (black, low) values. 
 
The results are in good agreement with the experimental X-ray143 structure and previously 
published MM3144 values.143 Specifically, we have selected hydrogen bond distances as a 
measure of the accuracy; the errors in the hydrogen bond distances between the QM and MM 
regions are ≤ 0.3 Å. 
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It can be concluded that this QM/MM approach may be a reliable method for structure 
determination also in cases where the molecular structure does depend by a subtle balance of 
factors, and small errors in the forces (such as the ones at the frontier region) may lead to 
large geometrical variations, like it is the case for this rotaxane. 
4.3 The anomeric equilibrium of D-Glucopyranose. 
The simulation of solvation is a crucial problem in general, and in biological systems in 
particular, since here polar protic solvents (i.e. water) are usually involved, which strongly 
interact with the solute. Two different computational ways can be used for simulating 
solvation: (i) the implicit solvent and (ii) the explicit solvent model. Polarizable continuum 
solvent (PCM)145 for QM calculations and Generalized Born (GB) method146 for MM 
calculations are examples of the former, while the latter implies that solvent molecules are 
explicitly taken into account to obtain the energy of the system. Obviously, the computation 
of explicit solvent is more time consuming with respect to the implicit approach and can be 
performed only by considering the solvent molecules at a low (such as MM) level of theory. 
Thus, a simple way to do this is to use QM/MM computations where the solvent bulk and the 
solute are treated at the MM and QM levels, respectively. 
In this section, the code will be applied to a well known and delicate equilibrium problem: the 
relative stability of the two anomers of the pyranoid form of D-Glucose (i.e. α- and β-D-
Glucopyranose, see Figure 4.2) in water. Rather than focusing on the result itself (which will 
be shown to go in the right direction, anyway), here we will stress on the flexibility of the 
implemented algorithm, showing how geometry optimisations and molecular dynamics 
computations by pure MM or QM/MM techniques may be successfully applied to the 
aforementioned study. 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Haworth and (b) ball & stick representations of the α- and β-D-glucopyranose. 
 
Many studies147-150 in the past have focused on this topic revealing all the difficulties in 
simulating carbohydrates because of the high conformational freedom of their hydroxyl and 
hydroxymethyl groups; also, the interaction with polar protic solvents, like water, play a key 
role in determining the relative stability of the different isomers, but this is often a subtle and 
difficult term to estimate. Because of the high computational cost of a complete exploration of 
the conformational space of this system, we used only a small number of conformers chosen 
among the most stable ones. We found two minima, on the basis of geometry optimisations at 
the QM (DFT/B3LYP/6-31G*)75,151 level, simulating solvent by means of the SCRF-
CPCM152 method. We used these geometries as a guess to create the model system used in the 
further studies. In all the model systems investigated here the solute molecule (α- or β-D-
Glucopyranose) is surrounded by a 20 Å radius drop of water (1490 water molecules): a shell 
(shell1) of 10 Å around the solute is left free to move during the optimisation or MD runs, 
while the water molecules in the outer 10 Å shell (shell2) are fixed to their initial geometries 
(see Figure 4.3). Starting solvent geometries are obtained adding the water molecules to the 
solute by mean of the “leap” module of the AMBER8 program,45 which uses a standard 
equilibrated TIP3P1,3 water library. It is worth noting here that shell2 prevents molecules of 
shell1 to spread out (which would be unphysical), thus acting as a physical barrier during all 
the calculations. 
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Figure 4.3 Schematic representation of the model system used to study the (α- and β-) D-glucopyranose (solute) 
in solution. The solvent molecules (water) are partitioned between shell1 (free to move) and shell2 (kept frozen 
to the initial geometry). 
 
4.3.1 The L level optimisation. 
We performed full MM minimization using the standard ff0342 force field and a flexible 
TIP3P model for the water molecules and the Glycam153 parameters for the solute obtaining a 
ΔE=(Eβ-Eα) value of about 21 kcal/mol in terms of Internal Energy (with α more stable than 
β), which is in complete disagreement with the experimental value of about -0.4 kcal/mol in 
terms of Gibbs Free Energy (the experimental ratio between α and β is 36:64). This result 
shows that a simple MM optimisation cannot reproduce the relative stability of the two 
anomers and that the force field is not accurate enough to account for solute/solvent 
interactions. 
4.3.2 The HL level optimisation. 
We performed QM/MM calculations with a two layer (high and low) approach (HL): high is 
constituted by one α- or β-D-Glucopyranose molecule treated at the QM (DFT/B3LYP/6-
31G*)75,151 level; low contains all the MM solvent molecules (ff03 force field and flexible 
TIP3P water model)42. After geometry optimisation of the solute (high layer) and shell1 
(which, together with shell2, does represent the low layer) we computed the energy difference 
between the two anomers. The calculations were repeated with different initial configurations 
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of the mobile water shell and we found the two anomers to be almost isoenergetic, with 
oscillations of the ΔE=(Eβ-Eα), in terms of Internal Energy, between 1.5 and -1.5 kcal/mol. 
Considering the approximations involved in our approach, this is a quite good result for such 
a straightforward calculation because it is near to the experimental evidence. Anyway, the 
relative energy of the two conformers is strongly affected by the conformation assumed by 
their free –OH groups, which is in turn affected very much by the surrounding solvent 
molecules. From these simple considerations, it results that optimisations of local minima can 
only deliver snapshots of the real behaviour and that a dynamical treatment could be 
necessary. 
4.3.3 MM Molecular Dynamics: the ML level 
To explore the interaction between solute and solvent molecules we performed short MD 
simulations on a full MM system. The ff0342 force field and a flexible TIP3P model was used 
for the water molecules and the Glycam153 parameters for the solute. The outer 10 Å-shell 
(shell2) water molecules were assigned to the low layer (which was kept frozen throughout all 
the computations), while the inner ones (shell1) plus the solute constituted the medium layer. 
The NVT Molecular Dynamics run of the medium layer was performed using the “Beeman” 
algorithm of the Tinker program with a time step of 1 fs for a total time of 3 ps at the 
temperature of 298 K. It is worth noting that the implemented code does exploit the Amber8 
package for energy and first derivatives MM computations, while the Tinker program is used 
for MD: this grants a great flexibility to the procedure since many common MD algorithms do 
fail in handling a largely frozen system (e.g. our attempt to run a few ps MD run with the 
standard “sander” program - the molecular dynamics module of Amber8 - with the shell2 kept 
frozen resulted in the blowing-up of the system). An ML calculation with our code gives the 
possibility to study large systems keeping frozen all (or part of) the low layer. This is possible 
because the MD run (or the optimisation) is performed on the medium layer in the presence of 
the geometry of low, which acts as a barrier (with its associated force field) around the smaller 
medium layer. The same considerations are valid if also the high layer is present.  
The equilibration phase covers the first 1500 steps (1.5 ps) for both anomers (see Figure 4.4). 
From the obtained trajectories it is possible to observe the high mobility of all hydroxyl 
groups, while the methoxylic group conserves their initial conformation. Averaging the total 
energy (potential MM energy plus kinetic energy) over the last 2.5 ps we obtain a value for 
ΔE of 16.34 kcal/mol (see Figure 4.4-a). This value is very similar to the result obtained from 
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geometry optimisation at the MM level and is still in contrast with experimental evidence 
calling (unrealistically) for a more stable α anomer. 
4.3.4 QM/MM Molecular Dynamics: the HML level 
A three layers approach was used for QM/MM molecular dynamics computations: the solute 
(D-Glucopyranose) was assigned the high layer and the QM (DFT/B3LYP/DZVP) level; the 
shell1 and shell2 water molecules were assigned the medium (free to move) and the low 
(frozen) layer, respectively, and the MM level (ff03)42 was used. Starting from the pure MM 
MD results (geometries, velocities, accelerations) described in the previous section, we 
performed a MD (NVT) run of 3 ps at a temperature of 300 K with a time step of 1 fs using 
the same modular (AMBER//TINKER) approach as described above. The system equilibrates 
in 1.5 ps and the production takes 1.5 ps. By averaging the total energy (potential QM/MM 
energy plus kinetic energy) over the last 1.5 ps, a value of 6.47 kcal/mol for ΔE was obtained 
(see Figure 4.4-b). These results, although not yet in agreement with the experiments, are 
much better than the MM ones. In the present case we believe that a single and short (3 ps) 
QM/MM – MD run is inadequate to simulate the overall physical behaviour of solvated D-
Glucopyranose, because the conformational space is not fully explored. The results can be 
improved by running multiple trajectories, each one starting from a different conformational 
minimum. However, a better reproduction of the experimental data has already been 
accomplished in the past147 and is beyond the purpose of our short discussion. Herein, we 
wanted only to show a possible application of our code to a well known solvation problem, 
pointing its flexibility in treating a given system with different approaches. In the other 
sections some quantitative examples of the reliability of our code, as applied to both 
optimisation and molecular dynamics, are given in details. 
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Figure 4.4 Molecular Dynamics results from (a) the MM system (ML calculation type) and (b) the QM-MM 
system (HML calculation type). The behavior of the α- (red line) and β- (black line) anomers is reported, 
highlighting the production part of each run. The difference between the averaged energies of the two anomers is 
also reported. 
 
4.4 Rhodopsin and GFP chromophores: solvent and protein 
The optical properties of an organic chromophore are among the ones that can be highly 
influenced by the environment (such as the solvent or the protein). This effect is particularly 
pronounced for charged molecules where, usually, the bright excited state has (at least 
partially) a charge transfer character. Thus, for example, while the solvent may play a role in 
stabilizing (by solvation) the ground state of the charged chromophore, it may play in the 
opposite direction for the excited state. This behaviour leads generally to a blue shift of the 
absorption maximum going from the vacuo to the solvent. For the protein a similar effect may 
be envisaged. 
Two biologically important chromophores belong to this class of compounds: the anionic 4’-
hydroxybenzyldiene-2,3-dimethyl-imidazolinone (HBDI, see Figure 4.5-a) and the protonated 
Schiff base of retinal (RPSB see Figure 4.5-b), which are the chromophores of the green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) and rhodopsin proteins, respectively. This section focuses on the 
description of the optical properties of these systems in different environments by means of 
QM/MM computations. An advantage is that both experimental and computed spectra are 
available in vacuo, solvents, as well as protein154-158. Thus, it is possible to compare (and 
validate) our QM/MM results against the ones already appeared in the literature. 
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Figure 4.5 Chemical structure of the a) GFP chromophore and its isolated model (HBDI) and b) the protonated 
Schiff base of 11-cis retinal. 
 
4.4.1 Structure and optical properties for solvated HBDI and GFP: flexible 
QM/MM optimisations 
Thanks to its highly fluorescent chromophore and the fact that this is directly formed from a 
tri-peptide unit (Ser65-Thr66-Gly67)156 during the protein folding without cofactors, GFP is 
widely used in biochemistry as a fluorescent marker156.The anion is considered to be the 
active form of the chromophore and, while in protein it strongly fluoresces, in solution the 
fluorescence is quenched. Therefore, the study of this chromophore in different environments 
is crucial to understand its photochemical properties. 
4.4.2 Solvation by HL and HML QM/MM computations 
HBDI (Figure 4.4-a) has been chosen as a model for the GFP chromophore because it 
preserves all the conjugate system as well as the structure of the original protein-embedded 
chromophore and it has been widely investigated in water solution. QM/MM computations 
have been used to simulate solvation with the chromophore (anionic HBDI) embedded in a 16 
Å TIP3P water box, using an MM Na+ as the counter ion (as it is experimentally).154 The 
CASSCF/6-31G*1 level has been extensively used for the chromophore during QM/MM 
optimisations and then the energy has been refined to account for correlation effects using 
single point CASPT2 computations. This CASPT2//CASSCF approach, which defines the 
high (QM) layer, has been widely used for the photochemistry of organic chromophores 
(proving to give reliable results of experimental accuracy)159 and represents the state of the art 
to calculate excited state properties of organic systems. In order to obtain a good compromise 
between speed and accuracy, the full active π-space (16 electrons in 14 orbitals) has been 
reduced (according to a previous paper160) to a 12 electrons in 11 orbitals, where the orbital 
localized on the amidic group has been removed together with the highest and lowest energy 
π-orbitals of the benzene ring. 
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To generate a good starting point we have performed a classical molecular dynamics with 
periodic boundary conditions. While the chromophore was kept frozen at its original QM 
geometry in vacuo with point charges obtained using the AM1-BCC procedure,161,162 the 
solvent and counter ion were kept free to move, so that during the 1 ns MD the counter ion is 
able to diffuse in the water bulk. The lowest potential energy geometry was selected along the 
trajectory as a representative point of the sampling and as starting guess for QM/MM 
computations. 
Three different QM/MM optimisation types were performed on the system according to 
different and increasing levels of mobility (i.e. the parts comprising the atoms that are free to 
move and are optimised can be changed according to the partitioning scheme used): (i) HL 
optimisations, where only the high (QM) layer (i.e. the chromophore) is optimised, while all 
the other (MM) waters (i.e. the low layer) are kept frozen; (ii) HML optimisations, where the 
high (QM) layer (i.e. the chromophore) and a medium (MM) layer (i.e. the water molecules 
surrounding the chromophore up to a 3.5 Å radius) are optimised together, with all the other 
(MM) waters (i.e. the low layer) kept frozen; (iii) HML optimisations, where the high (QM) 
layer (i.e. the chromophore) and a medium (MM) layer (i.e. the water molecules surrounding 
the chromophore up to a 3.5 Å radius) are optimised together, while all the other (MM) waters 
(i.e. the low layer) are free to move (independently with respect to the first two ones) up to a 
10 Å radius around the chromophore (and the others are kept frozen to their initial positions). 
These three different computational levels (which are identified in Table 4.1 as HL, HML1 
and HML2, respectively) highlight the high flexibility of the optimisation procedure 
implemented in the current QM/MM code and, very remarkably, are shown to produce results 
of increasing accuracy (see Table 4.1).  
 
Table 4.1 Absorption maxima for the anionic GFP chromophore. 
Absorption maximum (nm) Structure QM or QM/MM Experimental 
vacuo 465a, 493b,  479d 
Solvent (bound ionic pair) 434c 
Solvent(loose ionic pair) 460 (HM), 499 (HML1), 441 (HML2) 425
e-432f 
Protein 504, 468c 495g 
a) ref. 163; b) ref. 160; c) ref. 159; d) ref. 155; e) ref. 164; f) ref. 154 g) ref. 165 
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Figure 4.6 Bond distances values calculated for the GFP chromophore in vacuo, solvent (PCM and QM/MM) 
and protein: a) QM/MM values159 and b) our QM/MM results. 
 
It is worth noting that the counter ion (Na+) is 7 Å away from the chromophore in all the 
QM/MM optimised structures, revealing a weakly bound ionic pair. Although this is only one 
of the many possible stable solute/solvent configurations, it is remarkable that the computed 
absorption energy (499 nm, 460 and 441 nm for (i), (ii) and (iii), respectively) is progressively 
getting very close to the experimental value recorded for the chromophore in water (425 nm) 
and does perfectly account for the blue shift observed on going from vacuo (where, again, the 
computed 465 nm absorption maximum159,160 does nicely reproduce the experimental value of 
479 nm154) to water (see Table 4.1). In Figure 4.6 are reported the relevant bond distances for 
HBDI in vacuo, explicit solvent and PCM.159,160,163 It is apparent that the solvent has also a 
key role in tuning the chromophore molecular structure, since it shifts the geometry to the 
individual resonance structure carrying the negative charge on the phenolic oxygen, while a 
resonance hybrid is more likely to represent the chromophore in vacuo. Furthermore, it results 
that implicit (PCM) as well as explicit (QM/MM) techniques do yield similar results.159,160 
4.4.3 GFP by HML QM/MM computations 
Finally, QM/MM computations have been used to investigate the geometry and absorption 
maximum of the chromophore in the protein (GFP). The crystallographic structure (code 
1GLF)166 available in the protein data bank archive has been selected. After protonation, using 
the H++142 procedure, hydrogen atoms have been relaxed in order to get a reliable starting 
structure. A three-layer (HML) partitioning scheme has been adopted: the high (QM) layer 
(i.e. the electrostatic embedded chromophore, see Figure 4.7) and the medium layer (see tube 
representation in Figure 4.7) constitute the mobile part (following the procedure of Sinicropi 
et al.159), while all the remaining (MM) protein is kept frozen and represents the low layer. 
The same QM level as for HBDI in solution has been adopted for the chromophore, while 
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protein and water molecules are computed with the Amber force field. Very remarkably, the 
computed 504 nm absorption maximum for the I anionic state of wild type GFP does nicely 
reproduce the experimental value of 495 nm165 (see Table 4.1). The same applies also for the 
chromophore structure (see Figure 4.6). 
 
Figure 4.7 Model system used for the QM/MM study of the anionic GFP. Ball&Stick is the QM part, the tube is 
the movable medium layer, while the remaining atoms are kept frozen. 
4.4.4 11-cis retinal PSB in solution 
A similar QM/MM investigation as before has been performed for solvated RPSB. 
Specifically, in the present study our effort is focused to simulate the effect of methanol in the 
spectral tuning of the 11-cis-retinal chromophore. Thus, for this purpose, QM/MM 
computations have been used with the chromophore (RPSB) embedded in a cubic 45 Å 
methanol box, using an MM Cl- as the counter ion (as it is experimentally) .158 Similarly to 
the examples above and previous computational works,167,168 a CASPT2//CASSCF(6-31G*)1 
approach (with electrostatic embedding) has been adopted for the chromophore (using the full 
π-space of 12 π-electrons in 12 π-orbitals), which defines the high (QM) layer, during 
QM/MM optimisations. 
To generate a good starting point for QM/MM optimisations we have performed a classical 
molecular dynamics with periodic boundary conditions. While the chromophore was kept 
frozen at its original QM geometry in vacuo169 with point charges obtained using AM1-BCC 
procedure,161,162 the solvent and counter ion were kept free to move, so that the counter ion is 
able to diffuse in the methanol solvent. After a MD run of 1 ns, we see (at least for this 
specific trajectory) that most of the time the chloride counter ion resides near the retinal 
nitrogen (i.e. close to the cationic head, in a tight ionic pair arrangement). Thus, a low energy 
snapshot with the counter ion close to nitrogen has been selected as a representative point of 
the sampling and as starting guess for QM/MM computations. 
A two layers (HL) QM/MM optimisation has been performed: the high (QM) layer is given 
by the chromophore (as stated above), while all solvent molecules and the counter ion 
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constitute the low (MM) layer (thus excluding a medium buffer), which has been left free to 
move independently up to a distance of 10 Å from the chromophore (while the rest is kept 
frozen at its initial geometry). 
Remarkably, the resulting absorption maximum (453 nm) is in good agreement with the 
experimental value of 440 nm158 and with previous QM/MM computations170 (see Table 4.2), 
but in this case the optimised geometry does not undergo significant variations on going from 
vacuo to solution (see Figure 4.8): while in HBDI geometrical modifications come from a 
different weight of the two resonance structures, in the retinal chromophore the structure does 
not change a lot, because the geometry is described only by one resonance structure (i.e. the 
one with the positive charge on nitrogen). This means that the change of the absorption 
spectrum on going from the in vacuo to the solvent (see Table 4.2) is addressed only to the 
perturbation of the wave function by the electrostatic effects of the external point charges and 
that electrostatic embedding is enough to get a correct description of the chemico-physical 
properties of the chromophore in solution. 
 
Table 4.2 Absorption maxima for RPSB. 
Absorption maximum (nm) Structure QM or QM/MM Experimental
Vacuo 545a 610c  
Solvent (bound ionic pair) 453, 429b 
Solvent(loose ionic pair) 442 440
d 
a) ref.171; b) ref.170; c) ref.157; d) ref.158 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Bond distances computed for RPSB in vacuo (red) and in protein (black). 
 
To explore the effects of the counter ion (Cl-) position on the absorption energy of the 
chromophore, we have also investigated the optical properties of a loose ionic pair: thus, a 
low energy snapshot with this arrangement has been selected along the previous MD run as a 
starting point for new QM/MM optimisations (which have been performed at the same HL 
level as before). Very interestingly, the absorption maximum computed for this QM/MM 
optimised loose ionic pair is substantially unchanged (442 nm) (see Table 4.2) and in 
agreement with the experimental value. 
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4.4.5 Solvated ion pairs: structure and properties 
Interestingly, our results for the optimised geometry and the absorption maximum of solvated 
HBDI match perfectly (see Figure 4.6 and Table 4.1) with the ones reported in previous 
QM/MM computations159 where an analogous CASPT2//CASSCF approach was employed 
(see Table 4.1). Anyway, it is worth noting that there the counter ion was forced to stay at the 
vicinity of HBDI (i.e. a tight bound ionic pair arrangement was selected), instead of being far 
away as it is in our case. The same results appear for solvated RPSB, where the close and the 
loose ion pairs do lead to very similar optical and structural properties. This leads to the 
remarkable conclusion that the solvent in the loose ionic pair interacts with the solute as if it 
were the real counter ion, i.e. solvation shells form a virtual counter ion that has the same 
(electrostatic) effect as the real one in a tight bound ionic pair. This effect is due to the 
reorientation (i.e. polarization) of the polar solvent close to the chromophore (see Scheme 
4.1): the polarized permanent dipoles of the solvent act similarly to the counter ion, stabilizing 
the ground state respect to the charge transfer excited state. 
 
Scheme 4.1 Schematic representation of the interaction between solvent, PSB and counter ion: a) tight bound 
ionic pair, b) dissociated couple. 
 
This discussion implies that tight bound ionic pairs may be seen as qualitatively good models 
for solvated charged chromophores in general, as anticipated in our previous works.167,172 This 
study represents a further validation of the aforementioned statement and is in line with 
previous suggestions by Sakuray and coworkers.173,174 
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4.5 Comparison between QM and QM/MM results for an enzymatic 
reaction mechanism 
In this section QM and QM/MM results will be compared. The system under study is the 
homodimeric protease of the HIV1 virus (HIV1-Pr). This enzyme catalyzes the proteolysis of 
a long peptide175-177 synthesized from viral reverse-transcripted DNA and it is essential for 
viral replication. In the last two decades many studies138,178-185 have been addressed to 
understand the catalytic process of this enzyme in order to speedup the rational design of new 
inhibitors. The enzymatic reaction mechanism involves the Asp25 and Asp25’ residues (each 
one belonging to one of the two identical sub-units of the dimeric enzyme); their side chains 
are symmetrically disposed in the active site, sharing a proton and a negative charge; they 
strictly bound a water molecule, forming a low barrier hydrogen bond system (see Figure 
4.10). Both xperimental186-188 and theoretical175,189 results suggest that the hydrolysis of the 
amide bond takes place after the formal addition of the water molecule, leading to a 
metastable gem-diolic intermediate. The aspartic dyad is believed to play the key role in the 
catalysis by activating both the amidic substrate and the water molecule via a double proton 
transfer (i.e. carbonylic group protonation and water molecule deprotonation, respectively).  
4.5.1 QM reaction profile 
To explore the details of the reaction mechanism we performed a pure QM investigation of 
the potential energy surface of a small model system by means of geometry optimisations. We 
included in this model the catalytic dyad, some nearby fragments, the nucleophilic water 
molecule, the Phe-Pro dipeptide (as a model of the substrate) and a structural water molecule 
bounded to the substrate (Figure 4.9-a). This model system (MOD_QM) was constructed on 
the basis of the crystallographic pdb data file (1G6L)190 taking the Cartesian coordinates of 
the interesting atoms and discarding the rest of the enzyme. Missing hydrogen atoms were 
added to saturate the valence of dangling bonds. Our previous experience191,192 on QM studies 
of enzymatic systems encouraged us to partially consider the (steric) effect of the neglected 
part of the system by keeping frozen the border atoms of MOD_QM to their crystallographic 
position (Figure 4.9). This has proven to avoid unrealistic distortions of the model system due 
to additional degrees of freedom. The MOD_QM model system was investigated at the 
DFT/B3LYP level and, to reduce the computational cost, we assigned three different basis-
sets to the atoms (see Figure 4.9-b), on the basis of their relevance in the reactive process. We 
assigned the most accurate basis-set (DZVP) to the atoms of the Asp dyad, to the nucleophilic 
water molecule and to the peptidic bond of the substrate, because they are involved in the 
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bond breaking/forming processes. The outer atoms were treated with a low level basis set 
(STO-3G), while for the other atoms we used an intermediate level (3-21G*). 
 
Figure 4.9 a) Model system used for the QM study; the • symbol is used to highlight the atoms kept frozen to 
their initial positions. b) The basis set adopted for the atoms of the QM system is shown using different colors. 
The model-H region used in QM/MM computations do coincide with the QM model system and the basis set 
adopted is the same. 
 
 
Figure 4.10 a) Pure QM and b) QM/MM reaction profiles. c) Schematic representation of the M2 and M3 
species; the two Asp residues of the aspartic dyad (Asp25 and Asp25’) belong to two identical chains. 
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The Figure 4.10-a shows a schematic representation of the reaction profile computed for 
MOD_QM and is briefly discussed here. The reaction path starts with the so called Michaelis 
complex (M1a) and after a small rearrangement of the nucleophilic water (TS1a) the rate 
limiting step takes place between the two minima M2a and M3a (Figure 4.10-a). The 
transition state TS2a corresponds to a concerted double proton transfer and the nucleophilic 
attack of the water molecule to the carbonyl of the amidic group (see Figure 4.10-c). Thus, 
water is activated (enhancing its nucleophilicity) by Asp25’ deprotonation, while a concurrent 
protonation of the amidic carbonyl oxygen by Asp25, increases electrophilicity of the amidic 
carbon atom. The M3a minimum corresponds to a diolic intermediate with both hydroxylic 
groups that are H-bonded to the same unprotonated carboxylic group of the Asp dyad. The 
other steps from M3a to M4a correspond to structural rearrangements and proton 
displacements needed to complete the amide bond hydrolysis. The overall reaction path is 
apparently in good agreement with the observed behaviour of the enzyme (the reaction is 
spontaneous at room temperature), being the simulated process exo-ergonic (about 8 
kcal/mol). Moreover, the taller energy barrier corresponds to the experimental value187,188 of 
the rate limiting step (i.e. formation of the diolic intermediate). 
4.5.2 QM/MM reaction profile 
A QM/MM model system (MOD_QMMM) is then used both to test our QM/MM code and to 
see the effects of the environment on the previous results. The system is constructed on the 
basis of the crystallographic coordinates used for the QM model (pdb code:1G6L); the 
protonation state is assigned by means of the H++ program,142except for the Asp residues of 
the dyad.184,185 The substrate is simulated by an epta-peptide, in which the hydrolyzed bond is 
the Phe-Pro amidic bond. The system was fully minimized at the MM level using the Amber8 
program and the ff0342 force field. Solvation was also simulated by means of the Born 
generalized method.146 This represents the starting structure for QM/MM computations, 
which were performed according to a three layer (HML) partitioning (see Figure 4.11): the 
high layer was chosen to coincide with MOD_QM (also the basis-set is the same); few atoms 
(backbone only) of the residues near the high layer were assigned to the medium one; all the 
other atoms of the system were assigned to the low level. The residues of the low layer were 
kept frozen to their initial position because they are largely exposed to the surface and in our 
simulation solvent molecules are not included. 
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Figure 4.11 Model system used to study the QM/MM reaction profile of the enzyme HIV1-Pr. 
 
The QM/MM PES showed interesting deviations from the behaviour observed with the pure 
QM model. The minimization of the Michaelis complex gave a structure similar to the 
reacting complex M2 of MOD_QM. The first reaction step (21.4 kcal/mol of activation 
energy) leads directly to the diolic intermediate, which is less stable than the reactant. This 
value is very similar to the one obtained for the QM model and also the transition state is very 
similar. Before mapping the whole reaction path we searched for the product, finding the 
process to be endo-ergonic by 25.8 kcal/mol (Figure 4.10-b). 
These results may be accounted for if we consider the structure of the system and the 
difference between reactant and products. It is well known that the structure of the free 
enzyme with respect to that of the complex may be quite different. As a matter of fact, when 
the substrate binds to the open active site it causes a large conformational change on the 
mobile regions of the enzyme (called “flaps”),193 leading to a closed form. Here, the peptide 
chain is fixed to the active site by an hydrogen bond network, but when the peptide bond is 
broken, the lid of the box opens again and the two proteic segments are released to the 
aqueous media: the lower affinity of the closed form of the enzyme for the hydrolysed product 
causes an opposite conformational change on the flaps to give the free enzyme in its open 
form and the product. 
In the QM model the destabilizing interactions between the enzyme and the products are not 
taken into account properly, since most of the enzyme (like the “flaps”) are neglected along 
the whole reaction profile. Thus, the computed energies only reflect the enthalpic components 
of the hydrolytic process itself, because all the successive phases (e.g. enzyme rearrangement, 
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etc) cannot be explored with such a small system. On the other hand, in the QM/MM model 
most of the enzyme (like the “flaps”) is kept frozen (along the whole reaction profile) at the 
conformation of the starting complex (i.e. the closed form) and the computed energy for the 
M4 minimum (i.e. the products) has no physical sense, because such a structure is not reliable 
for the real biological system which would naturally relax by opening the active site via 
rotation of the “flaps”. This dynamical process cannot be accounted for in our QM/MM model 
and computations correctly predict a high energy value for such a stressed geometry. 
However the first part of the path if very similar for both the QM and QM/MM model 
systems (e.g. the barrier to the formation of the diolic intermediate is almost the same). Thus, 
we hypothesized that in the early region of the reaction coordinate the destabilizing factors are 
too low to play a key role, because the substrate backbone is substantially unchanged with 
respect to the products and the hydrogen bond network (responsible for substrate recognition) 
is still effective. As the system moves along the reaction coordinate, the breakable peptide 
bond becomes weaker until the substrate is broken in two fragments, which immediately go 
apart. We believe that the new hydrogen bonds configuration can destabilize the complex 
between enzyme and products, thus preparing the opening of the flaps and the release of the 
hydrolyzed product.193,194 The endo-ergonic nature of the computed QM/MM profile may be 
seen as a clue of that. Under this point of view, this result highlights the importance of the 
cooperative effect of the surrounding protein environment in triggering the finals steps (i.e. 
product release) of the reaction. 
4.6 Structural investigation of chelated octahedral complexes of Fe 
and Zn 
Both 2,2-bypiridine (bipy) and 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) (Figure 4.12) are bi-dentate 
chelating ligands; they form with many transition metals homoleptic complexes of general 
formula, [M(bipy)3]n+ and [M(phen)3]n+ (M = metal ion; Cr, Fe, Co, Ru, Rh, Ni). These 
complexes have six-coordinated, octahedral structures and they exist in two enantiomeric 
forms (Figure 4.13). In particular Fe, Zn and Ni complexes have been extensively studied in 
the last century and a large amount of experimental data have been collected.  
 
Figure 4.12 The chemical structure of the 2,2-bypiridine (bipy) and 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) ligands. 
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Figure 4.13 Structural representation of the two optical isomers of the octahedral complexes of a generic metal 
(Mn+) with a) 2,2-bypiridine and b) 1,10-phenanthroline. 
 
Due to its high absorbance in the visible (the maximum absorbance is at 505 nm), the 
[Fe(phen)3]2+ complex (ferroin) has been extensively used for more than half a century as a 
versatile redox indicator and iron detector. Also, it has been also found that the complex can 
act as co-reactant or catalyst in many organic reactions. The rigid and stable structure makes 
ferroin and its derivatives interesting building blocks for complex supra-molecular structures. 
Despite this large amount of data, some aspects of the physico-chemical properties of these 
compounds still remain unclear; ad example, the mechanicistic details of the 
enantiomerisation process are not known. The [Fe(phen)3]2+ has been extensively studied in 
the past by many authors195-200 in order to understand the kinetic details of the racemisation 
process. At the best of our knowledge all the experimental evidences support an intra-
molecular isomerisation mechanism instead of the inter-molecular one. The first mechanism 
accounts for the inversion of the chirotopic centre suggesting an achiral activated complex, 
which results from some intra-molecular rearrangements. The inter-molecular mechanism 
hypothesizes a dissociating phase, where one or more ligands are expelled into the solvent, 
and an associative one where the complex forms again in either Λ or Δ configurations. It has 
been showed201 that, in a wide range of temperature and solvents, the rate of the dissociation 
process is about one order of magnitude lower than the rate of racemisation, making the intra-
molecular mechanism dominant over the inter-molecular one. The effect of the solvent on the 
rate of bimolecular reactions, involving partial charge separation, has been extensively 
investigated202, while some aspects of the solvation influence on unimolecular processes still 
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remain unclear. Racemisation reactions of metal-complexes involving an intra-molecular 
rearrangement of the ligands provides some interesting examples of unimolecular reaction. 
The behaviour of [Fe(phen)3]2+ has been investigated under different solvent conditions200,201 
and it has been demonstrated that there is no dependence of the racemisation rate on the 
dielectric constant. More intriguingly, an increasing of the reaction rate has been directly 
correlated to the methanol fraction in a methanol/water mixture. Some authors201,203 attributed 
a stabilization of the activated complex to van der Waals interactions between the ligands and 
the organic fraction of the solvent. In their opinion, given the greater solubility of the ligand 
in methanol, a structure exposing to the solvent a large portion of the same ligand would be 
better stabilized by a methanol-rich mixture. This belief was based upon the common 
mechanicistic hypothesis about the intra-molecular rearrangement of octahedral complexes, 
which assumed the formation, during the isomerisation process, of an expanded structure with 
loosened Fe-N(ligand) bonds.  
 
Figure 4.14 The two enantiomers of the [Fe(phen)3]2+ and the two most plausible enantiomerisation TS. 
 
A number of possible pathways have been successively proposed on the basis of a 
mathematically derived symmetry selection rule204,205. The application of this theory to the 
isomerisation of metal complexes206 in the case of tris-bidentate complex (with general 
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formula M(LL)3 of D3 symmetry, gives four different rearrangement patterns of chiral 
homoconversion.206 The push-through mechanism, although symmetry allowed, is extremely 
unlikely on energy grounds, being all the three ligands stamped out on the plane, a unbearable 
geometry even for ligands smaller then phenanthroline. The crossover twist is another 
mechanism involving a highly hindered transition structure and for this reason it is considered 
hardly possible. In the remaining two mechanisms, the Ray-Dutt twist and the Bailar twist 
(Figure 4.14),207 the conversion involves transition states which are less hindered than the 
previous ones. Similar studies on [Ni(phen)3]2+ lead to different results, suggesting the 
prevalence, in the enantiomerisation process, of the dissociative-associative mechanism over 
the intra-molecular rearrangement. An accurate computational study could give a deeper 
insight into the mechanicistic details of the enantiomerisation process of [M(phen)3]n+ and 
[M(bipy)3]n+ and could help to rationalise the effects of metal substitution and the role of the 
solvent. The choice of an appropriate computational method is the first step of a reliable 
theoretical investigation. In this section are reported the results of a preliminary study on phen 
and bipy complexes of Fe(II) and Zn(II). We tested and compared different computational 
methods to understand their effectiveness in the description of the structural parameters of 
these complexes. 
 
Figure 4.15 Ball & stick representation of the coordination complexes of Fe and Zn discussed here. 
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4.6.1 Computational methods 
All the calculations have been carried out using the COBRAMM104 suite of computational 
programs, as an interface between the Turbomole,132 the DFTB76 and the Gaussian 03131 
packages. Geometry optimisation of [Fe(bipy)3]2+ (1), [Fe(phen)3]2+(2), [Zn(bipy)3]2+(3) and 
[Zn(phen)3]2+(4) (Figure 4.15) have been carried out with the Gaussian 03131 optimisation 
driver, using a redundant internal coordinates description208 within the powerful BFGS 
algoritm.5-8 Three different potentials have been tested: a) the DFT75 method with the hybrid 
B3LYP151 functional (b3lyp); the DFT method with the pure GGA BP86209 functional 
(bp86); c) the SCC-DFTB76 method (dftb). For DFT/BP86 and DFT/B3LYP (called in 
Turbomole, respectively, “b-p” and “b3-lyp_Gaussian”210) calculations the Turbomole132 
software was used, adopting the“m3” grid size for the density fitting and a SCF convergence 
criterion of 1x10-7 Eh. A balanced double ζ split valence (SP) basis set with polarisation 
functions (P) [referred in Turbomole as to def2-SV(P)]211 was adopted to describe H, C and N 
atoms, while the Fe and Zn atom were described using a triple ζ split valence (SP) basis set 
with polarisation functions (P) [referred in Turbomole as to def2-TZVP].211 The “resolution of 
identity” (RI)93,94 and the “multipole accelerated resolution of identity” (MARI)103 
approximations have been used to speed-up the DFT calculations, and a proper auxiliary basis 
set212 was chosen for the approximation of approximate the Coulomb term.93,94 The SCC-
DFTB76 method was used by assigning to H, C and N atoms the standard parameters and 
using the recently developed first-row metals parameter set81 for Fe and Zn. 
4.6.2 Results and discussion 
All geometric optimisations gave stable structures with all positive Hessian elements, as 
showed by numerical frequency calculations on the optimised geometries. The effectiveness 
of various potentials have been evaluated by cross-comparing the bond lengths in the 
optimised geometries of the four complexes. The bond length differences have been plotted 
for all the bonds of the molecules. The optimised geometries of all the complexes 1-4 are 
highly  symmetric (D3), even if no symmetry restrictions have been used; this is evident by 
examining the standard deviation (St. Dev.) of the M-N bonds lengths [see the St. Dev. (Fe-
N) and St. Dev. (Zn-N) entries of Table 4.3, Table 4.4, Table 4.5 and Table 4.6], that is about 
10-4 Å in all cases except for the bp86 optimised geometry of 3, where is about 10-4. The 
comparison of the two DFT functional (for 1 and 2) showed a tendency of bp86 to 
underestimate the Fe-N bond distances with respect of b3lyp, and to overestimate both C-H 
and C-N distances even if in a lower amount (see Table 4.3, Table 4.4, Figure 4.16-a and 
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Figure 4.17-a). In both Fe complexes dftb showed a better agreement with b3lyp than to 
bp86 (see Table 4.3, Table 4.4, Figure 4.16-b,c and Figure 4.17-b,c), and in all cases the 
differences with both DFT methods are below the acceptable error of 0.1 Å, according to the 
parameter set developers.81 
In the case of 3 and 4 the agreement of b3lyp and bp86 is better than for 1 and 2 (see Table 
4.5, Table 4.6, Figure 4.18-a and Figure 4.19-a): the C-H and C-N bond lengths are still 
overestimated by bp86, but the deviation in the M-N bond lengths with respect to b3lyp is 
lower if M = Zn (complexes 3 and 4) than if M = Fe (complexes 1 and 2). Even in this case 
the dftb structures is closer to the b3lyp ones (see Table 4.5, Table 4.6, Figure 4.18-b,c and 
Figure 4.19-b,c). 
In conclusion, the reported data strongly suggest the reliability of the dftb approach to the 
study of ground state properties of Fe and Zn chelated complexes of bipy, phen. Moreover its 
cost/efficiency ratio is improved by its low computational cost, that is one or two order of 
magnitude smaller than, respectively, approximated (RI) and non approximated DFT.  
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Figure 4.16 Bond distance differences for the [Fe(bipy)3]2+ between a) b3lyp and bp86, b) dftb and b3lyp, dftb 
and bp86 optimised geometries. The difference values are reported in Å for all the bonds. 
 
Table 4.3 Relevant geometrical parameters and statistical analysis (in Å) for the [Fe(bipy)3]2+ complex. 
Bond distances Bond distance differences 
 R(b3lyp) R(bp86) R(dftb) R(b3lyp) - R(bp86) R(dftb) - R(b3lyp) R(dftb) - R(bp86) 
Fe-N1 2.0233 2.0219 1.9713 0.0506 0.0014 0.0520 
Fe-N2 2.0233 2.0193 1.9696 0.0497 0.0040 0.0537 
Fe-N3 2.0233 2.0212 1.9712 0.0500 0.0021 0.0521 
Fe-N4 2.0233 2.0207 1.9705 0.0502 0.0026 0.0528 
Fe-N5 2.0233 2.0210 1.9710 0.0500 0.0023 0.0523 
Fe-N6 2.0232 2.0210 1.9705 0.0505 0.0022 0.0527 
Average (Fe-N)a 2.0233 2.0209 1.9707 0.0502 0.0024 0.0526 
St. Dev. (Fe-N)b 4.1E-05 8.6E-04 6.3E-04 3.4E-04 8.6E-04 6.3E-04 
Average (all)c -0.0028 0.0033 0.0005 
St. Dev. (all)d  1.7E-02 6.9E-03 1.7E-02 
a) Average on M-N distances (columns 1-3); Average on differences of M-N distances(columns 4-6). 
b) Standard deviation on M-N distances (columns 1-3); Standard deviation on differences of M-N distances(columns 4-6). 
c) Average on all differences of distances between bonded atoms. 
d) Standard deviation on all between bonded atoms. 
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Figure 4.17 Bond distance differences for the [Fe(phen)3]2+ between a) b3lyp and bp86, b) dftb and b3lyp, dftb 
and bp86 optimised geometries. The difference values are reported in Å for all the bonds. 
 
Table 4.4 Relevant geometrical parameters and statistical analysis (in Å) for the [Fe(phen)3]2+ complex. 
Bond distances Bond distance differences 
 R(b3lyp) R(bp86) R(dftb) R(b3lyp) - R(bp86) R(dftb) - R(b3lyp) R(dftb) - R(bp86) 
Fe-N1 2.0354 2.0305 1.9790 0.0515 0.0049 0.0564 
Fe-N2 2.0355 2.0276 1.9767 0.0509 0.0079 0.0588 
Fe-N3 2.0358 2.0294 1.9786 0.0508 0.0064 0.0572 
Fe-N4 2.0356 2.0287 1.9774 0.0513 0.0069 0.0582 
Fe-N5 2.0356 2.0292 1.9781 0.0511 0.0064 0.0575 
Fe-N6 2.0358 2.0293 1.9779 0.0514 0.0065 0.0579 
Average (Fe-N)a 2.0356 2.0291 1.9780 0.0512 0.0065 0.0577 
St. Dev. (Fe-N)b 1.6E-04 9.5E-04 8.3E-04 2.8E-04 9.7E-04 8.3E-04 
Average (all)c -0.0027 0.0037 0.0010 
St. Dev. (all)d  1.7E-02 5.3E-03 1.8E-02 
a) Average on M-N distances (columns 1-3); Average on differences of M-N distances(columns 4-6). 
b) Standard deviation on M-N distances (columns 1-3); Standard deviation on differences of M-N distances(columns 4-6). 
c) Average on all differences of distances between bonded atoms. 
d) Standard deviation on all between bonded atoms. 
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Figure 4.18 Bond distance differences for the [Zn(bipy)3]2+ between a) b3lyp and bp86, b) dftb and b3lyp, dftb 
and bp86 optimised geometries. The difference values are reported in Å for all the bonds. 
 
Table 4.5 Relevant geometrical parameters and statistical analysis (in Å) for the [Zn(bipy)3]2+ complex. 
Bond distances Bond distance differences 
 R(b3lyp) R(bp86) R(dftb) R(b3lyp) - R(bp86) R(dftb) - R(b3lyp) R(dftb) - R(bp86) 
Zn-N1 2.1968 2.2127 2.2034 0.0093 -0.0159 -0.0066 
Zn-N2 2.1968 2.2084 2.2000 0.0084 -0.0116 -0.0032 
Zn-N3 2.1970 2.2125 2.2033 0.0092 -0.0155 -0.0063 
Zn-N4 2.1969 2.2111 2.2023 0.0088 -0.0142 -0.0054 
Zn-N5 2.1968 2.2104 2.2023 0.0081 -0.0136 -0.0055 
Zn-N6 2.1975 2.2117 2.2028 0.0089 -0.0142 -0.0053 
Average (Zn-N)a 2.1970 2.2111 2.2024 0.0088 -0.0142 -0.0054 
St. Dev. (Zn-N)b 2.7E-04 1.6E-03 1.2E-03 4.6E-04 1.5E-03 1.2E-03 
Average (all)c -0.0061 0.0005 -0.0056 
St. Dev. (all)d  4.9E-03 6.5E-03 3.2E-03 
a) Average on M-N distances (columns 1-3); Average on differences of M-N distances(columns 4-6). 
b) Standard deviation on M-N distances (columns 1-3); Standard deviation on differences of M-N distances(columns 4-6). 
c) Average on all differences of distances between bonded atoms. 
d) Standard deviation on all between bonded atoms. 
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Figure 4.19 Bond distance differences for the [Zn(phen)3]2+ between a) b3lyp and bp86, b) dftb and b3lyp, dftb 
and bp86 optimised geometries. The difference values are reported in Å for all the bonds. 
 
Table 4.6 Relevant geometrical parameters and statistical analysis (in Å) for the [Zn(phen)3]2+ complex. 
Bond distances Bond distance differences 
 R(b3lyp) R(bp86) R(dftb) R(b3lyp) - R(bp86) R(dftb) - R(b3lyp) R(dftb) - R(bp86) 
Zn-N1 2.2044 2.2188 2.2097 0.0091 -0.0144 -0.0053 
Zn-N2 2.2042 2.2155 2.2080 0.0075 -0.0113 -0.0038 
Zn-N3 2.2043 2.2180 2.2093 0.0087 -0.0137 -0.0050 
Zn-N4 2.2046 2.2171 2.2086 0.0085 -0.0125 -0.0040 
Zn-N5 2.2040 2.2170 2.2094 0.0076 -0.0130 -0.0054 
Zn-N6 2.2052 2.2175 2.2091 0.0084 -0.0123 -0.0039 
Average (Zn-N)a 2.2045 2.2173 2.2090 0.0083 -0.0129 -0.0046 
St. Dev. (Zn-N)b 4.2E-04 1.1E-03 6.2E-04 6.3E-04 1.1E-03 7.4E-04 
Average (all)c -0.0060 0.0008 -0.0053 
St. Dev. (all)d  4.9E-03 5.3E-03 2.6E-03 
a) Average on M-N distances (columns 1-3); Average on differences of M-N distances(columns 4-6). 
b) Standard deviation on M-N distances (columns 1-3); Standard deviation on differences of M-N distances(columns 4-6). 
c) Average on all differences of distances between bonded atoms. 
d) Standard deviation on all between bonded atoms. 
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Part II:                         
Using COBRAMM to Study Bio-
Organic Systems 
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5 The Enzyme Proline Racemase  
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The enzyme proline racemase catalyzes the reversible stereoinversion of chiral Cα in 
proline. Within the large amino acid racemase213 family, it belongs to an interesting subgroup 
of enzymes acting with a pyridoxal-phosphate-independent mechanism.214 It is well-known 
that a large number of bacteria synthesize amino acid racemases to produce D-enantiomers 
directly from their L-counterparts. Thus, inactivation of amino acid racemase genes abolishes 
the pathogenicity of some bacteria, since it prevents the construction of the cell wall that 
contains D-amino acids. The common prokaryotic form, originally found in the bacterium 
Clostridium sticklandi,215 has been studied for decades. Following the commonly accepted 
mechanistic hypothesis, on the basis of experimental evidences,216-218 two Cys residues in the 
active site are responsible for the inversion of the chiral center by deprotonating the Cα and 
reprotonating it on the opposite side. The recent discovery219 of a proline racemase in the 
eukaryotic parasite Trypanosoma cruzi has renewed the interest for this class of enzymes. T. 
cruzi, which is responsible for the endemic Chagas’ disease, produces two almost identical 
(96%) proline racemases (TcPRACA, TcPRACB), involved in immune evasion and in the 
regulation of intracellular metabolism.219,220 Topical researches indicate TcPRACA as a 
potential target for drug design. Recent crystallographic data221 [pdb code: 1W61, resolution 
2.1 Å] of secreted219 TcPRACA in complex with an inhibitor molecule (pyrrole-2-carboxylic 
acid, PYC) revealed that a couple of Cys residues in the active site can exchange protons with 
the substrate. The enzyme acts as a homodimer formed by two chains (A and B), each 
characterized by an independent reaction center. The binding of the substrate promotes a large 
conformational rearrangement within each monomer, which results in a total exclusion of the 
active site from the solvent. 
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5.2 Set-up of the bio-molecular system 
To build the model system we used the crystallographic coordinates of the pdb file with code 
1W61 that describes both sub-units of the dimer, each one containing an inhibitor molecule 
(PYC). Since the two active sites work independently, we selected for our model the first sub-
unit (chain A). In the following discussion the term “real” will indicate the whole A sub-unit 
where the PYC molecule is replaced by a zwitterionic L-proline molecule. The model system 
was obtained by protonating the selected crystallographic structure using the H++ software.142 
This code uses an automated algorithm that computes pKa values of ionizable groups in 
macromolecules and adds missing hydrogen atoms according to the specified pH of the 
environment. The position of the added H atoms are also optimized by this algorithm. The 
system was fully minimized at the MM level (Amber ff99 force field) using a full conjugate 
gradient minimization approach and the GB method146 to simulate the aqueous environment 
as implemented in the SANDER module of the AMBER 8.0 package.45 The optimization 
procedure is carried out until the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the Cartesian 
elements of the gradient is less than 0,0001 kcal mol-1. Since the binding mode of L-proline 
was unknown (the protein has been crystallized with an inhibitor molecule), we carried out a 
conformational study of the substrate (L-proline) and product (D-proline) within the protein 
environment. We carried out high temperature Molecular Dynamics starting from the 
minimized structure of the complex. The region of 5 Å around the substrate was free to move. 
The system was heated from 0 K to 800 K in 100 ps and then a trajectory of 2 ns was 
computed at constant temperature (800 K) and constant pressure (1 atm). The integration step 
of 2 fs was used in conjunction with the SHAKE algorithm35 to constrain the stretching of 
bonds involving hydrogen atoms. The coordinates of the system were saved on a trajectory 
file every 2 ps, giving a total of 1000 structures. Solvation effects were taken into account 
using the GB modelS8 with a dielectric constant of 78.5. To determine the most populated 
conformations of proline within the protein binding pocket, we performed a Cluster Analysis 
on the proline conformers during the simulation. To this purpose we used the MMTSB222 
toolset and we clustered the proline conformations by structural similarity (using kclust222 and 
a fixed radius of 0.6 Å on the Cartesian coordinate RMSD computed for all proline atoms). 
We determined the centroid of each cluster. For each cluster we chose the structure closest to 
the corresponding centroid as representative of the cluster itself (each structure was 
characterized by the smallest RMSD value with respect to the centroid). In this way we 
obtained some candidate structures to be used in the following QM/MM study. The main 
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differences between these structures are determined by the conformation of the proline five-
membered ring. 
5.3 Partitioning the system into layers 
The “real” system was partitioned into three layers (Figure 3.2). to carry out the QM/MM 
computations. To study the stereo-inversion of L-proline played by the two residues Cys130 
and Cys300, it was necessary to include in the QM region (high region) the whole substrate 
(we named PRL395) and the side-chains of Cys130 and Cys300. The free valences of 
boundary atoms were saturated with hydrogen atoms (H atom link approach). This provided 
the model-H sub-system, which is described at the QM computational level (see Figure 5.1 
and Figure 5.2). The medium region includes atoms in a shell of about 5 Å from each proline 
atom. In Table 5.1 we list the residues included in this sub-system, and Figure 5.3 gives a 
graphical representation of its shape. All atoms not included in the high and medium layers 
belong to the low region. During the QM/MM optimization this region was kept frozen, 
except for the residues directly connected to the medium region. (see Table 5.2 and Figure 
5.4) but not located on the enzyme surface (see Figure 5.5). The QM region was treated at the 
DFT/B3LYP/DZVP75,223 level using the Gaussian03131 series of programs, while the 
AMBER845 software and the ff99 force field was used for the MM region. 
 
Figure 5.1 Different representation of the QM sub-region (high layer): a) ball & stick model within the whole 
system; b) yellow surface within the whole system; c) ball & stick model-H stand-alone. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 The model-H sub-system  
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Table 5.1 Residues in the medium region 
Residue name Residue number 
Part included in the 
medium region 
PHE 102 side-chain 
LEU 127 side-chain 
MET 129 C=O 
CQD 130 backbone 
GLY 131 all 
HIE 132 side-chain 
ASN 133 backbone 
VAL 288 side-chain 
PHE 290 side-chain 
ASP 296 side-chain 
ARG 297 C=O 
SER 298 all 
PRO 299 C=O 
CQP 300 backbone 
GLY 301 all 
THR 302 all 
GLY 303 all 
THR 304 N-H 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Different representations of the medium layer: a) ball & stick model (around the yellow surface 
representing the high layer) within the whole system; b) blue surface within the whole system; c) blue ball & 
stick model (around the yellow ball & stick model representing the high layer). 
 
 
Figure 5.4 The low layer is all but the blue surface. The frozen low region is represented in ‘cartoon’, while the 
free low region is represented using: a) ball & stick model around the blue surface corresponding to the medium 
layer within the whole system; b) a red surface within the whole system; c) red ball & stick model around the 
blue and yellow ball & stick models corresponding to the medium and high layers, respectively. 
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Table 5.2 Residues in the moving low region 
Residue 
number 
Part included in the 
moving low region 
56 all 
102 backbone 
120 all 
122 all 
127 backbone 
128 all 
129 all 
132 backbone 
133 side-chain 
134 all 
135 all 
186 all 
218 all 
220 all 
270 all 
272 all 
286 all 
288 backbone 
290 all 
296 backbone 
299 all 
305 all 
 
 
Figure 5.5 The residues belonging to the low layer and exposed to solvent are kept frozen during the 
calculations. The free residues of the low layer are represented by the red surface, while the frozen ones are 
represented by the cyan surface. Two views (a and b) of the enzyme show that the free low region is almost 
completely buried in the system. 
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5.4 Preliminary studies to test the set-up procedure 
Some mutagenesis experiments220 showed that two residues of cysteine (Cys130 and Cys300) 
are involved in the catalytic activity and, as proved by iodometric titrations, one of them is 
unprotonated, bearing a net negative charge. The unprotonated Cys would take the H atom 
from the Cα of the L-Pro substrate meanwhile the other Cys residue would give its H atom on 
the opposite face of the substrate to give the product. According to this hypothesized reaction 
mechanism, the stereoinversion of the chiral center of the substrate would be accompanied by 
an inversion of the protonation state of the Cys couple. Before starting the exploration of the 
PES, which is fully described in the next section (Section 5.5), we explored104 the relative 
stability of two structures, corresponding to the enzyme bound, respectively, to the L- and D-
Pro, and having a different protonation state of the Cys couple. After placing the natural L-Pro 
into the natural active site we removed the thiolic H from Cys130 to obtain the ENZ-[ L-Pro] 
complex (M1), while ENZ-[D-Pro] (M2) was obtained by placing D-Pro into the same active 
site where the thiolic H from Cys300 have been removed. Both structure were handled 
according to the procedure described in Section 5.2. The total charge of the system resulted to 
be -10, accounting for one negative charge in the active site plus the summation over the 
charges of ionisable residues which counts for 9 negative charges. In this section we describe 
the results obtained from different ways of handling this unbalanced charge, in order to test 
the set-up procedure used to build the system used to study the PES (Section 5.5). By using a 
tool (“leap”) of the AMBER8 package,45 an appropriate number of positive ions was placed to 
neutralize the overall charge. This program places the counter-ions in a shell around the 
enzyme using a grid of Coulombic potential. Three different ways of balancing the 10 
negative charges were tried, using: i) 10 Na+ ions (Mod1), ii) a set of 500 (Mod2) and iii) a set 
of 1000 (Mod3) pseudo-ions (with Na+ Lennard-Jones parameters) whose partial charges 
were of +0.02 and +0.01, respectively. Finally, also the unbalanced (i.e. not neutralized) -10 
charged system (Mod0) was considered for reference (see Figure 5.6 and Table 5.3). For each 
set-up both structures were optimised at MM level and then at QM/MM method according to 
the partitioning scheme described in Section 5.3. The systems were optimised by keeping 
frozen (at their MM optimised position) all the residues on the surface, including the added 
ions or pseudo-ions. Two minima were identified for each of four systems, corresponding to 
the reactant (ENZ-[L-Pro]) and the product (ENZ-[D-Pro]) complex, called respectively M1a 
and M2a (see Figure 5.7). We evaluated the equilibrium between the two minima by 
computing the relative energy of M1a and M2a for each set-up: the three electro-neutral 
models plus the charged system. 
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Figure 5.6 Distribution of the added point charges (purple spheres) around the TcPRAC enzyme. Negatively and 
positively charged residues are represented respectively with red and green surfaces. In Mod0 the total charge of 
the enzyme is not counterbalanced by any added charge. 
 
Table 5.3 Number and value of the point charges added to the model system used for the QM/MM study of 
TcPRAC. 
Model 
name 
Overall 
charge 
Added 
charges 
Charge 
value 
Mod1 0 10 +1 
Mod2 0 500 +0.02 
Mod3 0 1000 +0.01 
Mod0 -10 - - 
 
 
Figure 5.7 QM portion (i.e. model-H) of the QM/MM model system used for the study of TcPRAC. 
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In Table 5.4 and in Figure 5.8 we report the computed ΔEM2a-M1a values. It is noticeable that in 
all cases M2a is less stable than M1a. We think this is a clue for the lower affinity of the 
enzyme for D-Pro and that this can be the basis for the protein conformational changes that 
allow the final release of the product to the aqueous medium. Under this respect, ΔEM2a-M1a 
can be correlated to the binding constant between the enzyme and the two enantiomers of 
proline. It is worth noting that ΔEM2a-M1a decreases (see Table 5.4) when increasing the 
number of the added charges to reach a value that is almost identical to the one obtained for 
the unbalanced system (Mod0). We noticed that the contribution to ΔEM2a-M1a due to the 
enzyme residues is almost constant in all considered cases, and that the difference is mainly 
due to the added charges. In all the examined cases the contribution of the counter-ions was 
estimated by means of the direct fingerprint analysis (see Section 3.9), grouping all the ions in 
a unique group. As we can see in Figure 5.8, the effect of point charges decreases when 
increasing their number (keeping constant the total charge value). This behaviour can be 
explained if we consider the nature of the chemical reaction under study and the method we 
used to place the charges. As the reaction takes place, passing from M1a to M2a, a net charge 
moves from Cys130 to Cys300 (Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.11) thus changing the dipole moment 
of the molecule; since the ions (which are placed on the basis of the electrostatic potential at 
the surface) are not allowed to move, they stabilize the initial minimum (M1a) better than the 
other (M2a). When using only few point charges (Mod1), the effect of stabilizing the M1 
minimum characterized by a net charge near the surface is very strong, but when the number 
of charges increases (Mod2 and Mod3), and the single value of each charge diminishes, then 
this stabilizing effect decreases, because the charge cloud is isotropically spread all around the 
enzyme. For this reason, we preferred to select the unbalanced system (Mod0) for the study of 
the enzymatic process (Section 5.5); in indeed we found that the standard method of balancing 
the net charge of the system using external point charges can lead to an error in this case. Of 
course, an even better model would be to consider the enzyme in a solvent box of explicit 
molecules with the right number of Na+ ions fully solvated and equilibrated (i.e. after an 
appropriate MD run). 
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Table 5.4 Energy difference between the two minima: ΔE = EM2a-EM1a; Ec represents the electrostatic 
contribution to ΔE due to the added external charges (ions or pseudo-ions); EEnz represents the contribution from 
the enzyme itself. 
Model name ΔE (kcal mol-1) Ec (kcal/mol-1) EEnz (kcal/mol-1)
Mod1 10.14 7.87 2.27 
Mod2 3.37 1.20 2.17 
Mod3 2.44 0.46 1.98 
Mod0 2.68 0 2.68 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Bar diagram representing the energy difference between the M2a and the M1a minima for all the 
models studied. The contribution of added point charges is reported in each case as a red portion of the whole 
bar. 
 
The treatment of electrostatic interactions within proteins has been extensively reviewed and 
discussed in some recent papers141,224,225 and herein we do not want to present a further 
comprehensive analysis of this problem neither a method of general validity. It is worth to 
point out that here we do not want to present our approach as a generally valid procedure. 
Anyhow, our data strongly suggest the need of an improved description of medium and long-
range electrostatic interactions in order to improve the physical reliability of the simulations 
in this specific case. This clearly reveals the delicateness of this issue, and an alternative 
approach to the problem has been shown. 
5.5 Exploring of the PES with a QM/MM potential 
According to the discussion reported in Section 4.5 we used the unbalanced system Mod0, 
bearing a net charge of -10. The partitioning scheme described in Section 5.4 and used for the 
preliminary study on the relative stability of the minima M1a and M2a is used also to explore 
the whole Potential Energy Surface associated to the reaction process. 
Three critical points have been located on the reaction surface: two minima (M1a and M2a), 
which correspond to the enzyme bound L- and D-proline, respectively, and a transition state 
(TSCa), for the inversion of chiral Cα. The Cys130 residue is not protonated in M1a and ready 
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to accept a proton from the substrate. Interestingly, the computed path reveals a highly 
asynchronous concerted process. In the corresponding transition state (TSCa) both Cys 
residues are nearly protonated and the unprotonated proline is almost planar (i.e., sp2-like Cα 
atom). Thus, our data strongly support the hypothesis that the PYC inhibitor binds to the 
active site by mimicking a carbanionic transition state rather than a carbanionic intermediate. 
In Figure 5.10 is reported the structure of the PYC inhibitor as given in crystallographic 
structure, superposed to the geometry of the found transition state. As a matter of fact, all our 
attempts to locate the unprotonated intermediate predicted for a stepwise reaction mechanism, 
failed. The two minima are closely isoenergetic, with the internal energy (E) and Gibbs free 
energy (G) difference being 2.7 and 1.5 kcal mol-1, respectively. The computed energy barrier 
for the L ? D proline inversion is about 10.6 kcal mol-1 (see Figure 5.9 and Table 5.5). G 
values were estimated by computing numerical frequencies on a region of the enzyme that 
comprises all QM atoms and nearby MM residues (the high-medium region) adopting the 
approximations described in Section 3.8; all other MM residues have been kept frozen so that 
they are able to exert their (electrostatic and steric) influence on the former ones. 
 
Figure 5.9 Gibbs Free Energy profile for the enzymatic reaction. 
 
Table 5.5 QM/MM energy (E) and Gibbs Free Energy (G = E + Thermal Free Energies). The reported values 
(kcal mol-1) are relative to M1a 
 E G E(in vacuo) E(charges)
M1a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 12.8 10.6 28.3 11.7 
 2.7 1.5 -0.3 3.1 
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Figure 5.10 Representation of the geometry of model-H subsystem from QM/MM optimisations. In the lower 
part is reported a superposition with the corresponding atoms as taken from X-ray structure. 
 
 
Figure 5.11 Atomic point charges of the QM region. H atoms are omitted for clarity. 
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5.6 Understanding the enzymatic catalysis  
To evaluate the effect of the surrounding residues (Figure 5.12) on the energetic of the 
process, we performed in vacuo single-point calculations (E(in vacuo)) on the stand-alone 
QM region (model-H sub-system) using its optimized QM/MM structure. Even if the two 
equilibrium structures remain almost isoenergetic, the computed energy barrier significantly 
increases (28.3 kcal mol-1) with respect to the QM/MM value, while it drops to 11.7 kcal mol-
1 when the enzyme atomic point charges are included in the calculations (E(charges)). This 
result unambiguously demonstrates that the enzymatic environment exerts a strong 
electrostatic stabilization on the transition state. To individuate the residues playing the most 
important role in stabilizing/destabilizing a point of the PES with respect to another we used 
the DFP method described in Section 3.9. 
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Figure 5.12 Schematic representation of the residues interacting with the QM sub-region (shown in green). 
 
5.6.1 DFP analysis applied to M1a and TSCa 
When applying the DFP analysis to the structures of M1a and TSCa we obtained an 
information about the residues able to promote (or oppose) the transition from the minimum 
(M1a) to the transition state, and thus favouring (or disfavouring) the enzymatic process by 
electrostatic lowering (or enhancing) of the associated barrier. In Figure 5.13 is reported the 
stability parameter S (expressed in kcal mol-1) as a function of the residue number. It is easy 
to notice that only few residues exert a significant electrostatic effect; some of them are 
titratable residues bearing a net positive or negative charge, exerting their interaction far away 
from the active site (Figure 5.14-a and Table 5.6). More interesting are some residues which 
lie near the active site (Figure 5.14-b and Table 5.7), directly interacting with either the 
substrate or the Cys couple, or with both at once. 
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Figure 5.13 The stability parameter S (kcal mol-1) as a function of the residue number. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.14 Residues having a significant effect on electrostatic stabilization/destabilization of TSCa with 
respect to M1a: a) charged long-range interacting residues (smaller effect, see Table 5.6); b) uncharged residues 
in close contact with the QM sub-region (higher effect, see Table 5.7). 
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Table 5.6 Long range interacting residues. If S < 0 the residue stabilizes TSCa. 
Residue S charge 
Arg248 -1.81 + 
Lys307 -3.20 + 
Lys314 -1.57 + 
Asp50 -2.06 - 
Asp161 -2.19 - 
Asp108 -1.56 - 
Arg59 1.82 - 
Lys76 1.70 + 
Arg88 1.29 + 
Asp212 1.70 - 
Glu326 2.05 - 
 
Table 5.7 Short range interacting residues. If S < 0 the residue stabilizes TSCa. 
Residue S Interacting with 
Gly131 -7.46 Substrate-COO- 
Cys301 -2.89 Substrate-COO- 
Thr302 -5.65 Substrate-COO- 
Cys303 -2.67 Cys300 
Asn133 10.32 Cys130 
Asp296 9.64 Cys300 
 
A couple of residues (Asn133 and Asp296) have been found to stabilize M1a with respect 
TSCa. This can be explained if we consider that in TSCa the charge on the S atom of Cys130 
is less negative than in M1a (Figure 5.11), thus the Asn133-N-H - - - S-Cys130 H-bond 
weakens in passing from M1a to TSCa (Figure 5.15). On the contrary the charge on S atom of 
Cys300 becomes more negative in TSCa and thus the destabilisation interaction with the 
negatively charged side-chain of Asp296 increases (Figure 5.16). 
 
 
Figure 5.15 Asn133 stabilizes M1a with respect to TSCa. In TSCa the charge on the S atom of Cys130 is less 
negative than in M1a. The Asn133-N-H - - - S-Cys130 H-bond is weaker in TSCa with respect to M1a. 
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Figure 5.16 Asp296 stabilizes M1a with respect to TSCa. In TSCa the negative charge of the S atom in Cys300 
increases. The Asp296-CO1-O2 - - - S-Cys300 distance increases because of the unfavorable interaction. 
 
On the basis of the S diagram (Figure 5.13) it is possible to identify some residue exerting a 
strong stabilization of the transition structure. Their effect can be easily understood by 
comparing the geometries and the atomic point charge distributing in M1 and TSCa (Figure 
5.11). Being the substrate almost completely unprotonated in TSCa, the partial negative 
charge left on it is not localised on the Cα, but shared with the adjacent carboxylic group via 
an extended π-system (Figure 5.29) whose existence can be inferred by the loosening of C-O 
bonds concomitant to the augment of the negative charge on O atoms, when passing from 
M1a and TSCa. A residue capable of stabilizing this upcoming negative charge would play a 
stabilizing effect on the transition structure itself. The DFP analysis automatically identified 
these residues (Gly131, Gly303, Thr302) as the ones interacting with the carboxylic group of 
the substrate as H-bond donor. In particular the Gly131-N-H - - - O2-CO1-Pro and the 
Gly301-N-H - - - O1-CO2-Pro H-bonds are stronger in TSCa with respect to M1a (see, 
respectively, Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18); Thr302 is a donor of two H- bond (Thr302-O-H - - 
- O2-CO1-Pro and Thr302-H-H - - - O2-CO1-Pro), which contribute stabilizing TSCa (Figure 
5.19). Another important residue is Gly303, via the stabilisation of the upcoming negative 
charge on the S atom of Cys300 by formation of the Gly303-N-H - - - S-Cys300 H-bond 
(Figure 5.20). 
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Figure 5.17 Gly131 stabilizes TSCa with respect to M1a. In TSCa the total negative charge of COO- of the Pro 
residue increases. The Gly131-N-H - - - O2-CO1-Pro H-bond is stronger in TSCa with respect to M1a. 
 
 
Figure 5.18 Gly301 stabilizes TSCa with respect to M1a. In TSCa the total negative charge of COO- of the Pro 
residue increases. The Gly301-N-H - - - O1-CO2-Pro H-bond is stronger in TSCa with respect to M1a. 
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Figure 5.19 Thr302 stabilizes TSCa with respect to M1a. In TSCa the total negative charge of COO- of the Pro 
residue increases; the Thr302-O-H - - - O2-CO1-Pro H-bond is stronger in TSCa with respect to M1a. 
 
 
Figure 5.20 Gly303 stabilizes TSCa with respect to M1a. In TSCa a more negative charge accumulates on the S 
atom; the Gly303-N-H - - - S-Cys300 H-bond is stronger in TSCa with respect to M1a. 
 
5.6.2 DFP analysis applied to M1a and M2a 
If the DFP analysis is applied to the structures of M1a and M2a it is possible to identify the 
residues playing a differential electrostatic stabilization of the two equilibrium stationary 
points of the reaction under examination. InFigure 5.21 is reported the stability parameter S 
(expressed in kcal mol-1) as a function of the residue number. As seen for the M1a/TSCa 
transition, even in this case only few residues exert a significant electrostatic effect; some of 
them are titratable residues bearing a net positive or negative charge, exerting their interaction 
far away from the active site(Figure 5.22-a and Table 5.8). More interesting are some residues 
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which lie near the active site (Figure 5.22-b and Table 5.9), directly interacting with either the 
substrate or the Cys couple, or with both at once. 
 
 
Figure 5.21 The stability parameter S (in kcal mol-1) is plotted as a function of the various residues. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.22 Residues having a noticeable effect on electrostatic stabilization/destabilization of M2a in respect to 
M1a: a) charged long-range interacting residues (Table 5.8); b) uncharged residues in close contact with QM 
sub-region (Table 5.9). 
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Table 5.8 Long range interacting residues. If S < 0 the residue stabilizes M2a. 
Residue S charge 
Lys307 -7.39 + 
Lys314 -3.42 + 
Lys285 -3.60 + 
Asp161 -3.49 - 
Asp122 -3.54 - 
Asp50 -3.48 - 
Glu326 4.18 - 
Asp212 3.69 - 
Arg59 3.19 + 
Lys77 3.00 + 
 
Table 5.9 Short range interacting residues. If S < 0 the residue stabilizes M2a. 
Residue S Interacting with  
Gly131 -4.15 Substrate-COO- 
Cys303 -8.60 Cys300 
Asn133 12.29 Cys130 
Asp296 7.69 Cys300 
Gly301 3.85 Substrate-COO- 
 
As seen before the Asn133 stabilizes M1a by means of the Asn133-N-H - - - S-Cys130 H-
bond, that is loosened in TSCa and mostly in M2a, because of the decrease in the negative 
character of the charge on the S atom of Cys130 side-chain (Figure 5.23). The M1a structure 
is also stabilized by Asp296, whose unfavourable interaction with Cys300 side-chain 
increases when passing from M1a to M2a (Figure 5.24), due to the more the negative charge 
on the S atom. Gly301 stabilizes M1a because, in this structure, the COO- group of the Pro 
residue is better oriented for an H-bond interaction (Figure 5.25). 
 
 
Figure 5.23 Asn133 stabilizes M1a with respect to M2a. In M2a the charge on the S atom of Cys130 is less 
negative than in M1a. The Asn133-N-H - - - S-Cys130 H-bond is weaker in M1a with respect to M2a. 
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Figure 5.24 Asp296 stabilizes M1a with respect to M2a. In M2a the negative charge of the S atom in Cys300 
increases. The Asp296-CO1-O2 - - - S-Cys300 distance increases for the unfavourable interaction. 
 
 
Figure 5.25 Gly301 stabilizes M1a. In M1a the COO- group of the Pro residue is better oriented for the H-bond 
interaction with Gly301. 
 
The M2s structure is favoured over M1a by Gly131 because of the better orientation of the 
Gly131-N-H - - - -OOC-Pro H-bond, resulting in a stronger interaction. In M2a the charge on 
the S atom of Cys300 is far more negative with respect to M1a, so the Gly133-N-H - - - S-
Cys300 H-bond is stronger in M2a. 
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Figure 5.26 Gly131 stabilizes M2a. In M2a the geometry is more favorable for an effective Gly131-N-H - - - -
OOC-Pro H-bond interaction. 
 
 
Figure 5.27 Gly303 stabilizes M2a. In M2a a more negative charge accumulates on the S atom. The Gly133-N-
H - - - S-Cys300 H-bond is stronger in M2a with respect to M1a. 
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5.7 Conclusions  
In this section an accurate computational study of the Trypanosoma cruzi proline racemase 
has been described. The set-up procedure has been described in details, pointing out the need 
of an accurate modelling of the system. The enzyme reaction mechanism has been described 
using an hybrid QM/MM potential, used to explore the PES associated to the stereoinversion 
of the Cα of the substrate (a zwitterionic proline). The calculations account for a concerted 
(but highly asynchronous) process of double proton transfer between the substrate and a 
couple of catalytically relevant cysteine residues (Cys couple). The data were used to show 
the importance of taking into account, for obtaining reliable results, both the reactive core and 
a larger region of the active site. Some residues have been individuated, by means of a general 
method (DFP analysis), as the most active in the stabilisation of the energy of the Transition 
Structure. By comparing the geometries and charge distribution of both the reactant (M1a) 
and the transition state (TCSa) the electrostatic catalysis of the enzyme have been fully 
interpreted. Being the process highly asynchronous, in the transition structure, the substrate is 
almost unprotonated and fully planar, and the partial charge left on the Cα is delocalised 
within a π-orbital system (Figure 5.29) containing the carboxylic group. The charge of this 
group is thus more negative in TSCa with respect to both M1a and M2a. The residues 
individuated by DFP analysis as stabilizing for TSCa (Figure 5.28) are H-bond donor toward 
the carboxylic group of the substrate, and thus able to stabilize the upcoming negative charge. 
 
Figure 5.28 Representation of the residues stabilizing the transition state. 
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Figure 5.29 Representation of some π-symmetry molecular orbitals within the model-H system. 
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6 The Enzyme Diaminopimelate Epimerase 
 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
The enzyme whose study is reported in this Chapter is the Haemophilus influenzae 
diaminopimelate epimerase.226,227 This enzyme is responsible for the epimerization of L,L- to 
D,L-meso-diaminopimelate (DAP). The racemization of the more common L-amino acids to 
the corresponding D-amino acids is of primary importance in the case of bacteria to provide 
substrates for the construction of cell walls which are resistant to the action of host protease. 
In particular D,L-meso-diaminopimelate is one of the most important component of the 
peptidoglycan layer. Diaminoepimelate epimerase belongs, like proline racemase (described 
in Chapter 5) to the class of pyridoxal phosphate-independent214 racemases.213 It operates via 
a “two base” mechanism that involve one active-site cysteine thiolate (Cys-73) acting as a 
base to deprotonate the α-carbon and a second cysteine thiol (Cys-217) that, through a 
general-acid catalysis, reprotonates the opposite site of the substrate. The knowledge of the 
mechanism of this enzyme is of primary importance especially for the possible applications in 
drug design. In particular specific inhibitors of the diaminopimelate epimerase may lead to a 
new class of antibiotics, that could be a very powerful weapon against the microbial 
resistance, more effective than the conventional ones. Moreover, it could become possible to 
determine the electrostatic interactions that control the substrate selectivity of DAP epimerase 
and determine the residues nearby the active site that have a significant effect on the catalysis. 
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Figure 6.1 Sub-unit A of the diaminopimelate epimerase enzyme. 
6.2 Setting-up the system 
To model the system under examination, i.e. the diaminoepimelate (DAP) epimerase, we used 
two very recent crystal structures228 of DAP epimerase from Haemophilus influenzae bounded 
with different isomers of the irreversible inhibitor and substrate mimic aziridino analogues of 
DAP (AziDAP)229 [pdb codes: 2GKE (L,L-AziDAP), resolution 1.35 Å and 2GKJ (D,L-
AziDAP), resolution 1.70 Å]. The two diastereomeric inhibitors present a covalent bond 
between the methylene carbon of the aziridine ring and the sulphur atom of Cys-73 or Cys-
217. The irreversible inhibition of the enzyme takes place after the nucleophilic attack of the 
sulphur on the aziridine ring. There is little difference in the DAP epimerase backbone 
between the two crystal structures. The complexes under examination are excellent mimics of 
the reagent and of the product bounded to the active site of the enzyme. To build the model 
we use the coordinates of 2GKE pdb (for its better resolution with respect 2GKJ) changing 
the covalently bounded L,L-AziDAP, with the natural substrate L,L-DAP, and retaining only 
the A conformer of aminoacids present in the pdb with multiple conformations. The model-
system was protonated using the H++142 software using the default parameters. This code uses 
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an automated algorithm that computes pKa values of ionizable groups in macromolecules and 
adds the missing hydrogen atoms according to the specified pH of the environment. Positions 
of added H atoms are also optimized by this algorithm. 
The L,L-DAP and D,L-meso-DAP molecules were parametrised using the GAFF49 force field. 
Partial atomic charges were assigned to atoms using the AM1-BCC161,162 method as 
implemented in the antechamber45 module of the AMBER 8.045 package. 
The model system was then minimized at the MM level using the AMBER 8.0 package. The 
minimization was carried out with the Amber(ff99)45 force field. The system was fully 
minimized using a full conjugate gradient minimization algorithm and the GB146 model to 
simulate the aqueous environment as implemented in the sander module of AMBER 8.0.45 
The optimization procedure is carried out until the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the 
Cartesian elements of the gradient is less than 0,0001 kcal mol-1. 
Finally we checked if the crystal structures of 2GKE and 2GKJ strictly mimics the natural 
binding mode of the substrates or if the covalent bond between the enzyme and L,L-AziDAP 
and D,L-AziDAP can perturb the natural binding mode of L,L-DAP and D,L-meso-DAP. 
For this reason we carried out a conformational study of the binding mode of L,L-DAP and 
D,L-meso-DAP within the protein environment using different methods. 
6.2.1 Cluster Analysis 
We carried out high temperature Molecular Dynamics starting from the minimized structure 
of the complex. The region of 5 Å around the substrate was free to move. The system was 
heated from 0 K to 800 K in 100 ps and then a trajectory of 2 ns was computed at constant 
temperature (800 K). The integration step of 2 fs was used in conjunction with the 
SHAKE35,36 algorithm to constrain the stretching of bonds involving hydrogen atoms. The 
coordinates of the system were saved on a trajectory file every 2 ps, giving a total of 1000 
structures. Solvation effects were taken into account using the GB model with a dielectric 
constant of 78.5. To determine the most populated conformations of L,L-DAP and D,L-meso-
DAP within the protein binding pocket, we performed a Cluster Analysis on the different 
conformations visited by the two molecules during the simulation. To this purpose we used 
the MMTSB222 toolset and we clustered different conformations of the substrates by structural 
similarity (using the program kclust and adopting a fixed radius of 1.0 Å on the Cartesian 
coordinates RMSD computed for heavy atoms). 
We determined the centroid of each cluster. For each cluster we chose the structure closest to 
the corresponding centroid as representative of the cluster itself (this structure is characterized 
by the smallest RMSD value with respect to the centroid). 
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6.2.2 Simulated Annealing  
Using the same parameters of the previous simulation we performed 10 cycle of simulated 
annealing for each L,L-DAP and D,L-meso-DAP substrates, heating the system from 0 K to 
1000 K in 30 ps, holding at 1000 K for equilibration for 10 ps, and cooling from 1000 K to 0 
K in 60 ps. The heath bath coupling for the system is tight for heating and equilibration (0.1 
ps), while the cooling phase is divided in three period, the first 48 ps are very slow (coupling 
of 5.0 ps) followed by 6 ps with coupling of 1.0 ps and the last 6 ps from 0.1 to 0.05 ps. At the 
end of the simulated annealing a complete minimization is carried out and the final 
coordinates of the complexes are retained. 
6.2.3 Docking  
The model derived by the pdb structure 2GKE is used for a docking calculation with the after 
deletion of the ligand from the cavity of the active site. The orientation sampling is based on 
spheres calculated by the sphgen230 program within 10.0 Å root mean square deviation 
(RMSD) from every atom of the minimized structure of the ligand. Partial atomic charges for 
the substrates are calculated with the AM1-BCC161,162 method. We carried out flexible ligand 
docking using the Anchor-and-Grow algorithm implemented in DOCK6231 with the Grid-
Based Score function as primary scoring function. The results are then rescored with the new 
AMBER score as secondary scoring function allowing a minimization of the ligand and 
residues within 5 Å (the same mobile residues of the previous calculations) for 100 steps. The 
parameters used in the grid construction and in the docking calculations are provided in the 
best 10 poses of the ranking of L,L-DAP and D,L-meso-DAP are used for subsequent QM/MM 
calculations. 
6.3 The structure of the complex  
The conformational study of the binding mode of LL-DAP and DL-DAP using the three 
different methods previously described above do converge all on complex models very 
similar to the crystallographic structures of 2GKE and 2GKJ. By observing the structure of 
the obtained complexes it is possible to understand the preference of the enzyme in binding 
only DAP isomers having the L configuration at the distal ε-carbon. The binding pocket is 
characterized by an asymmetric disposition of residues able to donate or accept H-bond, only 
to an L-aminoacidic group. The carboxyl group forms a salt bridge with the side positively 
charged chain of Arg-209 and three H-bond with side chains of Asn-64, Asn-154 and Asn-
190. At the same time the positively charged amino group is hydrogen bonded with side 
chains of Asn-64 and Glu-208 and with the carbonyl oxygen of Arg-209. When the L,L-DAP 
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and D,L-DAP are bound to the enzyme the α-carboxyl group is bonded with the amidic 
hydrogen of Gly-74, Asn-75, Gly-218 and Ser-219 and with the side chain of the same Ser-
219. The charged amino group forms instead hydrogen bond with the side chains of residues 
Asn-11, Gln-44 and Glu-208. 
6.4 The Model1 model system 
The construction of the model system is a crucial point in QM/MM simulation in order to 
obtain the best cost/efficiency compromise from the adopted hybrid potential. The choice of 
atoms to be assigned to the various layers has thus a fundamental importance. In the present 
case we reduced the H (high) layer,104 treated at QM level (DFT/B3LYP/DZVP)75,223 to an as-
smallest-as-possible region (see Figure 6.2-A). By knowing the enzyme plays the stereo-
inversion by means of two residues of Cysteine without co-factor help, we introduced in the 
H layer the side-chains of Cys-73 and Cys-217, saturating the dangling bonds with hydrogen 
atoms (atom link approach).104 The entire substrate Diaminopimelate (Zdp-275) is included in 
H and then treated at QM level. Some residues (Table 6.1 and Figure 6.2-B,C) surround the 
reacting core and are hypothesized to play a direct influence on the catalytic process. To 
improve the description of the system without increasing the simulation cost,104 these residues 
have been included in the M (medium) layer. All the other residues have been included in the 
L layer. In the current simulation we used for the MM calculations the Amber(ff99)45 force 
filed for the proteic region and the Generalized Amber Force Field (GAFF)49 for the DAP. In 
our simulation the solvent is taken into account neither explicitly non implicitly; to avoid 
unrealistic deformations of the structure only a few residue of the L (low) layer around the M 
layer are free to move during the “microiterations”116 steps104 of the optimization procedure, 
while all the other residues of L are kept frozen to their initial position. The free residues have 
been chosen among the ones not (or minimally) exposed to the surface of the enzyme (see 
Figure 6.2-D). In the following discussions we will refer to this model system as Model1. 
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Figure 6.2 Partitioning scheme adopted to build the Model1 model system. 
 
Table 6.1 Partitioning of the whole system into layers. 
High layer (H) Medium layer (M) Free Low layer (H) 
Cys-73a Asn-11a Asn-11b His-159 
Cys-217a Gln-44a Asp-12 Asn-190 
Zdp-275c Cys-73b Phe-13 Gly-210 
 Gly-74 Gln-44b Ala-211 
 Asn-75 Leu-45 Thr-214 
 Gly-76 Leu-46 Ala-216 
 Ala-77 Tyr-60 Ala-221 
 Val-206 Ile-62 Leu-242 
 Phe-207 Asn-64  
 Glu-208 Val-70  
 Arg-209 Gln-72  
 Cys-217b Met-104  
 Gly-218 Met-118  
 Ser-219 Asn-157  
 Gly-220 Pro-158  
a) Only the side-chain is included. 
b) Only the backbone is included. 
c) The substrate. 
 
We performed on Model1 geometry optimizations to characterize the Potential Energy 
Surface (PES) associated to the stereo-inversion of the outer stereocenter of the substrate. We 
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located two critical points on the surface M1 and M2 (Figure 6.3), corresponding to the 
enzyme bound respectively to the reactant (L,L-DAP) and to the product (D,L-meso-DAP), 
with an opposite protonation state of the catalytic Cys couple; in M1 the Cys-217 is 
protonated, while Cys-73 is un-protonated and optimally oriented to grab a proton from the 
substrate. In the hypothesized reaction mechanism the side chain of the formally negatively 
charged Cys-73 would take the proton from the substrate while the Cys-217 thiolic proton 
moves to protonate the same carbon atom on the opposite face; it is not known from 
experimental evidences if the stereo-inversion of the carbonic center follows a concerted path 
or a step-wise one and, consequently, if the PES under examination is characterized by an 
unique Transition State or more, with intermediates. Any attempt to locate the intermediate of 
the hypothesized step-wise reaction path failed, obtaining the reactant or the product starting 
from some guess geometries characterized by both Cys-73 and Cys-217 protonated and the 
planar deprotonated substrate. By searching for a Transition State we found a suitable 
geometry (TSC) where the two Cys residues are almost completely protonated (Figure 6.3), 
being the Sγ-H distance of 1.43 Å and 1.36 Å respectively for Cys-73 and Cys-217, 
accounting thus for a concerted but highly asynchronous process. In TSC the substrate is 
deprotonated and planar in order to delocalize the partial negative charge in the extended π-
orbital system. The charge delocalization can be quantified by means of the comparison 
(Table 6.2) of some relevant atomic distances and atomic point charges values (CHELPG127 
charges are reported). In TSC the negative charge, left on the substrate by its deprotonation, 
accumulates on the two oxygen atoms of the carboxyl group; in passing from the minima to 
the TS the carboxylic and the –NH3+ groups become, respectively, more negative and less 
positive, while the deprotonated Cα atom does not undergo a variation in charge. The 
delocalization of the charge is witnessed by a decrease in the bond order of both C-O bond of 
carboxyl and by an increase of the bond order of the Cα-C bond. The correct simulation of the 
reaction process is the first step to plan the construction of an efficient inhibitor of the enzyme 
under examination. The structure based drug design can take enormous advantage from the 
accurate knowledge of the TS geometry; also the charge distribution observed in the TS can 
be used to improve the drug development procedure. Many modern software do use 
geometries and atomic point charges to derive accurate farmacophore definition in order to 
save time and money in the screening of candidate drugs. 
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Figure 6.3 Representation of the model-H sub-system for the critical points found on the Model1 PES. 
 
Table 6.2 Some relevant distances and atomic point chargesa for the three critical points found in the PES of 
Model1. 
 M1 TSC M2 
Cys-73 Sγ-H 2.29 Å 1.43 Å 1.34 Å 
Cys-217 Sγ-H 1.36 Å 1.36 Å 2.27 Å 
Substrate Cα-C 1.53 Å 1.42 Å 1.52 Å 
Substrate Cα-N 1.50 Å 1.49 Å 1.51 Å 
Substrate Cα-Cβ 1.53 Å 1.51 Å 1.54 Å 
Substrate C-O1 1.26 Å 1.29 Å 1.27 Å 
Substrate C-O2 1.28 Å 1.31 Å 1.28 Å 
Charge on Cys-73 Sγ- -1.008 -0.570 -0.425 
Charge on Cys-217 Sγ- -0.506 -0.449 -1.021 
Charge on substrate Cα 0.353 0.204 0.188 
Total charge on substrate -NH3 group 0.611 0.529 0.599 
Charge on substrate C 0.639 0.670 0.655 
Charge on substrate O1 -0.769 -0.918 -0.818 
Charge on substrate O2 -0.986 -1.122 -0.972 
Total charge on substrate -CO1O2 group -1.116 -1.370 -1.135 
a) The reported charge values are computed with the CHELPG method. 
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The reaction profile we found for the epimerization of DAP is represented in Figure 6.4 and 
the relative data are reported in Table 6.3 (taking the energy value M1 as reference). We 
report also the energy values in terms of Gibbs Free Energy. The thermal corrections to 
energy (E) to get the Gibbs energy (G) are obtained by means of numerical frequencies 
calculations on the HM (high-medium) layer in the presence of the fixed L layer; results from 
both approximated (freq) and complete (fullfreq) frequencies calculations (see Section 3.8) 
are reported. 
 
Figure 6.4 Reaction profile obtained for Model1. 
 
Table 6.3 Energy difference between minima and reaction barrier for Model1. 
ΔE 15.05 kcal mol-1 
ΔE‡ 24.11 kcal mol-1 
ΔG (freq corrections) 13.48 kcal mol-1 
ΔG‡ (freq corrections) 21.32 kcal mol-1 
ΔG (fullfreq corrections) 14.23 kcal mol-1 
ΔG‡ (fullfreq corrections) 21.30 kcal mol-1 
 
Using the model system called Model1 we obtained a reaction profile composed by three 
critical points (Figure 6.3 and Table 6.3); the product (Enz—D,L-meso-DAP) is less stable 
than the reactant (Enz—L,L-DAP) by 15.05 kcal mol-1 (corrected to 13.48 and 14.23 kcal mol-
1 respectively by means of freq and fullfreq calculations). The computed barrier for the 
stereo-inversion is about 24.11 kcal mol-1 (corrected to 21.32 and 21.30 kcal mol-1 
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respectively by means of freq and fullfreq calculations). In TSC the normal mode associate 
to the negative frequency is very similar for both freq and fullfreq and accounts for the 
protonation/deprotonation of the planar substrate. The obtained results show that the 
computation of numerical frequencies by mean of the approximated procedure (freq) gives 
results which are comparable to the ones obtained from the fullfreq with a substantial saving 
of computation time. In the present case the H and M layer are composed respectively by 36 
and 170 atoms, so the fullfreq calculation requires 1+(36+170)*6=1+(206)*6=1237 wave-
function evaluation; on the opposite the freq calculation requires only 1+(36)*6=217 saving 
about the 80% of computational time. It is worthwhile to note that in our simulation the use of 
frequency calculation was mainly intended to obtain a qualitative picture of the principal 
normal modes of the found Transition States structures, in order to recognize them as 
belonging to the MEP between the two stable states, or to discard them. The approximations 
of numerical frequency calculations (harmonic approximation, gas phase thermodynamic 
treatment, etc.) are too severe to obtain very accurate G values; some different methods have 
been developed to get more reliable Gibbs Free Energy values, but they were not applied in 
this work. Nevertheless their usefulness requires them to be implemented in the future 
versions of the COBRAMM104 package, in order to improve the description of the system’s 
energetic. 
We performed the fingerprint analysis (see Section 3.9) over the found critical points in order 
to ascertain the reliability of the adopted system model and to get a complete pattern of the 
influences arising from the residues surrounding the reacting core. In the Table 6.4 we report 
the values of the M1/M2 and M1/TSC energy differences as obtained from QM calculations 
(single point) on the model-H system (from QM/MM optimized geometries) in vacuo and in 
the presence of the atomic point charges of the whole enzyme.  
The two minima are almost isoenergetic for the in vacuo system (ΔE0(M1,M2)), while in the 
presence of the atomic point charges the energy difference (ΔEqm(M1,M2)) rise up to 16.50 
kcal mol-1 which is closer to the QM/MM value of 15.05 kcal mol-1 confirming for a strong 
electrostatic effect of the surrounding enzyme on the M1/M2 equilibrium. The same effect, 
but lesser in magnitude, is still present for the M1/TSC couple; the computed barrier changes 
from 20.21 (ΔE0(M1,TSC)) to 26.42 kcal mol-1 (ΔEqm(M1,TSC)) when atomic point charges 
are added to the naked QM core.  
To individuate the residues which mainly influence the equilibrium between the critical point 
we performed both DFP and RFP (Section 3.9.) on M1, TSC and M2. In this section we 
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report the most important stabilization (S)/destabilization (D) values of DFP/RFP analysis for 
the couples M1/M2 (Table 6.5 and Figure 6.5)M1/TSC (Table 6.6 and Figure 6.7). 
 
Table 6.4 Electrostatic interaction energy data for Model1. 
ΔE0(M1,M2)a -1.22 kcal mol-1 
ΔE0(M1,TSC)a 20.21 kcal mol-1 
ΔEqm(M1,M2)b 16.50 kcal mol-1 
ΔEqm(M1,TSC)b 26.42 kcal mol-1 
a) See Equation 3.7. 
b) See Equation 3.8. 
 
 
Figure 6.5 DFP and RFP diagrams for the M1/M2 transition. 
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Table 6.5 Stabilizing/destabilizing factor for the couple M1/M2 in Model1; values from selected residues are 
reported. 
 Residue S from DFP D from RFP 
Lys-5 3.68 -3.92 
Hip-59 4.19 -4.28 
Arg-61 4.04 -4.17 
Gly-76 8.19 -8.58 
Arg-78 4.49 -4.87 
Arg-82 3.23 -3.48 
Glu-173 3.39 -3.44 
Glu-208 10.12 -7.89 
Glu-213 4.92 -4.97 
Gly-218 6.13 -6.12 
Residues stabilizing 
M1 
Asp-241 3.93 -3.81 
Asn-11 -3.53 3.68 
Asp-17 -3.23 3.35 
Glu-49 -4.24 4.43 
Glu-69 -3.69 3.69 
Gly-74 -4.17 4.79 
Lys-203 -3.09 2.98 
Arg-205 -5.96 5.82
Ala-216 -3.84 2.62 
Residues stabilizing 
M2 
Gly-220 -9.80 9.66 
 
 
Figure 6.6 Schematic representation of the most important residues in the stabilisation/destabilisation of the 
M1/M2 couple. 
 
The M1 is stabilized in respect of M2 (Figure 6.6) by Gly-76 which interacts as an H-bond 
donor with the Sγ atom of Cys-73; this interaction is stronger in M1 than in M2, because of 
the protonation of the S which grabs the proton from the substrate and loses part of its 
negative charge (see Table 6.2). The Gly-76-NH---Sγ-Cys-73 distance increases from 2.34 Å 
to 2.29 Å as passing from M1 to M2. The residue Glu-208 plays a major role in destabilizing 
M2 whit respect M1, because in M1 it interacts as a triple H-bond acceptor, by means of the 
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unprotonated carboxylic side chain, with both the -NH3 groups of the substrate and with the 
thiolic H atom of the Cys-217; in M2 this atom is transferred to the substrate and so only two 
H-bond interactions are available for Glu208 to interact. The loss of an H-bond interaction 
and the negative charge on Cys-217-Sγ account for the high destabilization effect of Glu-208 
on M2. The Gly-218 is an H-bond donor to the carboxylic group of the substrate bonded to 
the Cα which undergoes the stereo-inversion; the best interaction geometry is found in M1, 
where the Gly-218-NH----OCO-DAP distance is 1.81 Å; this value increases to 2.09 Å in M2 
because of the inversion of the stereocenter, causing the weakening of the H-bond with a 
destabilization effect of M2 in respect to M1. Some residues do play an interesting role in 
stabilizing M2 in respect to M1 and thus they partially equilibrate the ratio between M1 and 
M2. As seen for Gly-218, Gly-74 interacts as a H-bond donor with the same carboxylic group 
of the substrate but, oppositely to it, interacts better with the D,L-meso-DAP (M2) than with 
the L,L-DAP (M1), as confirmed by the Gly-74-NH----OCO-DAP distance which shortens 
from 1.77 Å to 1.70 Å in passing from M1 to M2. For a similar reason Ala-216 stabilizes M2 
because of an improved interaction geometry with the -NH3+ group of D,L-meso-DAP. The 
main effect is due to Gly-220 which is an H-bond donor to the Sγ of Cys-217: when this atom 
is unprotonated (M2) the interaction is maximized and thus the structure stabilized. 
In Table 6.6 we reported the main residues which, according to DFP and RFP results (Figure 
6.7), play a positive or a negative role in the electrostatic catalysis, by stabilizing or 
destabilizing TSC in respect to M1 (Figure 6.8). As seen for the M1/M2 equilibrium, and for 
the same reasons, the residues Gly-76 and Gly-74 respectively stabilize and destabilize M1 in 
respect to TSC, but the magnitude of effects are smaller. The Glu-208 even in this case plays 
an important role in the stabilization of M1, because in the TSC structure one of the three H-
bond (with the -NH3 group of the substrate) is almost completely loosen. The carboxylic 
group of substrate interacts as a double H-bond acceptor with Ser-219, the better geometry 
interaction being found in TSC; as a matter of fact the H-bond between the Ser-219-OH and 
the carboxylic group passes from 1.60 Å (M1) to 1.53 Å (TSC) and 1.61 Å (M2). The H-bond 
between the Ser-219-OH and the carboxylic group does not play a very important role in 
stabilizing the TSC, passing from 1.76 Å (M1) to 1.77 Å (TSC) and 1.87 Å (M2). 
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Figure 6.7 DFP and RFP diagrams for the M1/TSC transition. 
 
Table 6.6 Stabilizing/destabilizing factor for the couple M1/TSC in Model1; values from selected residues are 
reported. 
 Residue S from DFP D from RFP 
Gln-44 3.19 -3.21 
Gly-76 5.41 -5.65 Residues stabilizing M1 Glu-208 19.14 -15.6 
Glu-49 -2.24 2.32 
Gly-74 -6.78 8.36 
Asn-75 -2.81 3.71 
Arg-209 -3.27 3.21 
Gly-218 -2.17 3.51 
Residues stabilizing 
TSC 
Ser-219 -6.23 8.14 
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Figure 6.8 Schematic representation of the most important residues in the stabilisation/destabilisation of the 
M1/TSC couple. 
 
From an analysis of the single residue contributions it is possible to observe the general 
convergence of both DFP and RFP in indicating the residues which play a role in the 
equilibrium between minima and/or in the stabilization of the TS. 
 
Table 6.7 Stabilizing/destabilizing van der Waals factor for the couple M1/M2 in Model1; values from selected 
residues are reported. 
 Residue W from vdWFP 
Gly-74 1.11 
Asn-75 0.39 
Glu-208 0.47 
Residues stabilizing 
M1 
Gly-220 1.29 
Ans-11 -0.53 
Gly-76 -0.61 
Gly-218 -1.74 
Residues stabilizing 
M2 
Ser-219 -1.29 
 
 
Table 6.8 Stabilizing/destabilizing van der Waals factor for the couple M1/TSC in Model1; values from selected 
residues are reported. 
 Residue W from vdWFP 
Gly-74 1.19 
Ans-75 0.64 Residues stabilizing M1 Ser-219 1.17 
Asn-11 -0.48 
Gly-76 -0.95 Residues stabilizing TSC 
Glu-208 -1.54 
 
In the Table 6.7 and Table 6.8 are reported some van der Waals single residue contributions to 
the equilibrium between the two minima and to the stabilization of TS. The magnitude of 
these contributions are smaller in respect to the electrostatic contributions estimated by means 
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of DFP and RFP. As a matter of fact we can consider, for the current problem, only the 
electrostatic contribution as worth of discussion. 
6.5 The Model2 model system 
On the basis of the analysis performed on the Model1 model system we can derive some 
conclusion about the role of the single residue in determining the shape of the computed PES. 
As discussed above both DFP and RFP are able to automatically individuate the residues 
acting the strongest influence. Besides our analysis can be used to improve the model system 
in order to obtain better results. In this particular case we observed the residue Glu-208 acting 
the strongest effect in stabilizing M1 with respect to both TSC and M2. As described above 
Glu-208 is fully described by an MM potential, while its interaction on the QM core is 
accounted for by means of electrostatic and van der Waals QM-MM cross terms. We focus 
here on the electrostatic effects, being the van der Waals terms smaller. To check the 
correctness of the model and to ascertain if the interactions between the residue Glu-208 and 
the substrate are correctly accounted for it is of mandatory importance do construct a different 
model system; we will refer to this new model as Model2. This new model system differs 
from the previous one in the treatment of the Glu-208, whose side-chain is now included in 
the H layer, and so treated at QM (DFT/B3LYP/DZVP)75,223 level as well as the side-chains 
of Cys-73 and Cys-217 and the substrate (Figure 6.9). This allows a full QM treatment of the 
negatively charged Glu-208 side-chain and for its interactions with both substrate and Cys-
217. We performed on Model2 geometry optimizations to find the three critical points M1, 
M2 and TSC starting from the geometries obtained with Model1. Then on the found critical 
points we performed both freq and fullfreq computations, as well as DFP and RFP analysis. 
Some relevant parameters are reported in Table 6.9 and graphically represented in Figure 
6.10, in order to drive a first comparison between the three critical points. 
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Figure 6.9 Partitioning scheme adopted to build the Model2 model system. 
 
In the new reaction profile (Figure 6.11) the product (Enz—D,L-meso-DAP) is less stable than 
the reactant (Enz—L,L-DAP) by 11.74 kcal mol-1 (corrected to 11.56 and 10.80 kcal mol-1 
respectively by means of freq and fullfreq calculations). The computed barrier for the stereo-
inversion is about 25.31 kcal mol-1 (corrected to 23.00 and 22.48 kcal mol-1 respectively by 
means of freq and fullfreq calculations). In TSC the normal mode associated to the negative 
frequency is very similar for both freq and fullfreq and accounts for the 
protonation/deprotonation of the planar substrate. 
We can easily compare the results obtained with the two model systems (see Table 6.3 and 
Table 6.10). The barrier associated to the stereo-inversion is unchanged passing from Model1 
(24.11 kcal mol-1) to Model2 (25.31 kcal mol-1), meaning that the Glu-208 effect in 
destabilizing the TSC in respect to M1 is purely electrostatic and that it is correctly accounted 
for, even if the residue is treated at MM level, as in Model1. The inclusion of Glu-208 in the 
QM layer has a strong influence on the equilibrium between the two minima: the M2 is still 
higher in energy with respect to M1, but the difference decreased to 11.74 kcal mol-1, 
indicating the insufficient description provided by Model1. From the data reported in Table 
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6.11, in comparison with Table 6.4, we can realize more about the effect played by Glu-208. 
In Model1 the inclusion of the enzyme atomic point charges (Table 6.4) causes the energy 
difference between M1 and M2 to increase from -1.22 to 16.21 kcal mol-1, while in Model2 
the increase is smaller (Table 6.11), from 7.17 to 10.20 kcal mol-1. The magnitude of this 
effect in Model1 is mainly due to the presence of the charges of Glu-208 (treated at MM 
level) which strongly stabilize M1. In Model2, where Glu-208 side-chain is a part of the QM 
region, the effect of charges on the equilibrium between minima is strongly reduced. This 
description is better than the former one, because the strong ionic interactions between the 
carboxylic group of Glu-208 and the two protonated aminic groups of the substrate are now 
treated at full QM level, as well as the H-bond interaction between the same carboxylic group 
and the side-chain of Cys-217. From DFP and RFP we obtained results perfectly comparable 
with the ones obtained from Model1, being the ranking order almost identical, except for Glu-
208 which is now included in the QM region. In Table 6.12, Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 the 
comparison between M1 and M2 are reported, while in Table 6.13, Figure 6.14 and Figure 
6.15 are reported the data relative to the M1/TSC couple. 
 
 
Figure 6.10 Representation of the model-H sub-system for the critical points found on the Model2 PES. 
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Table 6.9 Some relevant distances and atomic point chargesa for the three critical points found in the PES of 
Model2. 
 M1 TSC M2 
Cys-73 Sγ-H 2.30 Å 1.46 Å 1.34 Å 
Cys-217 Sγ-H 1.35 Å 1.35 Å 2.39 Å 
Substrate Cα-C 1.53 Å 1.43 Å 1.53 Å 
Substrate Cα-N 1.50 Å 1.48 Å 1.50 Å 
Substrate Cα-Cβ 1.53 Å 1.51 Å 1.54 Å 
Substrate C-O1 1.26 Å 1.29 Å 1.27 Å 
Substrate C-O2 1.28 Å 1.30 Å 1.28 Å 
Charge on Cys-73 Sγ- -1.017 -0.640 -0.427 
Charge on Cys-217 Sγ- -0.493 -0.451 -1.032 
Charge on substrate Cα 0.335 0.036 0.155 
Total charge on substrate -NH3 group 0.535 0.557 0.567 
Charge on substrate C 0.614 0.703 0.687 
Charge on substrate O1 -0.761 -0.904 -0.842 
Charge on substrate O2 -0.988 -1.120 -0.969 
Total charge on substrate -CO1O2 group -1.135 -1.321 -1.124 
a) The reported charge values are computed with the CHELPG127 method. 
 
 
Figure 6.11 Reaction profile obtained for Model2. 
 
Table 6.10 Energy difference between minima and reaction barrier for Model2. 
ΔE 11.74 kcal mol-1 
ΔE‡ 25.31 kcal mol-1 
ΔG (freq corrections) 11.56 kcal mol-1 
ΔG‡ (freq corrections) 23.00 kcal mol-1 
ΔG (fullfreq corrections) 10.80 kcal mol-1 
ΔG‡ (fullfreq corrections) 22.48 kcal mol-1 
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Table 6.11 Electrostatic interaction energy data for Model2 
ΔE0(M1,M2)a 7.17 kcal mol-1 
ΔE0(M1,TSC)a 37.81 kcal mol-1 
ΔEqm(M1,M2)b 10.20 kcal mol-1 
ΔEqm(M1,TSC)b 24.45 kcal mol-1 
a) See Equation 3.7 
b) See Equation 3.8 
 
 
Figure 6.12 DFP and RFP diagrams for the M1/M2 transition. 
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Table 6.12 Stabilizing/destabilizing factor for the couple M1/M2 in Model2; values from selected residues are 
reported. 
 Residue S from DFP D from RFP 
Lys-5 3.23 -2.22 
Hip-59 4.51 -4.46 
Arg-61 4.17 -4.16 
Gly-76 8.77 -8.81 
Arg-78 5.33 -5.57 
Arg-82 3.55 -3.56 
Glu-173 3.50 -3.54 
Glu-213 5.22 -5.28 
Gly-218 5.80 -5.95 
Residues stabilizing 
M1 
Asp-241 3.62 -3.53 
Asn-11 -4.00 4.28 
Asp-17 -3.32 3.36 
Glu-49 -4.45 4.56 
Glu-69 -3.63 3.69 
Gly-74 -4.13 4.24 
Lys-203 -2.91 2.84
Arg-205 -5.89 5.87
Ala-216 -3.89 3.25 
Residues stabilizing 
M2 
Gly-220 -9.06 9.05 
 
 
Figure 6.13 Schematic representation of the most important residues in the stabilisation/destabilisation of the 
M1/M2 couple 
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Figure 6.14 DFP and RFP diagrams for the M1/TSC transition. 
 
Table 6.13 Stabilizing/destabilizing factor for the couple M1/TSC in Model2; values from selected residues are 
reported. 
 Residue S from DFP D from RFP 
Asp-43 2.81 -2.62 
Gln-44 2.52 -2.40 Residues stabilizing M1 Gly-76 5.08 -5.28 
Glu-49 -2.11 2.21 
Gly-74 -6.36 7.29 
Asn-75 -4.73 5.29 
Thr-214 -2.54 2.13 
Gly-218 -2.38 3.14 
Residues stabilizing 
TSC 
Ser-219 -6.47 7.34 
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Figure 6.15 Schematic representation of the most important residues in the stabilisation/destabilisation of the 
M1/TSC couple 
6.6 Conclusions 
In this section an accurate computatational study of the Haemophilus influenzae 
diaminopimelate epimerase have been described. The set-up procedure have been described in 
details, showing different approaches to obtain a suitable enzyme-substrate complex. The 
enzyme reaction mechanism have been described using an hybrid QM/MM potential, used to 
explore the PES associated to the stereoinversion of the Cα of the substrate (a doubly 
zwitterionic diaminopimelate molecule). Two different model systems have been taken into 
account, differing for the presence (Model2) or the absence (Model1) of a residue (Glu-208) 
in the QM layer. In both cases the calculations accounts for a concerted (but highly 
asynchronous) process of double proton transfer between the substrate as a couple of 
catalytically relevant cysteine residues (Cys couple). The energetic of the system have been 
analyzed to understand the role of the surrounding enzyme in the catalytic process. Two 
computational techniques, DFP and RFP, have been used to point out the role of each residue 
in the catalytic stabilisation of the transition structure. The results of both procedures suggest 
that a strong electrostatic effect helps in lowering the pKa of the Cα of the substrate, by 
stabilizing the upcoming negative charge on the substrate itself (when passing from reactant 
to transition state). This charge accumulates on the carboxylic group of the diaminopimelate 
molecule and is stabilized by H-bond interaction with some residues near the reacting core 
and exposed to the active site. These residues have been successfully identified by both DFP 
and RFP and their effect was ranked. 
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7 Investigations on the Electrochemical Behaviour of Some 
Srtho-Substituted (Aryl)(2-nitrobenzo[b]thiophen-3-
yl)amines. 
 
 
 
7.1 Introduction 
The reduction potential values of the title compounds (1Ar,o, Scheme 7.1) have been 
evaluated232 by cyclic voltammetry at a platinum electrode in the presence of 0.1 M 
N(Et)4BF4 in DMSO. Compounds 1Ar,o give reversible reduction peaks. The ortho-
substituent affects their values basically by electronic effects (good LFER have been 
observed). The peculiar behaviour of (2’-hydroxyphenyl)(2-nitrobenzo[b]thiophen-3-yl)amine 
1Ar,o(i) (showing two quasi reversible systems of peaks) has been explained on the basis of 
the special effect of the 2’-hydroxy substituent, which is able to assist a proton transfer 
through a network of hydrogen bonds involving the amine nitrogen atom (proton shuttle). 
This behaviour is unexpected in anhydrous DMSO and reminds of the reaction features 
observed in water. The above hypothesis has been confirmed by quantum-mechanical DFT 
calculations carried out on 1Ar,o(i). In this theoretical investigation all the possible species, 
that can form as a consequence of two mono-electron reduction processes and the relevant 
various chemical transformations involving the intermediate species, have been carefully 
investigated. 
7.2 Electrochemical behaviour of 1Ar,o 
For compounds 1Ar,o(a-h) the CVs were characterized by a cathodic-anodic peak system. At 
sufficiently high potential scan rate (> 200 mV/s), ΔEp was about 59 mV and the ratio of the 
cathodic to anodic peak current was not significantly different from unity, confirming a quasi-
reversible process. Furthermore, from the plot E vs log[(ipc-i)/i], we argued that the process is 
mono-electronic. As an example, the voltammogram obtained for compound 1Ar,o(e) is 
shown in Figure 7.1. 
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Scheme 7.1 Compounds of the 1Ar,o series. 
 
 
Figure 7.1 Cyclic voltammogram obtained for 1Ar,o(e) (3 mM) in DMSO solution with 0.1 M N(Et)4BF4 as 
supporting electrolyte; v = 200 mV/s. 
 
Figure 7.2 Cyclic voltammogram obtained for 1Ar,o(i) (3 mM) in DMSO solution with 0.1 M N(Et)4BF4 as 
supporting electrolyte; v = 200 mV/s. 
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The cathodic peak can be attributed to the reduction of the nitro group to radical anion, and 
the anodic one to the reversible reaction of re-oxidation, i.e. these compounds behave in a 
way similar to nitrobenzenes in aprotic media. 
The two methods232 used to calculate the E1/2 quantity, gave slightly different results, but the 
trend of the reduction half-wave potentials as a function of the benzene substituent, was the 
same (see values reported in Table 7.1). In 1Ar,o the electronic nature of the benzene 
substituent strongly affects the driving force for the reduction. For instance, when X is an 
electron-withdrawing group (F, Cl, Br) the value of E1/2 is more positive than ca. 50 mV, with 
respect to the potential value of the parent compound. On the other hand, when X is an 
electron-donating group (CH3, CH2CH3, OCH3, OH, NH2), the E1/2 values become more and 
more negative. 
 
Table 7.1 Values of E1/2 obtained by methods (i) and (ii) from the CVs recorded at v= 20 mV/s. 
Compounds 
1Ar,o X(σp) E1/2/V E1/2calc/V 
a H (0.00) -0.92 -0.89 
b o-CH3 (-0.14) -0.94 -0.91 
c o-CH2CH3 (-0.13) -0.95 -0.91 
d o-F (0.06) -0.89 -0.85 
e o-Cl (0.22) -0.86 -0.82 
f o-Br (0.22) -0.87 -0.82 
g o-OCH3 (-0.28) -0.96 -0.94 
h o-NH2 (-0.57) -1.01 -0.97 
-0.98a -0.94a i o-OH (-0.38) 
-1.22b -1.28b 
a) First peak 
b) Second peak. 
 
The electrochemical behaviour of (ortho-hydroxyphenyl)(2-nitrobenzo[b]thiophen-3-yl)amine 
[1Ar,o(i)] is different from the other ortho-substituted nitrocompounds 1Ar,o(a-h). In 
particular, the voltammogram is characterized by two quasi-reversible systems of peaks, as 
reported in Figure 2. The values of E1/2 were calculated for both peaks and resulted –0.98 and 
–1.22 V, respectively when using the half-sum method, and –0.94 and –1.28 V when using 
the plot E vs log[(ipc-i)/i]. Furthermore, from the slope values of the plots we could deduce 
that both processes are mono-electronic. 
This different behaviour can be understood if we accept the hypothesis that the radical anion 
of compound 1Ar,o(i) can be further reduced to a relatively stable dianion. The observed 
multi-step reduction (entirely unexpected in an anhydrous solvent) reminds of the behaviour 
of nitrocompounds in aqueous solvents. It is reasonable to believe that the presence of the 
ortho-hydroxy group in 1Ar,o(i) can give rise to an intramolecular proton transfer via a 
network of hydrogen bonds with the amine nitrogen atom behaving as a proton shuttle. Since 
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it is rather unlikely, the possibility of an intermolecular proton transfer has not been 
considered. For a more complete discussion about the experimental procedures and the 
techniques used to determine the values reported in this section we refer to the original 
paper232 and to its rich reference section. In this section we fully report the computational part 
of the study under examination. 
7.3 Computational investigation of the behaviour of 1Ar,o(i) 
In this section we discuss the results obtained in a DFT75 computational study of the processes 
involving the molecular species 1Ar,o(i). All computations have been carried out with the 
Gaussian 03131 series of programs, using the B3LYP151 functional in the unrestricted form. 
The structures of the various critical points have been fully optimized with the gradient 
method and the nature of each critical point has been characterized by computing the 
harmonic vibrational frequencies. In all cases the geometry optimization has been carried out 
in the presence of solvent effects.  
A locally dense basis set (LDBS)233,234 approach has been adopted. According to this 
approach, the system has been partitioned into two different regions, which were assigned 
basis sets of different accuracy. One region contains the atoms directly involved in the 
reaction (electron transfer and proton transfer processes) or in the formation of hydrogen 
bonds. For these atoms the 6-31++G(2p,d) basis has been used. This basis has the required 
accuracy to provide a reliable description of negatively charged atoms such as those involved 
in the process. Also, it is particularly suitable to describe the various hydrogen bonds 
occurring in the molecular system investigated here. All the remaining atoms are included in 
the second region and are described with the DZVP223 basis, which is a Local Spin Density 
(LSD)-optimized basis set of double-zeta quality. The two regions are marked by the contour 
lines shown in Figure 7.3, where the numbering of the various atomic centres for the 
molecular species 1Ar,o(i) is also given. We briefly describe the method235 used to compute 
the reduction potential of the various Red/Ox couples considered in the present study. For the 
generalized Red/Ox couple A/A- referred to the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) we must 
consider the coupled reactions (Equation 7.1 and Equation 7.2) using the thermal-electron 
standard state235 and the resulting reaction (Equation 7.3), where A(sol), A-(sol), H+(sol) refer to 
the solvated species and (g) indicates the gas-phase. The corresponding potential has been 
computed using the Nernst equation (Equation 7.4): here F is the Faraday Constant, n is 
number of involved electrons and ΔG°NHE,A/A- is the Gibbs free energy variation (referred to 
the NHE) for the mono-electronic reduction of A(sol) to A-(sol) described by Equation 7.3. 
ΔG°NHE,A/A- has been computed using Equation 7.5. 
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Equation 7.1 A(sol) + e-(g) ? A-(sol) 
 
Equation 7.2 1/2H2(g) ? H+(sol) + e-(g) 
 
Equation 7.3 A(sol) + 1/2H2(g) ? A-(sol) + H+(sol) 
 
Equation 7.4 E°NHE,A/A- = -(ΔG°NHE,A/A-)/nF 
 
Equation 7.5 ΔG°NHE,A/A = ΔGA/A- + ΔGNHE = G(A-(sol)) - G(A(sol)) + 426,8 kJ mol-1 
 
Equation 7.6 E°SCE,A/A- = E°NHE,A/A- - 0.241 
 
The model system that we have considered is represented inFigure 7.3. We rationalize the 
macroscopic electrochemical results observed for 1Ar,o(i) during the cyclic voltammetry232 
by examining the microscopic behaviour of the isolated 1Ar,o(i) species by means of 
quantum-mechanical computations. The low concentration (3mM in DMSO) of the solute 
1Ar,o(i) has made possible to neglect in our model-system the formation of solute-solute 
interacting species such as dimers or clusters. To take into account the solvent effects, a 
Polarized Continuum Model approach has been used (SCRF-CPCM method152). The 
emulated solvent was DMSO (dielectric constant ε = 46.7).  
 
Figure 7.3 Schematic representation of the model-system used in the DFT computations. The two regions 
marked by the contour lines are described by the 6-31++G(2p,d) and DZVP basis set, respectively. 
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Scheme 7.2 Possible reaction paths originating from the starting species M1. The favored path is highlighted by 
the contour line. 
 
In our investigation we have considered various possible routes that, in principle, could 
explain the experimental results. These routes are schematically represented in Scheme 7.2 
and in Scheme 7.3. The structures corresponding to the most significant critical points of the 
reaction surface are shown in Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 with the values of the 
most important geometrical parameters. The computed total energy and free energy values of 
intermediates and transition states and the activation barriers for the various reaction steps are 
reported. 
The starting molecular system M1 (see Figure 7.4) has a main reference plane that contains 
the two fused rings (thiophene and benzene) and the NO2 group. The nitrogen atom N2 of the 
N2-H1 amino group has a partial sp3 character, the dihedral angle φ = [C1(N2,H1)C3] being 
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162.1° (this angle is a measure of the degree of pyramidalization of the nitrogen atom and is 
180° for the sp2 hybridization). The phenyl group is rotated with respect to the reference 
molecular plane and is approximately orthogonal to it. Two hydrogen bonds can be detected 
in M1. One involves the O1(NO2) oxygen and the amino N2-H1 group. This O1…H1-N2 
interaction is rather strong as indicated by the O1…H1 distance of 1.926 Å. The other 
hydrogen bond (O3-H2…N2) forms between the nitrogen N2 and the OH substituent in ortho 
position on the phenyl group. This bond is weaker than the previous one, the H2…N2 distance 
being 2.413 Å. 
 
 
Scheme 7.3 Possible reaction paths originating from the hypothetical species M6. 
 
The first electrochemical reduction leads to the radical anion system M2. Its energy is 78.3 
kcal mol-1 lower than that of M1. The corresponding computed reduction potential is –1.21 V 
(see Table 7.2), which is in rather good agreement with the experimental values of -0.98 and 
-0.94 V, obtained by methods (i) and (ii) (see Table 7.1). After reduction the O1…H1-N2 
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hydrogen bond remains almost unchanged, while the strength of the O3-H2…N2 interaction 
slightly increases (the H2…N2 distance becomes 2.289 Å). More significant geometrical 
changes are observed in the molecular skeleton, mainly in the region that comprehends the 
thiophene ring, the NO2 group and the amine group NH. The most important changes are 
related to the C3-N2, N1-O1 and N1-O2 bond lengths that vary from 1.351, 1.258 and 1.249 
Å in M1 to 1.404, 1.307 and 1.295 Å in M2, respectively. The augmented sp3 character of N2 
and the consequent less effective conjugation of the ring π system with the nitrogen lone-pair, 
is evident from the dihedral angle value φ = [C1(N2,H1)C3], which is now 136.7°. A non-
negligible shortening is observed for the C2-N1 bond that varies from 1.378 (M1) to 1.362 Å 
(M2). 
 
Table 7.2 Computed Reduction Potentials for the various Redox Processes reported in Scheme 7.2 and in 
Scheme 7.3. 
Redox couple 
Aa/A- b 
E°_SCE f 
(V) 
M1/M2 -1,21 
M2/M2_R -2,22 
M3/M3_R -1,91 
M4/M4a_R -1,41 
M5T + OH_i/M7T + OH_i -0,11 
M7T + OH_r/M7T + OH_i -3,50 
M8/M8_R -0,78 
M9T + H2O/M9_RT + H2O -0,79 
a Oxidized species.  
b Reduced species.  
c Reduction potential referred to SCE (Saturated Calomel Electrode). 
 
The shape of the SOMO and the computed spin density values indicate that the unpaired 
electron is delocalized on the following atomic centers: N1, O1, O2, C3, C7a, N2 and S (spin 
density on these atomic centers: 0.32, 0.16, 0.18, 0.29, 0.08, 0.05 and 0.01).  
M2 opens the way to different reaction paths. M2 could undergo a second one-electron 
reduction to afford the M2_R dianion. However, the computed standard reduction potential 
for the Redox couple M2/M2_R is -2.22V (see Table 7.2), a too negative value when 
compared to the experimental second reduction potential of –1.22 or –1.28 V (obtained by 
methods (i) or (ii), respectively). This result suggests that the experimental reduction potential 
refers to a species different from M2 and that the system could be involved in some 
chemical transformation before undergoing the second reduction. 
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Figure 7.4 Schematic representation of the structure of M1, M2 and TS1b. The energies and Gibbs energies 
(values in brackets) are relative to the M2 species (kcal mol-1). Ea= activation barriers. Bond lengths are in 
Ångstroms and angles in degrees. 
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An alternative reaction path is represented by a sequence of two proton transfers leading to a 
new intermediate M4. This proton transfer occurs in two steps (a first transfer from O3 to N2 
and, then, a second one from N2 to O1) and any attempts to find a concerted transition state 
failed. However, even if the two steps are topologically distinct, the second one (M3b ? 
TS2b ? M4) has a small barrier (only 3.0 kcal mol-1) compared to that of the first step (M2 
? TS1b ? M3b), which is 15.1 kcal mol-1. These features make the whole transformation 
closely resemble a two-phase concerted process where the two proton transfers are highly 
asynchronous, but belong to the same kinetic step. The final effect of this double proton 
transfer is the shift of one proton from the O3-H2 group of the phenyl ring to the NO2 group, 
with the amine fragment acting as a proton shuttle. This proton shuttle maintains along the 
reaction pathway the pair of hydrogen bonds that stabilize the systems and helps the proton 
transfer. The most significant structural variations on passing from M2 to M4 are observed for 
the C3-N2, N1-O1, N1-O2 and C2(N)-O3 bond lengths. The change of the C3-N2 bond (from 
1.404 to 1.427 Å) can be explained by the new orientation of the N2-H bond, which is almost 
orthogonal to the molecular plane in M4. The consequent orientation of the nitrogen lone-pair 
in M4 eliminates the conjugation with the thiophene π system and causes a lengthening of the 
C3-N2 bond. Two new hydrogen bonds (O3…H2-N2 and N2…H1-O1), similar to those 
previously discussed for M2, can be recognized in M4. The second one is rather strong, the 
N2…H1 distance being 1.615 Å. 
The double proton transfer leading from M2 to M4 can follow an alternative two-step path. In 
the first step a proton moves from N2 to O1 (transition state TS1) affording the M3 
intermediate where the amine group is negatively charged. M3 is 12.6 kcal mol-1 higher than 
M2. In the second step a proton is transferred from O3 to the negative nitrogen N2 (transition 
state TS2). For this step we have computed an activation barrier of 11.1 kcal mol-1. Thus, 
since TS2 is 8.3 kcal mol-1 higher than TS2b (i.e. the highest in energy point along the profile 
M2 ? M3b ? M4), this pathway leading to M4 is certainly less likely with respect to that 
previously discussed.  
M4 could now accept a second electron or, alternatively, could eliminate a hydroxyl radical to 
give the nitroso derivative M6. However, since M6 is 12.9 kcal mol-1 higher than M4, this 
process is probably much slower than a second electron transfer to give M4a_R, the final 
product of the electrochemical process. Two aspects supporting this hypothesis must be 
stressed. (a) The computed standard reduction potential for the Redox couple M4/M4a_R is -
1.41 V, a value which compares rather well with the experimental second reduction potential 
of –1.28 V. On the contrary, the agreement between this experimental value and the computed 
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standard reduction potentials for the one-electron reductions that could occur after the 
formation of M6, is not satisfactory. This is evident from Table 7.2, where we have collected 
the computed reduction potentials for the various Redox processes reported in Scheme 7.2 
and Scheme 7.3. (b) If we consider the pathway leading to the formation of a hydroxyl radical 
and the nitroso derivative, the whole process has definitely an irreversible character in 
contrast with the experimental evidence.  
 
Figure 7.5 Schematic representation of the structure of M3b, TS2b and M4. The energies and Gibbs energies 
(values in brackets) are relative to the M2 species (kcal mol-1). Ea = activation barriers. Bond lengths are in 
Ångstroms and angles in degrees. 
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The structure of M4a_R is reported in Figure 7.6. The computations show that the double 
negative charge of the dianion is mainly localized on O2, O3 and N2 (the Mulliken charges 
are -0.73, -0.88 and -0.60, respectively). M4a_R exists in a conformational equilibrium with 
M4b_R, more stable by 1.3 kcal mol-1. A rotation around the C2-N1 bond connects the two 
conformers that show very similar geometrical parameters. A representation of the M4b_R 
structure is given in Figure 7.6. 
In conclusion, the satisfactory agreement of the computed values of the first and second 
reduction potentials with the experimental ones, the energy barriers of the double proton 
transfer and the irreversibility that characterizes the process leading to the formation of M6, 
suggest that the transformation M1 ? M2 ? TS1b ? M3b ? TS2b ? M4 ? M4a_R is a 
likely description of the whole electrochemical process. This path is highlighted by a contour 
line in Scheme 7.2. 
 
Figure 7.6 Schematic representation of the structure of M4a_R and M4b_R. The energies and Gibbs energies 
(values in brackets) are relative to the M2 species (kcal mol-1). Ea = activation barriers. Bond lengths are in 
Ångstroms and angles in degrees. 
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7.4 Conclusions 
The electrochemical behaviour of compounds 1Ar,o(a-i) in anhydrous DMSO solution has 
been studied by cyclic voltammetry: the obtained experimental results give rather good (r 
0.984, n 9) LFER versus Hammett constants (σp) with high susceptibility constants (ρ = 182). 
Compounds 1Ar,o(a-h) showed a monoelectronic quasi reversible process.  
An interesting electrochemical behaviour has been evidenced in the case of 1Ar,o(i). For this 
species the experimental data show a reversible electrochemical process characterized by two 
mono-electronic reduction steps. This process should lead to a rather stable dianion that does 
not easily evolve to a new more stable species. This hypothesis has been supported by 
accurate DFT computations on 1Ar,o(i). These computations have demonstrated that, after 
the first reduction, the resulting radical anion can undergo rather easily a double proton 
transfer. A key-role in determining the height of the activation barriers for this proton shift, is 
played by the network of hydrogen bonds that involve the NH group bridging the two ring 
systems. After the proton transfer the new species (M4) can undergo the second reduction or, 
alternatively, can eliminate an hydroxyl radical affording a nitroso derivative. Since the 
nitroso compound is rather high in energy (12.9 and 27.4 kcal mol-1 higher than M4 and M2, 
respectively), the most likely event is a second electron transfer to give the dianion M4a_R. 
This hypothesis is supported by the good agreement between the computed and experimental 
half reduction potentials. 
 
NOTE: 
The experimental section232 was carried out by the group of Professor D. Tonelli; Professor A. 
Bottoni must be acknowledged for the supervision to the computational section. The joint 
project was lead by Professor D. Spinelli. 
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8 Unprecedented 1,2-Migration of a Nitro Group within an 
α-Aryl-β-nitroethenyl Moiety 
 
 
 
8.1 Introduction 
In the last decades the ring-opening of nitrothiophenes has opened the way to the synthesis of 
new building-blocks from which both linear and homo- or hetero-cyclic compounds can be 
synthesized.236 The conversion of 1 to 6a has been previously reported.237-239 
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Scheme 8.1 Reaction scheme of the examined chemical transformation. 
 
When heated at 60 °C in DMSO in the presence of NaI, 6a isomerises to the isoxazoline N-
oxide 7 (isolable in proper experimental conditions), which more slowly quantitatively 
evolves towards 8. The structure of both 7 and 8 has been ascertained on the basis of 1H and 
13C NMR as well as MS and HRMS results, and definitively confirmed through an X-ray 
analysis. The 7 to 8 rearrangement represents the first example of isomerisation of an α-aryl-
β-nitroethenyl into a α-aryl-α-nitroethenyl moiety. A rationale for such a surprising 
nitrogroup 1,2-shift is supported by DFT75 calculations and some mechanistic details are 
provided. 
8.2 Experimental section 
All the experimental details and observed data are reported in the original paper,240 where a 
full list of references is also shown. When subjected to the experimental conditions previously 
employed for the 3 to 4 isomerisation above (see Scheme 8.2), the representative 
nitrovinylcyclopropane 6a (Ar = Ph) has interestingly revealed (1H NMR analysis of test runs 
carried out in DMSO-d6) the relatively fast accumulation of a transient A which slowly 
decades to the final product B. In preparative runs, the intermediate A can be isolated by 
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work-up of the reaction after a suitable time (1 h): it is stable in DMSO at 60 °C but smoothly 
yields B quantitatively after addition of NaI, i.e. in experimental conditions similar to those 
applied to the precursor 6a. A single-crystal X-ray structural determination of A and B (see 
the ORTEP241 drawings in Figure 8.1) has allowed to assign to such compounds the structures 
7 (i.e. the expected outcome of a nitrocyclopropane to isoxazoline N-oxide isomerisation on 
6a) and 8, respectively: a result which unveils an interesting and unprecedented 1,2-migration 
of a nitrogroup in relatively mild experimental conditions (Scheme 8.2). As a matter of fact, 
the 1,2-migration of a nitro group within a nitroethenyl moiety is a well-known example242 of 
a more general isomerisation process undergone by unsaturated systems characterized by the 
presence of a heteroatom (Hal, O, S, Se, N) bonded to a Csp2 atom (Scheme 8.3). In 
particular, in the case of nitroolefins proofs for the intramolecular base-catalyzed mechanism 
of Scheme 8.3 have been reached by means of isotopic labeling of either the substrate 
(sizeable kinetic deuterium isotope effect) or added nitrite (absence of 15N uptake into the 
product). 
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Reagents and conditions:  
(a) Et2NH (excess), EtOH, 0 °C, overnight;  
(b) ArMgBr (2.2 mol equiv.), THF, 0 °C, 15’-45’; then 
acidic (NH4Cl) quenching;  
(c) CH2N2 (excess), Et2O, 0 °C to rt, overnight;  
(d) NaI (2 mol equiv.), DMSO, 60 °C, 4-22 h;  
(e) P(OMe)3, (40 mol equiv.), anhydrous dioxane, 
reflux under argon, 17-24 h;  
(f) DDQ (4-6 mol equiv.), dry toluene, reflux under 
argon;  
(g) CH2N2 (1.2 mol equiv.), Et2O, 0 °C to rt, overnight; 
(h) and  
(i) NaI, DMSO, 60 °C, 1-5 h (A) or 24-48 h (B). 
 
Scheme 8.2 Experimental procedure diagram. 
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Figure 8.1 ORTEP representation of the crystal structures of A (7) and B (8).. 
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Scheme 8.3 Schematic representation of the hypothesised olephine rearrangement. 
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Scheme 8.4 Shift of a nitrogroup on a double bond. 
 
At the best of our knowledge, the literature provides exclusively examples of an irreversible 
base-catalyzed rearrangement towards the isomer (i.e. D in Scheme 8.4) which takes 
thermodynamic advantage of the through conjugation between the aryl and the nitrogroup. 
The results herein, though, feature a nitrogroup migration which is in the opposite direction 
with respect to that of Scheme 8.4: a behaviour which could most likely find its driving force 
in the release of the conceivable repulsive interactions of steric and/or stereoelectronic nature 
between the cyclic nitronate moiety and the nitrogroup in A. On the other hand, the loss of the 
existing through-conjugation between the aryl and the nitrogroup in A should be 
counterbalanced by a new extended conjugation between the nitrogroup and the cyclic 
nitronate in B. 
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8.3 Computational Section 
All calculations have been carried out using the Gaussian 03131 series of programs. The 
structures of the various minima points have been fully optimized with the gradient method. 
After the gas-phase optimization, single point calculations in solution were performed. The 
correctness of such a methodology was checked by means of a full-optimization calculation 
considering the solvent. In each case the solvent (ε 46.7) was treated with the SCRF-CPCM152 
method.8 The calculations were performed using the DFT75 method and the B3LYP151 
functional, available in Gaussian 03. All atoms were assigned the double-ζ DZVP223 basis-set. 
The data obtained from calculations, carried out both on isolated molecules and in solution, 
provide definite thermodynamic support to the A to B isomerisation, enlightening a 
significant free-energy stabilisation due to the release of unfavourable interactions between 
the nitronate moiety and the nitro- (s-trans-A) or the phenyl group (s-cis-A) [Figure 8.2, 
where calculated relative energies in DMSO as well as in the gas phase (in parentheses) for 
the optimized geometries are reported]. 
The latter effect still negatively contributes (at least in the gas phase) to the energy of s-cis-B, 
furthermore most likely preventing coplanarity (and therefore full conjugation) within the 
unsaturated system. On the other hand, the s-trans conformer of the rearranged nitrovinylic 
moiety (i.e. s-trans-B) takes definite sizeable advantage (amounting to 5.6 and 3.9 Kcal/mol 
with respect to s-trans-A and s-cis-A, respectively) of an effective coupling between 
minimization of negative steric interactions and the ensuing full coplanarity within the 
extended unsaturated system. 
Studies are in progress in order (a) to gain more detailed mechanistic information and, at the 
same time, (b) to verify the practical limits of a rearrangement which undoubtedly unmasks 
yet new appealing synthetic applications for the butadiene building-blocks originating from 
the ring-opening of 3,4-dinitrothiophene. 
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Figure 8.2 Optimised structures of s-trans and s-cis isomers of both A (7) and B (8) 
 
NOTE: 
The experimental section240 was carried out by the group of Professor G. Petrillo; The joint 
project was lead by Professor D. Spinelli. 
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9 Rationalisation of complex molecular rearrangement 
 
 
 
9.1 Introduction 
The Mukaiyama–Michael-type addition of various silyl ketene acetals or silyl enol ethers on 
some 1,2-diaza 1,3-butadienes proceeds at room temperature in the presence of catalytic 
amounts of Lewis acid affording by heterocyclization 1-aminopyrrol-2-ones and 1-
aminopyrroles, respectively (Figure 9.1, Scheme 9.1). 1- Aminoindoles have been also 
obtained by the same addition of 2-(trimethylsilyloxy)-1,3-cyclohexadiene on some 1,2-diaza-
1,3-butadienes and subsequent aromatization. Mechanistic investigations indicate the 
coordination by Lewis acid of the enolsilyl derivative and its 1,4-addition on the azo-ene 
system of 1,2-diaza-1,3-butadienes. The migration of the silyl group from a hydrazonic to an 
amidic nitrogen, its acidic cleavage and the final internal heterocyclization give the final 
products. Based on NMR studies and DFT calculations, a plausible explanation for the 
migration of the silyl protecting group is presented. 
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Figure 9.1 Possible reaction pathways for the addition of enolsilyl derivatives on 1,2-diaza-1,3-butadienes. 
9.2 Discussion  
 
Scheme 9.1 A) Mukaiyama-Michael-type addition/heterocyclization reaction of silyl ketene acetals 2a,b on 1,2-diaza-1,3-
butadienes 1a,b; B) Proposed mechanism for the Lewis acid-catalyzed Mukaiyama–Michael-type addition of enolsilyl 
derivatives 2a,b on 1,2-diaza-1,3-butadienes 1a,b. 
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The experimental section with all the procedures an the characterisation of products and 
intermediates is fully reported  in the original paper243, as well as a complete list of references.  
1H-NMR analysis243 of the reaction mixtures seems able to indicate that the addition of silyl 
ketene acetals 2a-b to 1,2-diaza-1,3-butadienes in the presence of ZuCl2 occurs via some 
intermediate (transient) products. As a matter of fact the presence of signals at 1.87, 3.78 and 
4.88 ppm disappearing with the time seems a clear indication of the formation of short-lived 
intermediates A, able to give 3a-d and then 4a-d with high yields. The intermediates would 
have the structure (A) of the expected product of 1,4-addition of 2a-b to 1a-b. 
In this section we will make some comments on the hypothesized rearrangement of A 
intermediates into 3a-d, examining the possible reasons for the transformation, advancing 
some hypotheses on its occurrence, and then possibly offering a first proposal on its 
mechanism. It is well known that a “spontaneous” rearrangement occurring during the course 
of a reaction and/or during its work-up “must” be thermodynamically driven. That is, the “less 
stable” firstly formed product “can” (“can” means that this fact occurs only if the activation 
energy of the process is quite low considering the reaction experimental conditions) give the 
“more stable” one. We performed some calculations on simplified model systems to give a 
qualitative confirmation to our hypotheses. All calculations were performed at the DFT75 level 
with the Gaussian 03131 series of programs using the B3LYP151 functional; in all calculations 
the solvent (CH2Cl2) was simulated using the SCRF-CPCM method. A locally dense basis 
set(LDBS)244 approach has been adopted. Preliminary calculations at the STO-3G level 
allowed a fast and rough exploration of PES to identify the most stable conformers; the so-
obtained candidate geometries have been optimized at the DZVP223 level, thus obtaining 
results reported in Table 9.1. NOE experiments243 indicated an E-relationship for 3c; to gain 
support for this result we calculated the stability of A and of 3 using the simplified models 
reported in Scheme 9.2 and indicated as E-X and E-Y, respectively. 
 
Table 9.1 Energies of stationary points. 
 Energy 
molecule hartree kcal mol-1 
E-X -958.713673 0.0 
E-Y -958.724789 -6.98 
Z-X -958.712949 0.45 
Z-Y -958.721609 -4.98 
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figure 3 
Scheme 9.2 Simplified models for E-isomers of A and 3: E-X and E-Y (calculated differences in energy contents 
is reported). 
 
3.47
8.44
E-X
12.62
E-Y  
Figure 9.2 Three dimensional representations for E-X and E-Y. Reported distances are in Å. 
 
In line with previsions, E-Y resulted to be much more stable than E-X (ΔE = ca. 7 kcal mol-1). 
This result supports the reasonable hypothesis that the spontaneous rearrangement is 
thermodynamically driven. It is also interesting to point out that if an equilibrium between E-
X and E-Y were present, the stability gap would ensure an almost complete shift towards E-Y, 
since the equilibrium constant, Keq, is as large as 105 at room temperature. Having ascertained 
the significant difference in the energy content between E-X and E-Y, now by a deeper 
analysis of models it should be possible to understand the reason for this fact. We ascribe the 
lesser stability of E-X in respect to E-Y to an higher overcrowding in the first regioisomer, in 
fact the two structures do extend, respectively, in 8.44 and 12.62 Å (Figure 9.2). This fact 
causes in E-X strong steric interactions between one of the methyls of the trimethylsilyl group 
and that at the old C-3 of the 1,2-diaza-1,3-butadiene, that cannot be released by rotation 
along the single N-N bond because this would result in a larger overlap between bulkier 
groups: accordingly we failed in all attempts to find other minima when rotating along this 
bond. We have also examined the structures and the relative stability of the Z-isomers to gain 
information useful for the understanding of the reasons by which only the formation of the E-
isomers (E-X and E-Y) has been observed. This calculation could be easily carried out with 
the relevant models of Z-Y and Z-X, respectively (Scheme 9.3).  
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Scheme 9.3 Simplified models for Z-isomers of A and 3: Z-X and Z-Y (calculated differences in energy contents 
is reported). 
 
2.28
7.63
Z-X
3.79 2.08
11.05
Z-Y  
Figure 9.3 Three dimensional representations for Z-X and Z-Y. Reported distances are in Å. 
 
The Z-isomers are less stable than E-isomers by 2 and 0.5 kcal mol-1, respectively, that is, 
values well in line with the usual observed differences between E and Z stereoisomers. Of 
course comments as above made on E-X and E-Y can be attached to Z-X and Z-Y models. 
Interestingly an examination of Z-Y (Figure 9.3) evidences the presence of a feeble hydrogen 
bond (2.08 Å) between the carbonyl group and the hydrazonic proton. 
Concerning the possible mechanism of the rearrangement, two pathways appear, in principle, 
to be possible: an intramolecular path, occurring via acyclic four-membered transition state, 
and an intermolecular one, occurring via a presumably more stable cyclic eight-membered 
transition state. The results of cross-over experiments243 seem able to support the idea that an 
intermolecular process occurs. Research in progress is devoted to a deeper understanding of 
this point. 
 
NOTE: 
The experimental section243 was carried out by the group of Professor O. Attanasi; The joint 
project was lead by O. Attanasi and Professor D. Spinelli. 
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10 The Cycloaddition Reaction between Vinylketenes and 
Imines 
 
 
 
10.1 Introduction 
Ketenes exhibit a very peculiar cycloaddition chemistry because of their structural and 
electronic properties.245 One of the most valuable and exploited pseudo-pericylic reaction of 
ketenes is certainly the reaction with imines to afford β-lactams, discovered by Staudinger at 
the beginning of the 20th century.246 In view of the importance of β-lactams in medicinal 
chemistry as antibacterial agents247-251 and as enzymatic inhibitors252-255, Staudinger reaction 
has been extensively studied, both experimentally256-268 and computationally.269-279 
An interesting class of ketenes are the vinylketenes, that have proven to be versatile building 
blocks in cycloaddition reactions with various double bonds.280-284 They are reported to 
behave as electron-deficient dienophiles in [2+2] cycloadditions with electron-rich partners 
and as diene component in [4+2] cycloadditions with electron-poor species.285,286 Therefore, 
vinylketenes usually react with imines via Staudinger reaction. At the best of our knowledge, 
only silyl-vinylketenes have demonstrated to undergo [4+2] cycloaddition with imines.287-290 
We carried out a theoretical investigation on the reactivity of a new class of vinylketenes, the 
α-bromo-vinylketenes,291 with imines. The aim of this theoretical work is to rationalize recent 
experimental results obtained on this subject by a synthetic group working at the 
Dipartimento di Chimica “G. Ciamician” of the University of Bologna. In this work 
successful synthetic routes toward α-bromo substituted 3-alkenyl-azetidin-2-ones and 4-alkyl-
5,6-diyhdropyridin-2-ones have been described (Scheme 10.1). The halo substituent265,292-298 
dramatically affects the α-bromo-vinylketene’s reactivity in the cycloaddition with an imine, 
promoting an unusual diene behaviour. Furthermore, a fine-tuning of the substituents on both 
vinylketene and imine moieties allows to selectively obtain [2+2] or [4+2] products. 
Moreover, these heterocycles are suitable for further elaborations, via the substitution of the 
halogen atom and the transformation of the double bond.299-305 The derivatives of 3-bromo-3-
alkenyl-azetidin-2-ones and 3-bromo-4-alkyl-5,6-diyhdropyridin-2-ones have shown 
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inhibition of ACAT enzyme and antagonism of αVβ3 integrin respectively, thus demonstrating 
the versatility of these building blocks in the synthesis of biologically active compounds.306-
309  
A new synthetic approach was developed to obtain four and six membered lactams via 
cycloaddition reactions between α−bromo vinylketenes and imines and a theoretical 
investigation on the mechanism and on the stereoselectivity of these reactions, providing also 
a rationalisation for the unprecedented behaviour of this class of vinylketenes. 
In the following sections we shall describe in details the experimental results since they are 
essential to understand the subsequent theoretical work. 
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Scheme 10.1 Synthesis of 3-bromo-3-alkenyl-azetidin-2-ones and 3-bromo-4-alkyl-5,6-dihydropyridin-2-ones. 
 
10.2 Experimental section 
10.2.1 Reaction of linear α-bromo vinylketenes with imines.  
Recently, we have investigated310 the straightforward synthesis of 3-bromo-3-alkenyl-
azetidin-2-ones via Staudinger reaction between α-bromo vinylketenes and an imine. The α-
bromo vinylketenes 1a and 1b were prepared in situ starting from α-bromo hexenoyl chloride 
and α-bromo crotonyl chloride respectively in the presence of triethylamine. 
The cycloaddition reaction of α-bromo vinylketenes 1a-b with imines 2a-e afforded, as major 
products, the cis β-lactams 3a-e and 6a but, unexpectedly, the formation of the six membered 
5,6-dihydropyridin-2-ones 5a-e and 8a could not be avoided, even under a variety of 
experimental conditions (Scheme 10.1). 
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Scheme 10.2 Reaction of 1a and 1b with imines 2a-d. 
 
The reaction of vinylketenes with imines, that affords 3-alkenyl-azetidin-2-ones, was reported 
in the past by Bose and Manhas,311-314 but no traces of the six membered lactams was 
observed by the authors. This result prompted us to investigate the effect of the halogen on the 
reactivity of the intermediate ketene.  
The cycloaddition reaction was performed on 1a and 1b with the imines derived from 
benzaldehyde and benzylamine (2a), p-methoxy-benzylamine (2b), allylamine (2c), β-alanine 
ethyl ester (2d) and (S)-1-phenylethylamine (2e). 
The α-bromo vinylketene 1a and the imine 2a were reacted under several different conditions 
in order to increase yield and selectivity in the formation of 3-Br-3-alkenyl-β-lactam. The 
detailed investigation of the reaction conditions showed that the best results in 
diastereoselectivity could be obtained in CH2Cl2 at reflux by adding the proper acyl chloride 
to a hot solution of imine 2a and TEA. Following this procedure, the β-lactams 3a-d and 4a-d 
and 6a-7a were obtained in good yield and high selectivity in favour of the cis isomer, 
accompanied by a significant amount of 5a-d ans 8a (Table 10.1). Product distributions were 
determined by 1H NMR integration of distinctive key signals and by quantitation of the 
individual isomers obtained after chromatographic separation on silica gel, eluting with 
benzene. 
 
Table 10.1 Reaction of Vinylketenes 1a-b with imines 2b-d. 
Entry Ketene Imine 3 + 4 (%)a 3/4 (%) 5 (%)a 
1 1a 2a 57 95 : 5 22 
1 1a 2b 60 80 : 20 27 
2 1a 2c 50 80 : 20 23 
3 1a 2d 55 93 : 7 14 
4 1b 2a 30 90 : 10 15 
a) Reported yields refer to isolated products. A small amount of amide was observed in all the reactions. 
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Compounds 3b-d and 4b-d were obtained with exclusive E configuration of the double bond 
in the side chain, as shown by the coupling constant (J = 15.6 Hz). The cis configuration of 3 
was established by NOE experiments using DPFGSE pulse sequence. 
The isomer 3 exihibited a strong NOE between H4 and the protons of the double bond on C3, 
thus suggesting a cis relationship between these two moieties. The same experiment 
performed on the minor isomer 4 did not afford any NOE effect, thus suggesting a trans 
geometry between H4 and the alkenyl group. 
The Staudinger reaction carried out with α-bromo vinylketenes 1a-b and the imine 2e, 
obtained starting from benzaldehyde and (S)-1-phenylethylamine, gave the β-lactams in 
enantiomerically pure form (Scheme 10.3). Although four stereoisomers could possibly arise 
from this reaction, complete cis diastereoselectivity was observed and mixtures of cis β-
lactams, together with a significative amount δ-lactams, were isolated both from the reaction 
of 1a and 1b. 
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Scheme 10.3 Reaction of 1a and 1b with imine 2e. 
 
The mixtures were easily separated by flash chromatography on silica gel eluting with 
cyclohexane/diethyl ether. The major isomer 3e was isolated as a gum, while the minor 
isomer 4e is a solid that was crystallized from methanol. The DPFGSE-NOE experiments, 
performed on 3e and 4e, indicated for both compounds a 3,4-cis configuration, since a strong 
NOE effect was recorded between H4 and the double bond protons. 
The E configuration of the side chain was determined from the double bond coupling constant 
(J = 15.4 Hz). Furthermore, the (1S',3S,4R) absolute configuration of 4e was established by 
X-ray diffraction (see Figure 1.1). On the basis of these considerations, the assignment of the 
(1S', 3R,4S) absolute configuration to 3e could be made. The comparison of the 1H NMR data 
for 3e and 4e and the data for 6e and 7e, allowed us to find regularities when considering H1' 
and CH3' of the phenylethyl moiety. The signal of H1', indeed, occurs at 5.10 ppm and 5.09 
ppm for (1S', 3R,4S)-3e and for 6e respectively, while it is observed at 4.33 ppm and 4.35 
ppm for (1S', 3S,4R)-4e and for 7e respectively. In a similar way, the signal of CH3', occurs at 
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1.50 ppm and 1.52 ppm for (1S', 3R,4S)-3e and for 6e respectively, and at 1.95 ppm both for  
(1S',3S,4R)-4e and 7e. 
On the basis of these observations, we attributed the (1S',3R,4S) configuration to 6e and the 
(1S',3S,4R) configuration to 7e. 
 
Figure 10.1 ORTEP diagram of 4e. 
 
10.2.2 Reaction of γ,γ-disubstituted-α-bromo vinylketenes with imines 
Performing a modulation of the substituents of α-bromo vinylketenes, we discovered that 
their diene-behaviour could be enhanced with the introduction of a branch in β position. 
Actually, exclusively the [4+2] pathway is followed in the reactions of 1c-d with imines 2a-d, 
and the dihydropyridinones 9a-e could be obtained in high yields, as previously reported.299 
Indeed, α-bromo vinylketene 1d is prepared with excellent regioselectivity treating 2-bromo-
3-methyl-2-hexenoyl chloride with 2 eq. of TEA, despite the possibility of deprotonation of 
the methylene group to give an isomeric vinylketene.315 
No trace of the β-lactam was detected in the HPLC analysis and in the 1H NMR spectra of the 
crude reaction (Scheme 10.4, Table 10.2). 
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Scheme 10.4 Reaction of γ,γ-disubstituted-α-bromo vinylketenes 1c-d with imines 2a-d. 
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 The detailed investigation of the reaction conditions showed that the best results could be 
obtained when 1 and 2 were refluxed in CH2Cl2. Under these reaction conditions, 9a-e were 
obtained in excellent yields (92-96%). Only the cycloaddition of 1c and β-alanine derivative 
2d gave a lower yield, 9d being isolated in 64% yield (Table 10.2, entry 4). 
 
Table 10.2 Formation of 3-bromo-4-alkyl-5,6-dihydropyridin-2-one 3 via ketene-imine cyclisation. 
Entry[a] Ketene Imine Product Yield (%)[b] 
1 1c 2a  9a 98 
2 1c 2b  9b 92 
3 1c 2c  9c 96 
4 1c 2d  9d 64 
5 1d 2e  9e 55 
[a]Reactions were performed in CH2Cl2.  
[b]Yields correspond to the compounds purified by flash chromatography on silica gel. 
 
Good yields and moderate diastereoselectivities were observed in the reactions of 1c and 1d 
with the chiral imine 2e (98% yield and 62/38 d.r. for the reaction of 1c, 55% yield and 68/32 
d.r. for 1d). The dihydropyridinones 10/11 and 12/13 were easily separated and fully 
characterised by NMR spectroscopy and LC-MS analysis. The (6R) absolute configuration of 
the newly created stereogenic centre in 12 was established by X-ray diffraction299 , and the 
complete regularity of the 1H NMR chemical shifts allowed us to confidently assign the 
stereochemistry to the other compounds of the class. 
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Scheme 10.5 Reaction of 1c and 1d with the chiral Schiff base 2e. 
 
10.2.3 Reaction of α-bromo vinylketenes with ketimines 
The results reported above suggest that linear α-bromo vinylketenes 1a and 1b react with 
imines preferentially giving β-lactams, while γ,γ-disubstituted-α-bromo vinylketenes 1c and 
1d afford exclusively six membered rings. In order to complete our investigation, we studied 
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the influence of the imine substitution on the reactivity, treating α-bromo vinylketenes 1a-c 
with the ketimines 2d and 2f, derived from benzophenone (Scheme 10.6). 
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Scheme 10.6 Reaction of α-bromo vinylketenes with ketimines 2d and 2f. 
 
The experimental results demonstrate that the substitution of the imine hydrogen with a 
phenyl group dramatically suppressed the strong preference of 1c for [4+2] reaction, 
selectively leading to 3-bromo-3-alkenyl-azetidin-2-ones (Table 10.3). 
 
Table 10.3 Formation of 3-bromo-3-alkenyl-azetidin-2-ones via ketene-ketimine cyclisation. 
Entry[a] Ketene Imine Product Yield (%)[b] 
1 1a 2f  14f 97 
2 1a 2d 14d 84 
3 1b 2f  15f 93 
4 1b 2d  15d 90 
5 1c 2f  16f 80 
6 1c 2d 16d 87 
[a]Reactions were performed in CH2Cl2. [b]Yields correspond to the compounds purified by flash chromatography 
on silica gel. 
 
Therefore, in the cycloadditions between α-bromo vinylketenes and imines, variations of the  
substituents can be exploited to drive the reaction toward the [2+2] or the [4+2] path, in order 
to selectively obtain β-lactams or δ-lactams.  
10.3 Computational Section 
10.3.1 Choice of the model system and description of the computational 
method 
To provide a rationale for the observed periselectivity, geometry optimisations of selected 
molecules in the presence of the solvent have been carried out. All computations have been 
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performed at the DFT/B3LYP/DZVP75,151,223 level, using Gaussian 03 package316; the solvent 
(dichloromethane) has been simulated by means of SCRF-CPCM145,152,317,318 method. To 
validate this choice, the same level of calculation was used to study the addition of an 
unsubstituted imine to an unsubstituted ketene, in order to compare our results to those 
obtained by Venturini at CASSCF-CASPT2 level.271 The results obtained with the DFT 
method in gas phase are comparable to the CASSCF ones, both in terms of energy and 
geometry (results not reported here). Besides, the inclusion of the solvent (dichloromethane) 
effects via the SCRF method gave a quantitatively different pathway, according to 
Venturini.271 The solvent helps stabilizing the structures with a charge separation (see Scheme 
10.7), and the transition state TS_Cis_Trans connecting the minima M_Cis and M_Trans (and 
thus Cis and Trans pathways) could be easily located. Moreover, no influence of unpaired 
spin states have been found; single point calculation on all the found critical points, with both 
restricted and unrestricted methods (B3LYP and UB3LYP), have proved to give identical 
results and stable wavefunctions. For these reasons, a restricted DFT formulation was 
employed. The use of the hybrid B3LYP functional accounts for correlation effects with a 
lower computational demand with respect to CASSCF-CASPT2 or MP2 approaches. 
Furthermore, the inclusion of the solvent is of paramount importance to correctly reproduce 
the Potential Energy Surface (TS) related to the reactions under examination, due to the 
presence of critical points with consistent charge separation. 
The geometries were optimised using redundant internal coordinates208 and the nature of all 
the found critical points has been ascertained by means of frequency calculations, to check the 
presence of the correct number of negative eigenvalues. All optimisations were carried out in 
the presence of the solvent (see above) and the reported energy values include all the 
contribution due to solvent (both electrostatic and not). 
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Scheme 10.7 Pathways for the reaction of ketene and imine. 
 
In order to decrease computational time, calculations have been carried out on simplified 
models of molecules, confidently assuming that these approximations do not affect the ability 
to reproduce experimental results (Scheme 10.8). The vinylketenes have been approximated 
with 1A (α-bromo-substituted), 1C (both α-bromo-β-methyl-substituted) and 1E 
(unsubstituted). Two molecules have been used to describe imines and ketimines (2A and 2F, 
respectively). The nature of N-substituent has been considered irrelevant since experimentally 
it does not affect the reactions’ outcome, therefore, it has been approximated with an H atom 
in all the calculations. 
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Scheme 10.8 Model system used in the computational study. 
 
10.4 Results and discussion 
The [2+2] reaction between a ketene and an imine leading to β-lactams is unanimously 
considered a stepwise process; the first step is the nucleophilic attack of the imine nitrogen to 
the sp-carbon of the ketene, leading to a zwitterionic intermediate, that then undergo a 
conrotatory electrocyclic ring-closure to give the final product. Theoretical studies have 
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provided an insight into the origins of the stereoselectivity,274,276,279 which is without question 
the most intriguing problem; in particular, a detailed study recently reported by Xu and co-
workers269 clarified the role of the substituents in driving the stereoselectivity.  
The conformations of the vinylketenes have been computationally studied;285,286 the 
equilibrium from s-E-conformation to s-Z-conformation is of particular interest since it may 
be crucial for the discrimination between the [2+2] and the [4+2] pathway. The s-E-
conformation is more stable than s-Z-conformation for all the vinylketenes (Table 10.4); 
however, the energies of the conformational TS are markedly lower for 1A and 1C than for 
1E, thus suggesting a role of the bromo substituent in the stabilisation of the unfavoured 
conformation. On the basis of these results it is clear that all the examined ketenes adopt a s-
E-conformation at the equilibrium, but in RT conditions the rotation around the single bond is 
possible and is faster for 1C. 
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Table 10.4 Energies of the conformational equilibrium of the ketenes. 
molecule E (kcal mol-1)a Dihedral angle φ(°) 
1A s-Z 3,09 0 
1A_TS 5,81 108 
1A s-E 0,00 180 
1C s-Z 2,09 -43,39 
1C_TS 5,07 -112,39 
1C s-E 0,00 180 
1E s-Z 2,18 0 
1E_TS 7,01 98,24 
1E s-E 0,00 180 
The energies are referred to the s-E conformer 
 
The possibility of an isomerisation from an (E) imine to a (Z) imine has been taken into 
account,269 and finally the model imine 2A was considered to be in the E configuration on the 
basis of both experimental and computational evidences. Our data suggest a barrier of about 
30 kcal mol-1 for the E/Z isomerisation of 2A.  
As previously reported in the literature271,277, there are different approaches leading to β-
lactams: two endo approaches, called cis_endo and trans_endo, and two exo approaches, 
called cis_exo and trans_exo (Scheme 10.9). In the following discussion, the endo suffix will 
be used for the imine approach on the vinyl group side of the ketene, while the exo suffix will 
be used for the imine approach on the R5 group side of the ketene. As showed before the cis 
and trans approaches in both exo and endo pathways are connected by a rotational transition 
state between the minima M_trans and M_cis. 
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Scheme 10.9 General scheme for the [2+2] pathways. 
 
The energy of the critical points found on the PES for the [2+2] reaction between ketenes 1A, 
1C and 1E and imine 2A and ketimine 2F are reported in table 5. In the four fully examined 
pathways (1E+2A endo/exo and 1A+2A endo/exo), the rate determining step coincides with 
the electrocyclic ring closure of the M_cis minimum to give the β-lactam. The comparison of 
the barriers associated to TS1 in the endo and exo approaches (TS1_endo and TS1_exo) 
accounts for the preference of the system to give different β-lactam’s diastereoisomers. A 
qualitative relation was observed between the ΔETS1(exo-endo) values (Table 5) and the 
corresponding experimental ratio of products. In the case of the vinylketene 1E (R3=H) the 
greatest barrier (see Table 10.5 and Figure 10.2) is associated to the endo approach 
(TS1_endo = 15.75 kcal mol-1), while the rate determining step of the exo approach was found 
to be 5.60 kcal mol-1 lower in energy (TS1_exo = 10.16 kcal mol-1). This result is in good 
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agreement with the observed experimental data313, since exo approach leads to cis β−lactams. 
The opposite behaviour was observed in the reaction between α-bromo vinylketene 1A and 
aldimine 2A, since the [2+2] endo pathway, leading to the (Br-Ph)-cis β-lactam, is favoured 
over the exo of 4.46 kcal mol-1 (see Table 10.5 and experimental products ratio in Table 10.1). 
On the basis of the reported results, the analysis of the [2+2] pathway preference was 
extended to other reacting couples (1C+2A, 1E+2F, 1A+2F, 1C+2F), performing the 
calculations only on the most relevant critical point (TS1), confidently assuming the 
qualitative similarity of all the PES under examination. 
 
Table 10.5 Energetics of the [2+2] pathways. 
 1E+2A 1A+2A 1C+2A 1E+2F 1A+2F 1C+2F 
 
Energy 
(kcal mol-1)a 
Energy 
(kcal mol-1)b 
Energy 
(kcal mol-1)b 
Energy 
(kcal mol-1)a 
Energy 
(kcal mol-1)b 
Energy 
(kcal mol-1)b 
TS_trans_endo ##c ##c     
M_trans_endo -6.05 -12.62     
TS_rot_endo -4.05 -11.13     
TS_cis_endo 3.95 2.01     
M_cis_endo -4.19 -11.26     
TS1_endo 15.75 6.72 10.83 11.01 2.95 9.56 
Products_endo -28.05 -29.72     
TS_trans_exo 3.26 3.95     
M_trans_exo -9.64 -13.21     
TS_Rot_exo -4.94 -10.94     
TS_cis_exo ##c ##c     
M_cis_exo -5.40 -10.61     
TS1_exo 10.16 11.18 13.80 5.45 6.10 8.11 
Products_exo -26.89 -29.86     
ΔETS1(exo-endo) -5.60 +4.46 +2.97 -5.57 3.14 -1.45 
a) Energies are referred to the sum of the energies of the reactants (1E and 2A) 
b) Energies are referred to the sum of the energies of the reactants (1A and 2A) 
c) The geometry obtained after the optimization was found to be a saddle of order higher than 1 ad so was 
considered irrelevant for a chemical point of view. 
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Figure 10.2 1E + 2A [2+2] reaction profile. 
 
Figure 10.3 1A + 2A [2+2] reaction’s profile. 
 
We examined the isomerisation of the zwitterionic intermediates (see Scheme 10.9) from the 
more stable (E) imine geometry to the (Z); this pathway, if active, would connect the endo 
and exo pathways and result in an opposite diasteroselectivity. Even if some authors reported 
the occurrence of this mechanism in the case of benzaldehyde imines319, no connection in 
between endo and exo pathways was found, since the location of the Transition States 
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connecting M_cis_endo and M_cis_exo (TS_isom_cis) or M_trans_endo and M_trans_exo 
(TS_isom_trans) failed. Thus, we excluded the possibility of this isomerisation process in the 
case under examination. 
To understand the peculiar diene-behaviour of α-bromo vinylketenes in depth, [4+2] 
pathways have been afterwards studied. First, on the basis of computational evidences, we 
excluded that the zwitterionic intermediates (M_cis_endo and M_cis_exo) of [2+2] pathway 
could give the six-membered product by way of rotation of vinyl group and subsequent ring-
closure. In fact the Minima and the Transition States related to this mechanism were found in 
none of the examined PES. Instead, an independent two-step mechanism starting from the s-
Z-vinylketene has been discovered in [4+2] cycloaddition; indeed, the capability of bromo 
substituent to stabilise s-Z-conformation of α-bromo vinylketenes enable a new reaction’s 
pathway (Scheme 10.10). 
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Scheme 10.10 General scheme for the [4+2] pathway. 
 
Table 10.6 Energetics of the [4+2] patways. 
 1E+2A 1A+2A 1C+2A 1C+2F 
Reactants 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TS_rot_ketene 7.01 5.81 5.07 5.07 
M0 2.18 3.09 2.09 2.09 
TS1 10.63 8.26 7.27 8.68 
M1 -1.30 -8.08 -8.11 -2.95 
TS2 7.66 2.20 2.78 3.43 
M2 -49.68 -53.93 -54.80 -46.76 
TS3 -48.05 -52.02 -52.93 -43.43 
M3 -51.51 -55.78 -56.72 -47.76 
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Figure 10.4 Geometries for [4+2] pathway (1E+2A) 
 
The nucleophilic attack of the imine nitrogen to the sp-carbon of the α-bromo vinylketene in 
the s-Z-conformation is the first step of the reaction and it is also associated with the highest 
barrier (TS1);285 the ring closure that follows from M1, affords through the transition state 
TS2 the final six-membered product (M2) with the phenyl group in axial position (M3); a low 
barrier isomerisation (TS3) gives the stable conformer with the phenyl group in equatorial 
position. A “ball & stick” representation of the [4+2] pathway for the 1A+2A reaction is 
reported in Figure 4. In Figures 5-8, the energy diagrams for the [4+2] reaction of 2A with 
1E, 1A and 1C are reported, compared with the highest barriers of the competitive [2+2] 
pathways. It is worthwhile to note that the diasteroselectivity predicted by the proposed [4+2] 
mechanism is consistent with the observed stereochemistry as previously reported.299  
In the cycloaddition between 1E and 2A, the energies of [4+2] TS1 and [2+2] TS1_exo are 
similar; the exclusive formation of the β-lactam may be ascribed to the more favoured attack 
of the imine (TS_trans_exo = 3.26 kcal mol-1) on the s-E-vinylketene upon its isomerisation 
to give the s-Z-vinylketene (TS_rot_ketene = 7.01 kcal mol-1). In the reaction between 1A and 
2A, the computed barriers for [2+2] (TS1_exo = 11.18 kcal mol-1and TS1_endo = 6.72 kcal 
mol-1) and [4+2] (TS1 = 8.26 kcal mol-1) pathways are comparable; the experimental products 
ratio (Table 10.1) is in good qualitative agreement with the order of magnitude of the 
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corresponding rate-determining barriers. Concerning the cycloaddition of 1C with 2A, the 
preference for the [4+2] product is fully explained by the difference between TS1 (7.27 kcal 
mol-1) and the higher barriers TS1_exo (13.80 kcal mol-1) and TS1_endo (10.83 kcal mol-1).  
Generally, the [4+2] pathway can be followed only by those vinylketenes that can easily 
populate the s-Z-conformation and it is unapproachable for other vinylketenes; in this sense, 
the unusual behaviour of the α-bromo vinylketenes in respect to unsubstituted vinylketenes 
may be rationalised.  
However, when ketimine 2F (R4=Ph, Scheme 10.8) is involved, TS1 energy increases (8.68 
kcal mol-1) and the [4+2] pathway becomes therefore unfavoured compared to [2+2] pathway 
(TS1_exo = 8.11 kcal mol-1 and TS1_endo = 9.56 kcal mol-1, Table 10.5), as represented in 
Figure 10.7. 
 
Figure 10.5 1E+2A [4+2] reaction profile. 
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Figure 10.6 1A+2A [4+2] reaction profile. 
 
Figure 10.7 1C+2A [4+2] reaction profile. 
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Figure 10.8 1C+2F [4+2] reaction profile. 
 
10.5 Conclusions 
In summary, we have documented the unprecedented behaviour of α-bromo vinylketenes in 
cycloadditions with imines; the singularity of this class of vinylketenes relies on the fact that 
they can act as dienophiles in [2+2] reactions, but they can also display an unusual diene 
reactivity in [4+2] reactions. Thus, α-bromo vinylketenes are versatile building blocks in the 
synthesis of highly functionalised heterocycles, since α-bromo substituted 3-alkenyl-azetidin-
2-ones and 4-alkyl-5,6-diyhdropyridin-2-ones can be easily obtained from [2+2] and [4+2] 
cycloadditions with imines respectively. Interestingly, the reactivity of α-bromo vinylketenes 
can be modulated via a fine tuning of the substituents; the introduction of a methyl group in β-
position, for example, completely suppress the dienophile reactivity and allow to obtain the 
[4+2] cycloaddition products exclusively. To switch again to the [2+2] cycloaddition, it is 
enough to employ a more hindered ketimine instead of an imine: both β-methyl substituted 
and unsubstituted α-bromo vinylketenes give azetidinones when reacted with ketimines.  
The theoretical investigation carried out in the present thesis in order to rationalise these 
observations has provided interesting computational results that are in good qualitative 
agreement with the experimental ones.  
Two pathways have been considered for the [2+2] reaction with an imine i.e. the endo and the 
exo paths. The former (endo) was found to be favoured for α-bromo vinylketenes, while the 
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latter (exo) was preferred in the case of unsubstituted vinylketenes. The bromo substituent is 
crucial for the discrimination between [2+2] and [4+2] mechanisms, since [4+2] cycloaddition 
occurs starting from a vinylketene in the s-Z-conformation. For the unsubstituted vinylketene, 
the barrier from the s-E-conformation to the s-Z-conformation is too high and, therefore, the 
favourite pathways are the [2+2] ones. For α-bromo vinylketenes, and especially for the β-
methyl substituted compounds, this barrier can be overcame. In this way the [4+2] pathway 
becomes accessible and, in the latter case, preferred. In the reactions involving ketimines, the 
presence of another phenyl group especially affects the formation of the zwitterionic 
intermediate in the [4+2] pathway, in such a way that the [2+2] pathways become favoured 
with all α-bromo vinylketenes. 
 
NOTE: 
The experimental section was carried out by the group of Professor G. Cardillo; Professor A. 
Bottoni must be acknowledged for the supervision of the computational section. The 
collaboration was mainly encouraged by the work of Dr. F. Benfatti. 
In this section was fully reported the experimental details of the project because the data, not 
been jet published, are of fundamental importance to understand the computational 
experiments and the obtained results. 
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11 New Computational Evidence for the Catalytic 
Mechanism of Carbonic Anhydrase 
 
 
 
11.1 Introduction 
Human carbonic anhydrase II (HCA II) is a zinc-based metalloenzyme that catalyzes the 
reversible hydration of CO2 to bicarbonate. This enzyme is a single polipeptide chain of 260 
aminoacids that catalyzes the reaction with rates up to 107 times higher than in the 
uncatalyzed case.320-322 Thus the reaction has the features of diffusion-controlled processes. 
As shown by X-ray diffraction,323-326 the active site is formed by a zinc cation Zn(+2) in a 
tetrahedral coordination geometry. The metal is bound to three rigid imidazole groups 
belonging to three histidine residues (His94, His96 and His119) and a water molecule. One 
region of the active site (the so-called hydrophilic pocket) contains several water molecules 
and the His64 residue. This residue is thought to behave as an intra-molecular proton acceptor 
in the transfer of a proton from the zinc-bound water to an external buffer. Another region 
(hydrophobic pocket) is characterized by the presence of binding sites involved in the CO2 
transport and the so-called “deep water”. In the approaching process to the zinc ion, CO2 
probably displaces this water molecule, which is about 3.2 Å away from the metal. 
The almost universally accepted mechanism of HCAII (see Scheme 11.2) is based on a large 
number of experimental320-333 and theoretical191,334-350 investigations carried out during the last 
three decades. It consists of three main steps. The first step involves the proton release from 
the Zn-bound water to form a Zn-bound hydroxide (see step 1 of Scheme 11.1 where E 
indicates the enzyme). In the second step the zinc-bound hydroxide undergoes a nucleophilic 
attack on the CO2 carbon to form bicarbonate (see step 2 of Scheme 11.1). In step 3 an 
external water molecule replaces the zinc-bound bicarbonate, which is expelled from the 
metal coordination sphere (see step 3 of Scheme 11.1) and closes the catalytic cycle. 
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Scheme 11.1 The fundamental equations of the HCA II enzyme. 
 
Thoms proposed a different mechanism, which is schematically represented in Scheme 
11.2.333 This author, on the basis of the crystallographic structure of the hydrogen-bond 
network within the catalytic site, suggested that the zinc-bound water and not the zinc-bound 
hydroxide, carries the nucleophilic attack on CO2. Within this mechanism the formation of a 
low-barrier hydrogen-bond network (LBHB) involving CO2, would enhance the electrophilic 
character of the carbon dioxide and lower the energy of the transition state for the C-O bond 
formation. A partial activation of the zinc-bound water (increase of its nucleophilic character) 
should be determined during the nucleophilic attack by a simultaneous transfer of a proton 
from this water molecule to another water of the network, as indicated in Scheme 11.2.  
Recently, we carried out a theoretical DFT investigation on the second and third step of the 
carbonic anhydrase catalytic cycle reported in Scheme 11.2.191 We used a model-system 
including the Glu106 and Thr199 residues, the “deep water” molecule and a Zn(+2) cation 
coordinated to an hydroxide ion and three imidazole rings. We found that the nucleophilic 
attack of the zinc-bound hydroxide on CO2 has a negligible barrier, suggesting that this step 
cannot be the rate-determining step of the process. Also, we examined the mechanism of the 
internal rearrangement of the zinc-bicarbonate complex (see Scheme 11.3). We found that the 
direct intra-molecular proton transfer from the zinc-bound oxygen to another oxygen of the 
bicarbonate moiety (Lipscomb mechanism) can effectively compete with a rotational 
mechanism (Lindskog mechanism). 
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Scheme 11.2 Thoms model. 
 
These transformations lead to identical permutational isomers. We demonstrated that the 
proton transfer is a two-step process, which is assisted by a complex network of hydrogen 
bonds involving Glu106 and Thr199 where the threonine residue acts as a proton shuttle. In 
the absence of Glu106 the barrier for the proton transfer significantly increases and the 
rotational (Lindskog) mechanism becomes definitely favored. In that paper we also 
considered the attack of the water on the zinc-bicarbonate complex (step 3) leading to a penta-
coordinate intermediate, but we did not investigate in details the mechanism of the 
bicarbonate expulsion. 
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Scheme 11.3 Rearrangement of the product. 
 
Our results, indicating a very low barrier for the nucleophilic attack, were in contrast with 
those obtained by Anders and co-workers who found a barrier of 5.7 kcal mol-1 at the B3LYP 
level using a smaller model-system (formed by the [(NH3)3Zn(OH)]+ complex reacting with 
CO2) but a more accurate basis set.349 On the other hand the investigation carried out by these 
authors on the internal bicarbonate rearrangement were in rather good agreement with our 
model. Their results pointed to the Lindskog-type mechanism (internal rotation) as the most 
favoured path and not to a direct proton shift, characterized by a significantly higher 
activation energy (about 28 kcal mol-1). Interestingly, this value is rather close to the proton 
transfer activation barrier that we found in the absence of the Glu106 residue (32 kcal mol-1). 
We must also outline that the results of our first study191 on HCA are not in contrast with 
other investigations, based on solvent isotope effects, which suggest that the rate-determining 
step of the reaction could be the enzyme activation, i.e. the proton transfer from the zinc-
bound water to a proton acceptor (the imidazole ring of the His64 residue) contained in the 
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active site.321,336,350 The energetics of this proton transfer was accurately examined in a recent 
paper by Cui and Karplus.350 They considered different model-systems involving two, three 
and four water molecules acting as carriers. They demonstrated that the proton transfer 
process is fully concerted with two water molecules and becomes partially concerted and 
stepwise with three and four water molecules, respectively. Also, the barrier height increases 
as the number of water molecules increases (a value of 0.6, 3.6 and about 6 kcal mol-1 was 
calculated for the three different models, respectively). These authors pointed out that a model 
based on three or four water molecules, provides results that are consistent with the 
experimental kinetic observations. 
In the present paper we again investigate the HCA mechanism using a model-system based on 
Thoms’ hypothesis. This has been obtained by adding to our first model191 the three water 
molecules involved in the low-barrier hydrogen-bond network evidenced in Thoms’ theory. In 
particular we examine here again (i) the nucleophilic attack using as a nucleophile either a 
zinc-bound water (as suggested by Thoms) or a zinc-bound hydroxide (the usual active form 
of the enzyme), (ii) the internal bicarbonate arrangement and (iii) the final attack of a water 
molecule that should lead to the expulsion of the bicarbonate fragment from the metal 
coordination sphere. A detailed analysis of the effect of the hydrogen-bond network on the 
various reaction steps is given. 
11.2 Computational details and choice of the model. 
The model-system used here (see Figure 11.1) has been assembled using the crystallographic 
structure available in literature.326 This model includes: (i) a Zn(+2) cation bonded to a HO(-) 
group (or, alternatively, a water molecule) and three imidazole rings belonging to the three 
histidine residues His94, His96 and His119; (ii) the Glu106 residue; (iii) the Thr199 residue; 
(iv) the four water molecules W318, W338, W359 and W386; (v) a CO2 molecule. To reduce 
the size of the model an acetate fragment has been used to emulate the Glu106 residue. Also, 
we have replaced the threonine with a serine and we have cut the protein backbone along the 
bonds adjacent to the carbonyl groups. 
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Figure 11.1 A schematic representation of the model-system used in this paper (bond lengths in ångstroms). The 
reported structure corresponds to that of the preliminary complex m0 (absolute energy = -3694.03761 a.u.). The 
asterisks indicate the atoms (in addition to those of the imidazole rings) that have been kept frozen during the 
geometry optimization). 
 
As already described in ref. 32, to emulate the partially constraining effect of the protein 
environment, during the geometry optimization procedure we have not optimized the 
positions of the atoms not directly involved in the reaction or in hydrogen bond formation. 
This approach, where a number of appropriately chosen atoms have been anchored to their 
crystallographic coordinates, preserves the geometry of the active-site cavity. The “frozen” 
atoms include the three imidazole rings and all the atoms marked by an asterisk in Figure 
11.1. For the serine (threonine) residue we have not locked the whole CH2-OH fragment. In 
this way the OH group should approximately have the same freedom it has in the real enzyme 
to adjust its position and form effective hydrogen bonds with the neighboring groups. 
All the reported DFT computations have been carried out with the Gaussian 03 series of 
programs33 using the B3LYP151 functional and the DZVP basis set.223 The B3LYP functional 
has been demonstrated to provide reliable description of systems including transition metals 
and involving hydrogen bond interactions.73,75,191,351,352  The DZVP basis is a Local Spin 
Density (LSD)-optimized basis set of double-zeta quality that includes polarization functions 
and is suitable to describe weak hydrogen interactions such as those occurring in the system 
investigated in this paper. The transition vector of the various transition states has been 
analyzed by means of frequency computations. 
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The effect of the whole protein environment has been evaluated with the solvent continuous 
model approach COSMO353 as implemented in the Turbomole package.132 The dielectric 
constant of nitromethane (ε =38.2) was used. This value should take into account the 
simultaneous presence of hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups around the active site. A value 
of about 40 was suggested elsewhere to describe the effect of charge-charge interactions in 
proteins.354 Several paper available in literature report the results of the COSMO method in 
the calculations on enzymatic models and systems involving hydrogen bonds and proton 
transfers [32, 43-46].32,43-46 
11.3 Results and discussion  
In this section we examine in detail the singlet potential energy surface that describes the 
catalytic cycle of HCA. We consider either the case of a zinc-bound hydroxide or that of a 
zinc-bound water (Thoms’ hypothesis) attacking CO2. The corresponding energy profile is 
reported in Figure 11.2, while the structures of the various critical points are represented in 
Figure 11.1and in Figure 11.3 to Figure 11.9. 
 
Figure 11.2 Energy profile obtained for the HCA catalytic process. 
 
11.3.1 The starting complex, the nucleophilic attack and the origin of the 
barrier 
The preliminary complex m0 is depicted In Figure 11.1. This provides a schematic 
representation of the active site with the CO2 molecule still far away from the reactive center. 
A chain of hydrogen bonds involves the four water molecules W318, W338, W359 and 
W386, the zinc-bound hydroxide and the Thr199 residue. All these molecules and groups are 
arranged in a ring-like structure that shields the zinc-bound hydroxide with respect to the 
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approaching carbon dioxide CO2. Only a weak hydrogen interaction (O9…H) between CO2 and 
W386 can be recognized (O9…H(O5) distance = 2.585 Å). An additional hydrogen bond 
involves the oxygen atom O7 of the Glu106 residue and the threonine hydroxide (O7…H (O6) 
distance = 1.590 Å). 
A transition state ts1 connects m0 to a new complex m1 (almost degenerate to m0) where 
CO2 is still rather far from the zinc-bound hydroxide, but is now oriented in a suitable way for 
the nucleophilic attack (see Figure 11.3). To undertake the transformation m0 ? m1 a small 
barrier of 2.6 kcal mol-1 must be overcome. The new position of CO2 partially breaks the 
original ring-like structure and W338 is now far-away from W386, the O2…H(O5) distance 
being 4.123 Å. In this new structural arrangement it is possible to recognize a smaller ring-
like structure formed by the zinc-bound hydroxide and the three water molecules W318, 
W359 and W386. Rather strong hydrogen bonds characterize this circular frame around the 
hydroxide (O1…H(O3) = 1.702 Å, O3…H(O4) = 2.035 Å, O5…H(O4) = 1.998 Å, O1…H(O5) = 
1.670 Å). CO2 is partially bound to W386 and Thr199 by two weak hydrogen bonds involving 
the same oxygen atom O8: O5-H…O8 interaction (H…O8 distance = 2.496 Å) and N-H…O8 
interaction (H…O8 distance = 2.778 Å). 
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Figure 11.3 Schematic representation of the structure of the critical points ts1 and m1 (bond lengths are in 
ångstroms). The energy values (kcal mol-1) are relative to m0. Values in brackets have been obtained with the 
COSMO method. 
 
In the subsequent step (m1 ? ts2 ? m2) the zinc-bound hydroxide (nucleophile) attacks 
CO2. To move closer to the nucleophile the carbon dioxide molecule breaks the network of 
hydrogen bonds involving the three water molecules W318, W359 and W386 that “protect” 
 the hydroxide. In the transition state ts2 (see Figure 11.4) the O5…H(O4) interaction becomes 
significantly weaker (the O5…H distance changes from 1.998 in m1 to 2.337 Å in ts2) and the 
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O1…H(O5) hydrogen bond is destroyed by the approaching CO2. The new forming carbon-
oxygen bond O1-C(CO2) is 2.030 Å, but CO2 remains strongly anchored to W386 by the 
O8…H(O5) hydrogen interaction (O8…H distance = 2.005 Å). The shorter distance between the 
substrate and the hydroxide has the effect of bending the linear carbon dioxide molecule, the 
O8CO9 angle being now 155.7°. 
 
 
Figure 11.4 Schematic representation of the structure of the critical points ts2 and m2 (bond lengths are in 
ångstroms). The energy values (kcal mol-1) are relative to m0. Values in brackets have been obtained with the 
COSMO method 
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The energy required to break the wall of water molecules around the zinc-bound hydroxide is 
responsible for the activation barrier computed for ts2 (7.6 kcal mol-1) and explains why an 
almost negligible barrier (about 1 kcal mol-1) is found when the three water molecules W318, 
W359 and W386 are missed in the model-system. The new energy barrier value found here is 
in rather good agreement with that found by Anders and co-workers (5.7 kcal mol-1). 
The resulting complex m2 is 1.6 kcal mol-1 lower in energy than m1. The stabilization of m2 
is determined by the restoring of the hydrogen bond network after the nucleophilic attack. 
These hydrogen bonds form a new round structure now including the just formed bicarbonate 
fragment bonded to the metal. The HCO3(-) unit chelates the metal giving rise to a penta-
coordinated zinc complex which is rather similar to that already described in ref. 32 (the 
O1-Zn and O9-Zn distances are 2.180 and 2.151 Å, respectively). As already observed in our 
previous study, a strong hydrogen-bond anchors the bicarbonate to the Thr199 hydroxide 
fragment (O6…H(O1) distance = 1.413 Å). 
Furthermore, to verify the Thoms’ mechanistic hypothesis we have considered a model-
system with a water molecule bonded to the metal in the place of the hydroxide. We have 
recomputed the structure of the starting complex (m1’), which is depicted in Figure 11.5. m1’ 
is rather similar to m1. The four water molecules form again a ring-like structure involving 
CO2, which interacts with one water molecule (W386) and the N-H bond of the Thr199 
residue, as suggested in Thoms’ model. The major difference between m1 and m1’ is the 
distance between the CO2 carbon and the nucleophilic oxygen O1. In the former case this 
distance is 4.034 Å, while in m1’ it is much shorter i.e. 2.877 Å. We have investigated for 
m1’ the reaction channel for the nucleophilic attack. However, in spite of extensive search on 
the potential surface we could not find any transition state for the formation of the new O-C 
bond. We observed a rather rapid energy increase when the oxygen of the zinc-bound water 
was approaching the carbon dioxide. All attempts to locate this critical point drove the search 
algorithm back to the starting complex with the zinc-bound water far away from CO2. These 
results indicate that, even in the presence of the hydrogen-bond network, the electrophilic 
character of the CO2 carbon is not enhanced enough to make possible the nucleophilic attack 
by the metal-bound water. Also, no simultaneous activation of this water molecule via a 
partial proton transfer was observed. This evidence makes Thoms’ hypothesis quite unlikely. 
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Figure 11.5 Schematic representation of the structure of the critical point m1’ (bond lengths are in ångstroms). 
 
11.3.2 The rearrangement of the zinc-bicarbonate complex 
We have examined again the rearrangement mechanism of the zinc-bicarbonate complex in 
the presence of the three additional water molecules considered in the Thoms’ model. In spite 
of extensive search, we did not locate any transition state for the Lindskog mechanism 
(rotation around the Zn-O9 bond and simultaneous breaking of the Zn-O1 bond) and all our 
attempts to follow this pathway on the potential surface led to a strong energy increase. This 
finding can be easily understood if we take into account the network of hydrogen bonds that 
involve the four water molecules and the bicarbonate fragment. Inspection of the structural 
features of the m2 intermediate clearly shows that the rotation required by the Lindskog 
mechanism inevitably breaks this network and raises the energy. 
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Figure 11.6 Schematic representation of the structure of the critical points ts3 and m3 (bond lengths are in 
ångstroms). The energy values (kcal mol-1) are relative to m0. Values in brackets have been obtained with the 
COSMO method. 
 
The rearrangement can occur rather easily via a double proton transfer mechanism (Lipscomb 
mechanism). This is very similar to that already discussed in our previous work and requires 
two subsequent steps where the threonine residue behaves as a proton shuttle. In the first step 
(m2 ? ts3 ? m3) a proton is transferred from O1 (the original hydroxide oxygen) to O6 of 
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the Thr199 group. Simultaneously the threonine proton is transferred to the Glu106 residue. 
This transformation leaves the frame of hydrogen bonds roughly unchanged. More precisely, 
since during the transformation some hydrogen bonds become stronger, ts3 is stabilized and 
the corresponding barrier becomes negligible (for instance, on passing from m2 to ts3 the 
O1…H(O3) distance changes from 1.927 to 1.905 Å, O7…H(O6) from 1.395 to 1.337 Å and 
O6…H(O1) from 1.413 to 1.364 Å, see Figure 11.6). The second step (m3 ? ts4 ? m4) 
corresponds to a double proton transfer in the opposite direction: from Glu106 to Thr199 and 
from Thr199 to the bicarbonate fragment (ts4 and m4 are depicted in Figure 11.7). Since we 
have a simultaneous breaking of the Zn-O9 bond and a consequent reorientation of the 
bicarbonate, the proton is transferred to O8. Thus, the final effect of the m2 ? m4 
transformation is an internal proton transfer from O1 to O8. The barrier for this second proton 
transfer is 7.9 kcal mol-1, a value lower than that found in our previous investigation (12.3 
kcal mol-1) where we carried out single-point computations, with the same basis set used here, 
on structures optimized at a lower computational level. The difference can be due to the loss 
of geometric re-optimization in our previous calculations and to the presence of additional 
hydrogen bonds in the present model. Thus, these results show that the hypothesis of a 
Lindskog mechanism is highly unlikely (it is impossible to locate the corresponding pathway 
on the potential surface since the energy raises very rapidly) and the discussion concerning 
the competition between the two possible rearrangement mechanisms (Lindskog vs 
Lipscomb) is only an academic issue. 
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Figure 11.7 Schematic representation of the structure of the critical points ts4 and m4 (bond lengths are in 
ångstroms). The energy values (kcal mol-1) are relative to m0. Values in brackets have been obtained with the 
COSMO method. 
 
11.3.3 The attack of the water molecule and the formation of a penta-
coordinated zinc complex. 
It is interesting to note that the m4 intermediate is now a four-coordinated complex where one 
water molecule is correctly oriented to undergo a nucleophilic attack on the metal atom (the 
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distance between the zinc atom and the water oxygen O3 is 4.431 Å). All the attempts to 
locate the corresponding transition state (ts5) showed that the transition region is very flat 
indeed and the search algorithm led in all cases to the penta-coordinated intermediate m5 that 
results from the water attack (see Figure 11.8). Even if it has not been located, ts5 is indicated 
in the diagram of Figure 11.2and is approximately degenerate to m5. Thus, we again observe 
that the attack of the water on the metal does not cause the simultaneous expulsion of the 
bicarbonate fragment but the formation of a new intermediate where both the bicarbonate and 
the water are firmly bonded to the zinc atom (the two Zn-O1 and Zn-O3 bond lengths are 
2.030 and 2.298 Å, respectively). The complex m5 is 2.4 kcal mol-1 higher in energy than m4. 
This destabilization (in rather good agreement with the results of ref. 29) is probably due to 
the weakening of some hydrogen bonds on passing from m4 to m5 (for instance, O3…H-O4). 
Further investigation of the potential energy provides information very similar to that 
obtained in our first study. The expulsion is a rather complicated process as indicated by the 
subsequent transformation (m5 ? ts6 ? m6) characterized by a small barrier of 2.0 kcal mol-
1. In the resulting intermediate m6 (see Figure 11.9) the bicarbonate-zinc bond is weakened 
and the water-zinc bond is enforced. More interesting the bicarbonate hydroxide has changed 
orientation and points now in the opposite direction. As a consequence the O6…H(O8) 
hydrogen bond is broken, the bicarbonate fragment is less firmly bound to the Thr199 residue 
and it should be easier for this fragment to abandon the active site. Thus, the intermediate m6 
seems to prepare and organize the real expulsion of the bicarbonate fragment. Since the 
model-system is still rather small and other residues can play, in principle, an important role 
in the expulsion process (for instance Thr200 that can anchor the leaving bicarbonate), we did 
not further investigate the potential surface. Another possibility, which is worth to explore, is 
the formation of carbonic acid (see ref. 29) via a proton transfer from O3 to O9. This 
alternative reaction path would have the advantage of leading directly to the enzyme 
reactivation (formation of the nucleophilic zinc-bound hydroxide). Also, H2CO3 could leave 
the field of the Zn2+ cation without significant problems. 
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Figure 11.8 Schematic representation of the structure of the critical points m5 and ts6 (bond lengths are in 
ångstroms). The energy values (kcal mol-1) are relative to m0. Values in brackets have been obtained with the 
COSMO method. 
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Figure 11.9 Schematic representation of the structure of the critical point m6 (bond lengths are in ångstroms). 
The energy value (kcal mol-1) is relative to m0. Values in brackets have been obtained with the COSMO method. 
 
11.3.4 The effect of the protein environment.  
The values of the two largest activation energies (for ts1, ts2 and ts4) and the energy values 
of the m3 and m6 intermediates obtained in the presence of solvent effects are reported in 
brackets in Figure 1.1. Also, the energy corrected by solvents effects for all the critical points 
located on the surface are reported in square brackets in the figures. The barrier for the 
nucleophilic attack (m1 ? ts2) decreases (from 7.6 to 4.7 kcal mol-1) but this step remains the 
rate-determining step of the process. As a matter of fact the two transition states ts1 and ts2 
become almost degenerate (3.4 and 3.3 kcal mol-1 above the starting complex m0, 
respectively), which suggests that in the presence of the protein environment the reorientation 
of the CO2 molecule within the active site together with the nucleophilic attack on CO2, 
represent the real determining step of the reaction. Interestingly, even if the barrier for ts4 
remains almost the same (it changes from 7.9 to 8,1 kcal mol-1), the energy of m3 and m6 
become much lower. These two critical points are now 16.1 and 14.2 kcal mol-1 lower than 
m0, respectively. All these results (i.e. the lower barrier for the rate determining step and the 
larger exothermicity) indicate that the protein environment makes the reaction even faster. 
This finding is in agreement with the high reaction rate experimentally observed. 
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11.4 Conclusions 
In this paper some aspects of the catalytic mechanism of HCA have been again investigated 
using a model-system based on the mechanistic hypothesis proposed by Thoms.333 This 
model-system includes three additional water molecules with respect to that examined in ref. 
32. Following this scheme a zinc-bound water and not a zinc-bound hydroxide would carry 
out a nucleophilic attack on CO2. The most significant results can be summarized as follows: 
(i) Our computational evidence does not support Thoms’ hypothesis. We could not locate any 
transition state for the nucleophilic attack when we have considered as nucleophile a zinc-
bound water (as suggested by Thoms) in the place of a zinc-bound hydroxide. Our 
computations indicate that the presence of the hydrogen bond network is not enough either to 
enhance the electrophilic character of the CO2 carbon or the nucleophilic character of the 
metal-bound water. 
(ii) A transition state for the nucleophilic attack (with a barrier of 7.6 kcal mol-1) has been 
located when an activated water (zinc-bound hydroxide) was used as a nucleophile. This 
activation energy is much larger than that found in our previous study and is determined by 
the breaking of the hydrogen-bond network when the CO2 molecule approaches the reaction 
center. 
(iii) No ambiguity exists about the mechanism for the bicarbonate rearrangement. The rotation 
pathway (Lindskog mechanism) is too energy-demanding since it causes the breaking of the 
hydrogen-bond network around the bicarbonate. The only possible rearrangement mechanism 
is a proton transfer (Lipscomb) that occurs in two steps (each step corresponding to a double 
proton transfer) and involves Thr199 as a proton shuttle. This mechanism is almost identical 
to that described in ref. 32 in the absence of the three additional water molecules used here.  
(iv) The attack of the water on the metal in the zinc-bicarbonate complex does not cause the 
simultaneous expulsion of the bicarbonate fragment. On the contrary, we have observed the 
formation of a penta-coordinated zinc complex where both the bicarbonate and the water are 
firmly bonded to the metal. Further computations indicate that the expulsion of the 
bicarbonate is a rather complicated process where other residues that are missed in the present 
model, could play a key-role in stabilizing the leaving group. 
(v) The barrier for the nucleophilic attack is comparable to that computed by Karplus350 for 
the activation step of the zinc-bound water (a value between 3.6 and 6 kcal mol-1). The 
accuracy of the computational level used by Karplus (B3LYP/6-31G(d)) is similar to that 
employed in the present study. Thus, our results suggest that the nucleophilic attack could be 
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the rate-determining step of the catalytic cycle in agreement with the conclusions reached by 
Anders and co-workers. 
(vi) The reaction is exothermic by 8.4 kcal mol-1. This exothermicity value and the low barrier 
for the nucleophilic attack are consistent with the high reaction speed observed for this 
catalytic process. 
(vii) The effect of the protein environment (emulated by solvent continuous model 
computations) does not change the mechanistic scenario. However, the barrier for the rate-
determining step becomes lower and the reaction much more exothermic. This indicates an 
even faster reaction in agreement with the high reaction rate experimentally observed. 
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Conclusions 
A versatile approach for QM/MM computations (concerning geometry optimisations, 
frequency computations and molecular dynamics) has been illustrated. This method is 
characterized by a partitioning of the system in two or three layers, each corresponding to a 
different level of accuracy. The present QM/MM implementation represents a general hybrid 
approach with a modular structure that is able to integrate some commercially available 
specialized programs, thus increasing the flexibility/efficiency of QM, MM and QM/MM 
computations at the same time. The flexibility and reliability of this implementation has been 
supported by several test examples, which span over rather different areas of chemistry 
including either ground or excited state topics. In particular, organic, bio-organic, 
photobiological and super/supra-molecular applications have been presented and discussed. 
Moreover standard QM methods have been successfully employed in the study of organic 
reactions and to simulate the behaviour of two bimolecular systems, the HIV1-Pr and the 
HCA II enzymes. The performed accurate calculation helped to rationalize the experimental 
data and to investigate various mechanicistic hypothesis. 
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Appendices  
(1) Handling the charges in the “real” system 
A particular care is needed in redistributing charges if the boundary region cuts one or more 
covalent bonds. Specifically, MM computations need a topology file for the whole system (real) 
that contains the connectivity data and the atomic point charges assigned on the basis of the adopted 
force field. The sum of all the atomic charges gives the total charge of the real system (Qreal), which 
is necessarily a net charge and must be a constant value all through QM/MM calculations. Thus, 
before starting calculations, atomic point charges for the whole system atoms have to be assigned 
and their sum must be a net constant value; but while the charges for the atoms in the MM region 
will remain constant throughout the course of all QM/MM calculations (at least this is our case, 
since we don’t use a polarizable force field), charges for the QM atoms are generated at each step 
from the wave function and may change accordingly, which may lead to a variable fractional total 
charge for the model system (note that when the real system is split in model and pod (see Figure 
3.4), the corresponding total charges, Qmodel’ and Qpod’, are not necessarily net constant values 
although it is their sum Qreal = Qmodel’ + Qpod’). QM calculations are performed on model-H, whose 
net charge Qmodel-H and multiplicity are imposed by the user. To prepare a suitable topology file and 
grant invariability of the system total net charge, in the current implementation we force the total 
charge of model (Qmodel) to be equal to that of model-H by redistributing the charge difference ΔQ = 
Qmodel-H – Qmodel’ over the QM atoms (we do that proportionally to the magnitude of each QM atom 
charge, but alternative strategies are also possible). Thus: 
Qmodel’ + ΔQ = Qmodel-H = Qmodel 
Obviously, to conserve the total charge of the system (Qreal), also the total charge of pod (Cpod) has 
to be modified by redistributing an opposite charge value (– ΔQ) over the MM atoms: 
Qpod = Qreal – Qmodel =  Qreal – (Qmodel’ + ΔQ) = (Qreal – Qmodel’) – ΔQ = Qpod’ – ΔQ 
– ΔQ= Qpod – Qpod’ 
For pod (i.e. the MM atoms) this is done only once, i.e. for the starting geometry during the initial 
set up stage and, as stated above, these charges do not change any more. This charge redistribution 
process may be accomplished according to different strategies since the choice is not unique 
(mostly depending by the system under study). Here, we can draw some general guidelines on the 
basis of our experience. When studying an enzymatic system the procedure is quite complex, 
because all the residues have a net charge. In this case, – ΔQ is equally redistributed only on the 
MM atoms of pod belonging to the residues crossed by the boundary line (thus leaving a net charge 
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on ach one) and these new atomic point charges of pod will not change anymore during QM/MM 
calculations (i.e. we don’t use a polarizable force field); then, emb is generated from pod at each 
step (discussion in section Chapter 3), to be included in the QM calculation according to the 
Electrostatic Embedding scheme109. 
Another crucial point is how to handle charges in the QM region. In many cases the charges of this 
region are not correctly parameterized in the adopted force field, or they are completely unavailable. 
In these cases it is necessary to get a guess of the charges to perform the first calculation step and 
different approaches are possible for accomplishing this task; for example, we found that computing 
the wave function of model-H at the AM1-BCC161,162 (or a low ab initio) level gives a good starting 
point. Anyway, during the QM/MM calculation, the wave function of model-H is computed at the 
higher level (including the effect of the Electrostatic Embedding) and its charges re-evaluated. 
Thus, according to the flowchart of our code (Scheme 3.1), at the end of each cycle the complete 
set of charges of real is reassembled using for model the charges computed at the high QM level. It 
is worth repeating that, QM calculations are performed on model-H and the obtained charge 
includes H link atoms. According to the procedure described above, at every cycle we redistribute 
the charges of the H link atoms (ΔQ) on the model (QM) atoms. Thus, by adopting all these 
precautions, the total charge of the system (Qreal) is preserved, as well as the total charge of model 
(Qmodel = Qmodel-H) and pod (Qpod). The atomic point charges of pod are preserved all over the 
QM/MM calculations, while the charges of model do change at every step, according to the 
computed QM electronic distribution. 
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